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Abstract
The DLOOP is a structure of non-overlapping tiles (typically corner connected) oc-
cupying two layers. Interest in the DLOOP arises from Photo-Voltaic (PV) tracking
applications.
The tiles (PV modules) of contemporary tracking systems are within one contiguous
layer, i.e. a side-by-side platform (SSP).
Trees collect solar energy using branching structures to support leaves which are,
similar to PV modules, planar surfaces of solar energy transformation. The tree’s form
is naturally excellent for lowering structural stress in limbs and thermal stress in leaves.
For analogous reasons, related to the creation of flow paths that would otherwise be
blocked, this research hypothesised (and has subsequently shown) that: * the fluid
(wind) dynamic force on tiles of high inclination SSP may be reduced (up to 30%)
adopting DLOOP arrangements; and * the temperature of heated tiles in SSP may
be reduced (up to 5K within nominal and hot terrestrial environments), by passive
convective cooling, adopting DLOOP arrangements.
Fluid (wind) dynamic force is significant in PV applications because it typically
exceeds the force of gravity on the tiles of SSP in 13m/s winds and increases with
velocity squared. Hence reducing wind force by 30% should allow 40% more tiles to be
fitted to contemporary tracking mechanisms.
Temperature is significant in PV applications because the performance of PV tiles
typically falls 0.4%/K. Hence a 5K reductiion in temperature should improve efficiency
2%.
A combination of wind-tunnel tests, Particle Image Velocimetry and Computational
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations using Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes and Large
Eddy Simulation turbulence models was used for the fluid dynamic research.
vii
viii ABSTRACT
A combined Finite Element/CFD simulation of PV panels in platforms was devel-
oped to model temperature outcomes of thermal diffusion in solid materials and thermal
diffusion, radiation and convection in the fluid (air).
If PV-tracking ranges are limited below those of the solar-vector, shading of the
DLOOP lower by the upper layer occurs. This DLOOP self-shading raises unique cost-
benefits associated with tracking ranges. Consequently, this research develops a means
to quantify the insolation received by platforms accounting for technology and tracking
range in diverse (Australian) climates.
Additionally, multiple tracking platforms may be placed in close proximity and suf-
fer "Parasitic" energy losses when shaded by self-similar neighbours. Therefore, this
research study introduces a natural no-shade scale to describe and optimise field lay-
outs according to local insolation and economic conditions.
Executive Summary
This thesis describes properties of the novel Double-Layer Orthogonal-Offset Platform
(DLOOP) which is minimally defined as a structure of non-overlapping tiles occupying
two (front and back) layers. The hypotheses presented assert that separations between
tiles in DLOOP provide flow paths to:
• reduce wind force on high inclination tiles; and
• increase buoyancy driven cooling of heated tiles.
Figure 1: A 7.1 kW
DLOOP concept using
23m2 of concentrating-
PV tiles.
Interest in the DLOOP arises from the author’s invention
Edgar [2009] to increase solar photovoltaic (PV) tracking
efficiency if used to support PV tiles in power generation
applications (e.g. in Figure 1). In such applications, the
orthogonal offset between DLOOP tiles is essential to ensure
the platform is compact and without self-shade.
A corollary of the hypotheses is, from PV considerations,
that DLOOP must be solar tracking in order to function ef-
fectively, i.e. avoid shade on PV surfaces of its back layer.
Therefore a gain in lower cost, with lighter structures resist-
ing reduced wind forces, must be offset against the cost of
more expensive mounting systems that track the sun.
A further corollary relates to the additional insolation and power obtained by solar
tracking relative to fixed systems.
The thesis is divided into three chapters that examine the hypotheses, i.e.:
1. the wind force or load reduction on DLOOP;
2. the buoyancy driven cooling of heated DLOOP tiles in otherwise still air; and
3. the insolation of platforms and optimisation of regular field layouts.
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Figure 2: Wind force tests on square N × N DLOOP in 3 × 105 ≤
Reynolds number (Rn) ≤ 9 × 106 conditions; where N is the number of tiles across
the platform’s rows (and columns). Uncoloured points show front facing platform sim-
ulation results. Blue and red points show front and rear facing platform test results
respectively.
The fluid inertial (load) force on DLOOP is important because one hundred
kilometre per hour winds, within 45◦ of a PV tile’s normal, exert forces typically 4
to 5× greater than gravity. So, reducing PV system wind loads by almost 30% (e.g.
Figure 2), permits adding 40% more PV area to regular tracking mechanisms and from
a system perspective that improves their mechanical efficiency.
Wind forces on DLOOP were measured in a boundary layer wind tunnel having a
20.0m (L) × 2.0m (W) × 2.4m (H) test section or fetch. Additional measurements
were made of velocity fields using particle image velocimetry. The tests were comple-
mented by simulations looking at a wider range of DLOOP using Reynolds Averaged
Navier Stokes (RANS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence models. The
xi
simulations were developed using the ANSYS-CFX commercial Computational Fluid
Dynamic (CFD) software suite.
Figure 3: Simulation of direct normal insolation on
horizontal 7×7 PV tile platforms shows the average
SSP (above) temperature rises 25.0K above ambient
and is 5.5◦ hotter than the DLOOP (below) in similar
conditions, i.e. the nominal terrestrial environment
without wind.
The fluid (buoyancy driven)
cooling of DLOOP is impor-
tant in PV applications to main-
tain photovoltaic efficiency be-
cause output typically falls 0.4%
per degree. Rising tempera-
ture lowers PV-cell productiv-
ity particularly at midday, when
hottest and called on to deliver
maximum output.
PV platform temperature envi-
ronments were simulated with
combined finite-element (ther-
mal diffusion in solids) and
CFD (thermal diffusion, advec-
tion and radiation in fluids)
models. The simulations used
scale adaptive simulation (SAS)
turbulence models able to resolve
turbulence structures. The model’s accuracy was verified against certified PV tile oper-
ation temperature measurements. The verified model was extended, i.e. using the same
discretisation scales, to very large simulations considering 7×7 PV tiles in Side-by-Side
Platform (SSP) and DLOOP structures. A DLOOP average PV tile temperature re-
duction of 5◦C (n.b. representing a PV efficiency gain of 2%) was found relative to SSP
in still air under nominal terrestrial conditions (Figure 3).
The insolation of platforms and their layout in large fields is important for
the economic assessment of PV fixed, tracking and more generally renewable energy
systems.
xii EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Of primary concern is the direct normal irradiation (DNI) which is the principal con-
stituent of insolation available to platforms. This was examined for tracking ranges as
a function of the solar vector angle using significant longitudinal data sets of insolation
recorded each minute for decades by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology in character-
istic tropic, arid and temperate locations. The DNI energy production of SSP systems
using standard PV tiles was shown to typically increase from 1.0 to 1.4 times with solar
vector tracking from 0% (i.e. fixed system) to 100% respectively. Unlike standard PV
tiles, concentrating-PV (cPV) tiles deliver no energy when the solar vector is outside
the system’s tracking range. PV DLOOP system performance largely depends on how
partial shading of the lower layer is managed electrically. Its performance falls between a
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Figure 4: The energy gain of hypothetical track-
ing PV platforms as a function selected technolo-
gies and tracking range.
level approaching that of the SSP
and a level midway between the
SSP and cPV systems (Figure 4).
The DLOOP+ curve represents the
DLOOP with the economic opportu-
nity cost of the other tracking sys-
tems. It includes the energy gain of
additional PV area (with tracking)
purchased using tracking force sav-
ings. The cost per unit wind pres-
sure for tracking is derived from the
inferred equivalent cost/performance
ratio of market competitive SSP and
fixed systems.
The insolation of PV platforms in greenfield sites is relevant to their competitiveness
amongst energy production alternatives. A non-dimensional length scale, defined by
latitude and platform aspect ratio, is introduced to quantify shade losses of self-similar
rectangular platforms in regular fields using novel platform shadow maps. The maps
provide the data to minimise shade losses as a function of PV to land area ratio. A
method of choosing the optimal layout is developed using the loss ratios, and illustrated
by an example according to local insolation and economic conditions.
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q˙ volumetric rate of heat production per unit mass.
R universal gas constant.
R′ individual gas constant, i.e. universal gas constant/molar weight of gas
considered (≈ 286.9 Jkg−1K−1 for air).
Rn Reynolds number.
S Sutherland’s constant.
Sij the rate of strain tensor.
t time.
T temperature, absolute scale.
u velocity component in x, x1 or i direction.
u velocity vector of fluid, i.e. u = ui+ vj + wk.
u∞ far field velocity, i.e. of an approaching flow.
u′ transient component of velocity, defined by u′ = u− u
u′ velocity component u in a secondary coordinate system.
u average velocity.
u∗ friction velocity.
v velocity component in y, x2 or j direction.
V volume.
w velocity component in z, x3 or k direction.
y+ a dimensionless measure of wall distance (y-plus).
–
∇ gradient vector operator.
–
α angle-of-attack.
α sun’s zenith angle.
α thermal diffusivity.
β coefficient of thermal expansion.
Continued on next page
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List of symbols (cont.)
β∗ coefficient appearing in the k-ω equation, default 0.09.
δij the Kronecker delta.
 emissivity, in radiative contexts.
 turbulence energy dissipation rate in k– model.
ε Kolgoromov energy cascade transfer rate per unit mass.
η Kolmogorov length scale.
θ sun’s azimuth angle.
κ von Kármán constant.
λ second coefficient of viscosity.
λ wavelength.
λ thermal conductivity.
µ dynamic (molecular) viscosity
≈ 0.9x10−5kgm−1s−1 for air at 1atm., 0◦C and 100% rh, or
≈ 1.8x10−5kgm−1s−1 for air at 1atm., 25◦C and 0% rh.
µt turbulent dynamic viscosity.
ν kinematic viscosity, = µ/ρ
≈ 0.7x10−5m2s−1 for air at 1 atm., 0◦C and 100% rh, or
≈ 1.6x10−5m2s−1 for air at 1 atm., 30◦C and 0% rh.
νt turbulent kinematic viscosity (or eddy viscosity), µt/ρ.
ω pseudovorticity transported in the k − ω turbulence model.
φ platform normal’s zenith angle.
ρ density, ≈ 1.185 kgm−3 for air at 1 atm., 25◦C and 0% rh.
τ shear stress (force per unit area).
τ0, τw sheer stress at a wall.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Improving the efficiency of Photo-Voltaic (PV) tracking systems serving the solar en-
ergy sector is more critical for market development than their present representation
or proportion of sales suggests. Presently, fixed systems are economically competitive
in areas where roofs of existing buildings are found and their property rights are ap-
propriate for the economic, structure and orientation needs of fixed PV installations.
Therefore, the presence of roof-mounted fixed PV systems has substantially expanded.
However, roofs are not always present nor are they replicable on demand to meet PV
energy requirements in the way self-standing tracking systems may be. Thus a more
cost competitive tracking systems will enable a greater expansion of PV into greenfield
environments in direct response to energy needs, or with less reliance on circumstantial
support.
Nature has enabled trees to efficiently collect solar energy using branching structures
to support leaves which are, similar to PV modules, planar surfaces of solar energy
transformation. The tree’s form is pre-eminent for lowering structural stress in limbs and
thermal stress in leaves. For analogous efficiency reasons, PV modules may be placed in
the Double-Layer Orthogonal-Offset Platform (DLOOP) arrangement invented by the
author to generate electricity [Edgar, 2009].
The DLOOP arrangement is a novel open configuration of non-overlapping recti-
linear surfaces, plates, tiles or modules occupying positions in two overlapping layers.
Figure 1.1 shows a conceptual DLOOP arrangement of PV modules on a tracking mech-
anism in extreme zenith angle positions.
1
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(a) Horizontal, i.e. zenith angle α = 0◦, configuration for tropical
application range, maintenance and safety in wind speeds beyond
operational specification limits.
Figure 1.1: A 7.1 kW, 5.2m wide × 4.5m span DLOOP
system showing open arrangement of 77 cPV modules
mounted on a dual-axis tracking mechanism at extreme
zenith angle limits. (b) Vertical, i.e. α = 90
◦, configu-
ration for dawn and dusk range.
The PV module DLOOP should be contrasted with the Side-by-Side Platform (SSP),
which is the contemporary arrangement of marketed PV systems. Photos of commercial
SSP systems with their contiguous PV surface layers are shown in Figure 1.2.
The DLOOP system innovation presented in this thesis has the potential to substan-
tially improve the effectiveness of PV systems. In particular, well proportioned DLOOP
arrangements are shown to:
• lower the maximum wind force exerted on an assembly of modules holding arbi-
trary orientations relative to the wind direction; and
• enhance buoyancy driven flow around heated modules in otherwise no wind con-
ditions.
The more open PV surface of DLOOP therefore reduces: the structural stress of high
wind forces that would otherwise degrade the carrying capacity, or functional efficiency,
of PV tracking mechanisms; and thermal stress in PV-cells that degrades PV efficiency
and increases failure rates.
PV systems optionally use tracking mechanisms to increase the Direct Normal Irra-
3(a) 200 kW cPV system in Qingdao, China. (b) 12 kW MS-2E MecaSolar PV
system.
Figure 1.2: Side-by-Side Platform (SSP) PV systems showing characteristic contiguous
layer of modules butted up together.
diation (DNI) otherwise received by modules. Sunlight’s DNI varies with climate and
location but is typically six times higher than diffuse energy levels in Australia. By
using high performance PV modules, i.e modules with high Wm−2 efficiency, the return
on the investment to add a tracking capability is increased [Nishimura et al., 2010].
While the cost of general PV modules has been falling, the commercial manufacture of
concentrating-PV (cPV) modules which reach very high efficiency levels beyond 35%
has expanded. These modules incorporate front-end optical lenses that focus DNI on
an array of multi-junction PV dots located on the module’s backplane. The area of the
valuable dots can be one thousand times less than the area of the backplane and this
provides the module’s economic saving. The theoretical efficiency limit of cPV materials
is 67% [Feldman et al., 2013]. Finally, cPV technology only works with high quality
tracking because the optics no longer focuses DNI on its dots otherwise.
The competitiveness of PV tracking and non-tracking technologies is therefore de-
pendent on module technologies, module costs per kilowatt and module efficiency (or
kilowatts per unit area).
The size, dimension and ultimately material cost of PV tracking mechanisms in-
creases according to their strength. They need to secure the modules they carry in
extreme high wind conditions. The weight of PV modules on structures providing
tracking is two to four times less than the force winds are expected to exert in terres-
trial environments. Therefore, if the wind force on PV module assemblies is lowered,
the size and cost of tracking systems per unit PV area may be proportionally decreased.
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In this research, the pressure of high winds on DLOOP tile arrangements has been
investigated in wind tunnel tests. A wind pressure reduction of 30% has been observed
for DLOOP relative to SSP tile arrangements and this result is supported by computa-
tional fluid dynamic (CFD) analyses.
The temperature of PV-cells is another factor negatively impacting PV system per-
formance by degrading the energy-conversion efficiency of PV-cells. The electrical pro-
ductivity loss of typical PV modules is about 0.4%K−1 which equates to 10% in nominal
terrestrial environmental (NTE) conditions.
A coupled computational fluid dynamic - finite element (CFD-FE) simulation model
has been developed in this study working with constituent material properties of PV
modules as input parameters. The model is used to analyse the nominal operating cell
temperature (NOCT) within the PV module. The NOCT temperature reported by the
model was within the 27◦ ± 2◦C above ambient range that controlled tests found. The
developed single module thermal model was extended to consider 7×7 module SSP and
DLOOP assemblies. The average PV-cell temperature within the DLOOP was found to
be 5◦C below that of the SSP, in no wind but otherwise NTE conditions. This equates
to a 2% PV efficiency gain in the temperature dependent electrical output of typical
high performance PV modules in DLOOP arrangements.
Ultimately the utility of any tracking system technology depends on the compet-
itiveness of tracking technology relative to non-tracking or fixed systems. The daily
integrated DNI insolation on platforms is known to be increased by tracking but it
must be quantised within solid angle segments of the sky if the gain available to sys-
tems with a tracking span less than that of the solar vector, which is the vast majority,
are used. There are also economic incentives to place multiple PV systems within a
confined area, however doing so causes varying degrees of mutual shading to occur. To
estimate these parasitic losses the sunlight levels at short time intervals throughout the
day and year are needed.
Statistics of DNI and diffuse insolation level measurements taken in sixty second
blocks over decades at archetypical Australian locations provide a good longitudinal
data set to make PV installation assessments. The data has been processed with expla-
nations given to find the energy input of rectangular platforms and the yield of large
5Modulea reference Dimensions (mm3)
Mass
(kg)
Weight/
face area
Wind
pressureb
Semprius SM-1 476 × 636 × 68 7.3 236Pa 545Pa
Soitec CX-M500 3670 × 2390 × 102 210 235Pa 545Pa
Suncore DDM-1090Xc 1740 × 1080 × 64 56.4 294Pa 545Pa
Sunpower 327d 1559 × 1046 × 46 18.6 112Pa 545Pa
ac-PV module unless otherwise indicated
bFor 27.8ms−1 wind speeds within 45◦ of normal to module face plane.
cSimilar to Emcore c-PV G3-1090X modules.
dHigh performance (non-C)PV module type
Table 1.1: Commercial module weight and pressure of 27.8ms−1 wind, i.e. force per
module surface area.
field arrangements optimised in terms of their layout to reduce parasitic losses. The op-
timisation task provides the location’s PV to land area ratio that maximises insolation
income minus financing expense per unit area.
The analysis of the tropical location’s insolation data presented shows mutual DNI
shade losses may be limited to 1.6% in an optimised field for similar locations while
achieving the very high PV-area to land-area ratio of 20%. In the middle latitudes,
losses for the same coverage ratio climb to 4%.
Strength factors
The pressure of strong winds acting on PV modules reaches two to five times their
weight to area ratio in terrestrial applications, see Table 1.1 for examples. In dynamic
wind conditions the pressure on the modules would be higher. For this reason the
mechanical structure supporting PV modules is dimensioned to withstand high wind
forces rather than PV module weights.
It follows from the above observation that if the fluid pressure on a platform can be
reduced then a tracking mechanism built to steer the platform may be made functionally
more efficient, i.e. either by adding more tiles to the current platform, or by building a
less substantial mechanism to carry the same number of tiles.
The contemporary method of arranging PV modules is to place them side by side on
platforms which makes the body aerodynamically similar to a larger single tile whose
area is equivalent to that within the platform’s perimeter.
The force (F ) exerted by a moving fluid (wind) on a body is described empirically
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by the equation,
F =
1
2
CrρAu2,
where Cr is the resultant-force coefficient of the body, ρ its density, A its area and u
its velocity [Hoerner, 1951].
The value of the resultant-force coefficient is typically determined by tests, and
measurements for many object shapes and flow regimes have been made, e.g. Cr ≈ 1.2
for a flat plate held 45◦ either side of face-on to significant winds [Hoerner, 1951].
Therefore an SSP tilted at an angle within 45◦ of face-on to the wind experiences the
full brunt of prevailing wind forces.
However, as early as 1907 Gustav Eiffel Eiffel [1907], in scientific drop tests from
his namesake tower, observed that the aerodynamic interaction between a pair of fully
overlapping plates is significant and (depending on their distance apart) can lead to
a lower combined force on the pair than otherwise experienced on a single plate. In
view of this not immediately obvious finding, the support needed to hold a pair of
overlapping plates in strong winds may be reduced in strength and made lighter than
otherwise needed to support just one.
The extent to which the aerodynamic advantage of the plates in the double layer
might be retained if the plates were obliged to become orthogonally offset, as required
by efficient PV platforms to avoid self-shading between layers, was an open question
motivating this research study.
Due to the creation of flow paths traversing DLOOP that would otherwise be
blocked, it was hypothesised (and has subsequently been proven) that the
fluid force on tiles of high inclination Side-by-Side Platforms (SSPs) may be
reduced significantly by placing them in DLOOP arrangements.
Thermal factors
Sunlight heats PV modules to their most extreme in no wind conditions particularly in
the middle of the day. This is because insolation intensity (mostly dissipated as heat)
is highest at midday when the atmospheric depth is minimum, and convection cooling
is hampered by modules (or series of low zenith angle modules when tracking) acting
7as a barrier that restricts buoyancy driven flows from rising away and drawing in cooler
air from beneath.
The efficiency of typical PV modules falls with temperature at a rate of 0.4%/K
and nominally accounts for 6 – 7% of energy production losses [Feldman et al., 2012].
Therefore means to reduce cell temperatures are of interest.
At the start of this research, due to the more open arrangement of tiles in DLOOP, it
was hypothesised (and has subsequently been proven) that the temperature
of heated tiles in DLOOP is reduced relative those of an SSP arrangement.
In particular, this research demonstrated that heated PV modules were 5◦C cooler
in DLOOP than in SSP arrangements during nominal terrestrial and extremely hot
conditions. The simulations were combined finite-element/CFD models that considered
thermal diffusion in the module’s solid materials and thermal diffusion, radiation and
convection in the surrounding fluid (air).
Insolation factors
A PV DLOOP must have a solar tracking support in order to function effectively be-
cause self-shading of PV modules in the lower layer by the upper layer may occur
otherwise. The amount of insolation captured by DLOOP systems will be increased by
tracking. However, the DLOOP self-shading issue raises unique cost-benefits associated
with partial solar-vector tracking ranges.
Further, PV tracking mechanisms built today for SSP systems generally have a
limited solar-vector tracking range because:
• the majority are outside the tropics, so the sun never reaches directly overhead
and there is no cause to move the platform’s normal that close to vertical; and
• opaque objects, DNI depleting atmospheric depth, platform leverage on steering
mechanism and interference between mechanical envelopes all work to diminish
returns moving closer to the horizon.
Consequently, this research study develops the means to quantify the DNI and
diffuse components of insolation received by platforms in a diverse range of (Aus-
tralian) climates considering tracking ranges and technologies, i.e. non-tracking, track-
ing, concentrating-PV and DLOOP.
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Additionally, multiple tracking platforms may be placed in close proximity and con-
nected to meet large scale electricity requirements. In this case there may be "parasitic"
energy losses from shading by adjacent solar tracking platforms. Therefore, this research
study is interested in and reports on the "parasitic" losses of rectangular PV platforms
in field arrangements and develops a natural scale description of optimally configured
fields subject to local insolation and economic conditions.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The properties of DLOOP have not been specifically investigated previously. A sum-
mary of scientific literature in associated areas follows.
2.1 Aerodynamics of plates
Plates are relevant to this research because the DLOOP is an assembly uniquely of them
and because the SSP, which is the reference for DLOOP comparisons, is aerodynamically
analogous to a (larger scale) single plate.
The basic empirical formula of fluid dynamics is the resultant-force equation which
states that an immersed body in relative motion experiences a resultant-force (F ) of
magnitude:
F =
1
2
CrρAu2∞ (2.1)
where:
Cr = resultant-force coefficient,
ρ = density of the fluid (e.g. air),
A = effective body area, and
u∞ = far field (relative) velocity.
Resultant force coefficients are typically determined experimentally by measuring sur-
face forces in relevant flow conditions but may be estimated using Computational Fluid
9
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Figure 2.1: Resultant force coefficient of square plates and disks (i.e. at angle-of-attack
α = 90◦) as a function of Reynolds number [Hoerner, 1951, Fig.3-26].
Dynamics (CFD) methods.
A summary description of flow conditions is provided by the Reynolds number (Rn).
It is the dimensionless ratio between inertial and viscous fluid forces attributable to
general kinematic and fluid properties at the addressed length scale, i.e.
Rn =
ρuL
µ
, (2.2)
where: µ is dynamic (shear) viscosity; u is flow velocity, and L is characteristic length.
The Reynolds characteristic length scale is chosen in a consistent manner to compare
studies. Scales are made appropriate by a natural length of fluid flow, geometry or tur-
bulence feature which dominates the magnitude of change the variables in the referenced
flow field experience.
In laminar inlet flow conditions, a square plate or disk has a well established
resultant-force coefficient (Cr) between 1.17 and 1.18 from Rn = 5000 to the high-
est sub-sonic levels tested [Eiffel, 1907, Flachsbart, 1932, Hoerner, 1951, Schubauer and
Dryden, 1935, Tachikawa and Fukuyama, 1981]. This is shown in Figure 2.1 reproduced
from Hoerner [1951, Fig.3-26].
The Cr of high angle-of-attack, i.e. α > 45◦, plates has been investigated by CFD
methods although generally in lower Rn ranges where the evolution of turbulent flow
structures is more readily resolved with less loss of significants detail for comparison with
experimental data. For example, Najjar and Vanka [1995] undertook a two-dimensional
study in the 500 <Rn<1000 range with very high order discretisation and solver nu-
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meric schemes. They particularly looked at vortex behaviour details and derived drag
coefficients and wake closure lengths consistent with experimental studies.
The study of drag on flat plates, including walls and wing sections, is an area of
active research. These studies support the reduction of frictional losses associated with
fluid or immersed body transport where viscous surface stresses are significant, i.e. low
angle-of-attack (α) and Rn conditions. In particular:
• Choudhry et al. [2015] compared the capabilities of two simulation transition mod-
els, to predict separation bubble dependence on turbulence intensity and low-α
angle, and identified modest to accurate CFD capabilities in support of roughness
elements or tripping devices that improve airfoil performance; and
• Iuso et al. [2017] examined oil film, floating plate and pressure probe techniques
able to measure friction drag of turbulent wall flows for the evaluation of riblet
micro groove innovations.
2.1.1 Aspect ratio (AR)
Wind-forces are known to vary with a plate’s Aspect-Ratio (AR), i.e. relative proportion
of side-lengths. This is shown in Figure 2.2 reproduced from Hoerner [1951]. In the
limit as AR approaches zero, the Cr of high α rectangular plates approaches 1.98 and
is sometimes referred to as the infinitely long rectangle or two dimensional flow case. In
the 0.5 < AR < 1 range describing commercial PV modules, the Cr of plates at α=90◦
is independent of AR.
Figure 2.2: Drag coefficient of rectangular plates as a function of aspect ratio, repro-
duced from Hoerner [1951, fig.3-28].
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2.1.2 Angle-of-attack
The magnitude of a fluid’s force on most objects varies greatly with orientation. How-
ever, on a flat plate the fluid-force remains normal and of constant magnitude over a
very considerable angular range. This unusual feature of the plate’s aerodynamics is
shown in Figure 2.3 [Flachsbart, 1932, Tachikawa and Fukuyama, 1981, Holmes, 2012]
where:
• angle-of-attack (α) is the angle between the flow direction and its projection on
the plate’s surface (or 90◦ if singular), e.g. an α = 0◦ plate slices sideways through
the flow, and
• the normal force coefficient (Cn) is equal to the resultant-force coefficient (Cr) in
the sector of high wind-force levels, i.e. 30◦ < α < 90◦.
Figure 2.3: The coefficient of the
fluid’s normal force on a square
plate as a function of the plate’s
angle-of-attacka. The increase
of Cn between 30◦ and 40◦ was
first reported by [Eiffel, 1910].
Measurements with 40 000 <
Rn < 60 000 by Tachikawa and
Fukuyama [1981] and otherwise
understood in the inertial range,
i.e. Rn > 1000, where Figure 2.2
shows independence of flat plate
Cr.
aAngle-of-attack (α) is the angle be-
tween the flow direction and its projec-
tion on the plate’s surface (or 90◦ if sin-
gular).
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Eiffel [1910] was the first to report a detected increase of Cr associated with the square
plate around α = 35◦. He measured the peak to be 40% and 39% higher than when
the plate was normal, by independent balance and pressure (at 49 points) measurement
systems respectively. The pressure measurement details showed the frontal pressure had
halved (i.e. +43 → +23Pa) on the inclined 25 cm per side square in 15ms−1 winds,
while the pressure deficit of the rear side had tripled (i.e. -21 → -68Pa). The strength
of the wake’s pressure deficit was clearly the determinant of the increased plate force
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experienced.
The increase of Cr for a square at α = 35◦ was found to be about 12% by Tachikawa
and Fukuyama [1981] and was entirely absent in the laminar flow α = 30◦ measurements
by Holmes [2012]. The significant effect of turbulence wavelength is discussed in Section
2.1.4, and this effect is thought to have promoted the increase of Cr to the very high
levels meticulously measured and verified by Eiffel.
Figure 2.4: The effect of
aspect ratio on the wind-
force of inclined rectangu-
lar plates, reproduced from
Eiffel [1910]. The vertical
scale is normalised to that
of the wind-force on the rel-
evant rectangle at α = 90.
The leading edge of the AR
>1 plates in this description
is the long side. The ele-
vated peak for the square at
α ≈ 35◦ was verified by two
methods, i.e. a balance and
a set of pressure measure-
ments.
In tests of rectangular plates, Eiffel [1910] found the low-α peak (relative to the
plate’s α = 90◦ level) was highest for the square, was below the normal angle level for
AR = 2 plates, and was no longer apparent at AR = 9. Figure 2.4 shows these results
reproduced from Eiffel [1910]. The leading edge of the AR >1 plates in this description
is the long side.
These results suggest that, other things being equal, SSP PV platforms and the PV
modules in DLOOP should be mounted in landscape rather than portrait manner to
reduce wind forces.
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2.1.3 Tandem effects
When plates are sufficiently close to perturb each other’s flow fields, their individual Cr
values are altered.
Gustav Eiffel [1907, 1910] provides the earliest scientific work specifically concerned
with double-layers or tandem plates. In drop experiments from his namesake tower
(range: 0 → 95m; or 0 → 40ms−1) and in a wind tunnel he later built (range: 0 →
15ms−1) he tested combinations of tandem circles, squares, rectangles and trellises.
The wind-force coefficients (K) he used corresponded with a kilogram-force scale where
K = Cr/2g = Cr/19.62.
Figure 2.5: Resultant-
force coefficient of two
disks as a function of
separation, reproduced
from Hoerner [1951].
It has been shown that the combined force on overlapping circular plates (i.e. α =
90◦) reduces to the minimum of about two-thirds the level on one, when their separation
is ≈ 1.5 times the plates’ diameter [Eiffel, 1910]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5,
reproduced from Hoerner [1951]. A similar result was reported for AR = 0.5 rectangular
plates by Eiffel [1910].
Looking at the trellis plates (fill factor of ≈ 54%), a sharp reduction of the combined
force to ≈ 90% of the single trellis’ level was measured at a very short separation (i.e.
≈ 20mm which was about the mean trellis feature width). The plot of the trellis results
by Eiffel [1910] is reproduced in Figure 2.6.
2.1.4 Turbulence
The wind-force on a high angle-of-attack (α) plate increases with turbulence. Turbu-
lence is the relative magnitude of the root mean square (rms) velocity fluctuations about
their mean value over an appropriate time scale. In tests, Schubauer and Dryden [1935]
found that the Cr of an AR=6 plate rose 2% and that of a round disk 0.9% for each
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1% turbulence increased in the range 0.7% to 4.0%. Gartshore [1973] observed that
increasing turbulence caused the radius of curvature of the separated shear layers in
the plate’s wake to reduce. This is credited by Melbourne [1993] with the breakthrough
finding that incoming flow small-scale turbulence increases the magnitude of high neg-
ative suction under reattaching shear layers near the leading edge of bluff objects, and
that that is the principal cause of increased Cr [Dyrbye and Hansen, 1999, Melbourne,
1993].
Specifically testing four square plates of side length 50mm to 200mm in 15ms−1
wind (turbulence intensity 8.3% rms and longitudinal length scale 75mm), Bearman
Figure 2.6: Wind force on a tandem
trellis plate measured in the Champs-
de-Mars wind tunnel, reproduced from
Eiffel [1910]. The resultant-force coeffi-
cient Cr = 19.62 × K. The combined
force on the trellises is shown dipping
to a minimum at ≈ 25mm distance be-
tween layers which is approximately the
mean width of trellis features.
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Figure 2.7: Turbulence
length scale effects on
Cr and base pressure of
squares, (in flow with ve-
locity u∞ = 15ms−1,
Rn≈ 1.2×105, turbulence
intensity It = 8.3% and
length scale 0.076m) mea-
sured by Bearman [1971].
[1971] found Cr and base backplate pressure deficit in the wake of plates increased
as shown in Figure 2.7. The integral length scales of turbulence are measures of the
average size of the turbulence eddies of the flow and in a windtunnel the longitudinal
length scale is taken to be the average flow’s displacement during the period that max-
imises the flow’s autocorrelation coefficient using an appropriate series of field variable
measurements such as total pressure. The pressure on the windward side of flat plates
is relatively unaffected by turbulence and the results of Bearman [1971] confirm the
base pressure deficit increase is the principal cause of increasing Cr, as it was for the
angle-of-attack peaks.
2.1.5 Blockage in wind tunnels
High α plates in enclosed wind tunnels inevitably block a flow’s passage more than in
an open environment. The effect of the blockage is to increase the static and dynamic
pressure of tests. This in turn affects the level of force on the plate and the resultant-
force coefficient must be corrected for blockage affects in tunnels accordingly.
A dynamic pressure correction formula, well supported for tests of sharp square
plates normal to flows, is that of Maskell [1963] which follows:
∆pd/pd = cCdA/C (2.3)
where
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pd = dynamic pressure
c = base-pressure coefficient dependent blockage factor typically 2.5 in
axially symmetric flows
Cd = the drag coefficient
A = the area of the object
C = the cross sectional area of the wind tunnel.
With the increase in static pressure comes an increase in density and, in a similar
proportion, the force by Equation 2.1.
A pitot tube provides both the static and dynamic pressure conditions to be mon-
itored during tunnel tests and therefore allows appropriate corrections for these to be
implemented when calculating the corresponding resultant-force coefficient (Cr) of the
object tested.
2.1.6 Perforated plates
Perforated plates are conceptually similar to each DLOOP layer, and particularly when
total area removed is near 50% and the distance between layers is large.
The resultant-force coefficients of two-dimensional 40mm wide strips perforated
by rows of three diagonal equidistant holes were investigated by Castro [1971] in the
Reynolds number range 2.5×104 to 9.0×104. Using the indirect wake traverse method
[Betz, 1925, Melville-Jones, 1937], the Cr of the perforated plates with 0.425, 0.531 and
0.645 of the total area removed were found to be 1.84, 1.99 and 1.81 respectively, i.e.
when the source figures are normalised to that of the plate’s remaining area. Using
a more direct balance measurement method, the Cr of the 0.425 perforated strip was
calculated to be 6.5% less.
2.2 Classical fluid dynamics
Conservation of mass, for elemental fluid volumes, may be written
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ∇.u = 0, (2.4)
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where density is ρ, velocity is u, and the material derivative is
D()
Dt
=
∂()
∂t
+ u.∇().
Conservation of linear momentum, known as the Navier-Stokes (NS) equa-
tions, may by written in the dimensionless differential form
Stρ
∂u
∂t
+ ρ(u.∇)u = − 1
Fr
ρ∇φ− Eu∇p+
(
λ
µ
+ 1
)
1
Rn
∇(∇.u) +∇2u 1
Rn︸ ︷︷ ︸
fµ=viscous forces
, (2.5)
where:
• the viscous forces fµ are (and therefore may be) derived from constitutive equa-
tions with constant dynamic viscosity µ and second coefficient of viscosity λ (Sec-
tion 2.2.1).
• scaled variables
ρ = ρ′/ρ0, p = p′/p0, φ = φ′/gL, x = x′/L,
y = y′/L, z = z′/L, t = t′/τ , and u = u′/u0
have been made dimensionless using characteristic scales in proportion to the
physical property’s influence in the evolving fluid’s state;
• derivatives are with respect to the scaled variables;
• the divergence of body forces are (and therefore may be) represented by a scalar
potential function (φ), e.g. gravity ρg = −ρ∇φ; and
• the dimensionless coefficients are
Euler number, Eu =
p′
ρ′|u′|2 , (2.6) Reynolds number, Rn =
ρ′|u′|L
µ
, (2.7)
Froude number, Fr =
|u′|2
gL
, (2.8) & Strouhal number, St =
L
τ |u′|. (2.9)
Conservation of energy, by thermodynamics becomes significant when viscosity
is temperature dependent or the flow is compressible, may for a controlled volume be
written
ρ
Dh
Dt
=
Dp
Dt
+
DQ
Dt
−∇.q + Φ (2.10)
where:
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• enthalpy h = e+ p/ρ, with internal specific energy density e;
• the dissipation function Φ =∇.(τ .u)− (∇.τ ).u, with
• the shear stress tensor τ =
∑3
i=1
∑3
j=1 τij iˆjˆ, and its dot product defines another
vector, e.g. τ .u =
∑3
j=1 τ1juj iˆ+
∑3
j=1 τ2juj jˆ +
∑3
j=1 τ3jujkˆ;
• scalar internal heat energy is Q; and
• the heat flow vector, from the Fourier law of heat conduction, is
q = −κ∇T = Pr
cpµ
∇T (2.11)
– with thermal conductivity κ, or
– with the fluid state’s specific heat at constant pressure cp, and
Prandtl number (Pr) =
cpµ
κ
. (2.12)
2.2.1 Constitutive equations
Describe material properties of fluids, the basic form of which relates to the stress tensor
σij = −pδij + τij , i, j = 1, 2, 3; (2.13)
where pressure is p, and the viscous stress tensor is τij .
When viscous stress is linearly proportional to the velocity gradient, i.e. described
as Newtonian and making it isotropic, it reduces to
τij = λδijSkk + 2µSij , (2.14)
where the deformation tensor, in Cartesian coordinates, is
Sij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
. (2.15)
The precise value of the second coefficient of viscosity (λ) is not important when
considering incompressible flows: its contribution to viscous stress (Equation 2.14) is
zero because ∇.u = 0 from the conservation of mass (Equation 2.4). However, more
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broadly the Stoke hypothesis states:
λ = −2
3
µ. (2.16)
This approximation for λ holds for many fluids and is supported by theory for monatomic
gasses [Tisza, 1942, Karim and Rosenhead, 1952, Liebermann, 1949]. However, the coef-
ficients µ and λ should not be considered constants when studying sound or shock wave
conditions [Nyborg, 1953], and other values have been measured Rosenhead [1954]. .
Air in the ABL (Section 2.2.3) like most gases and many liquids, behaves to good
approximation as an isotropic Newtonian fluid [Stull, 1999].
While isotropic and constant for a particular fluid’s state, both µ and λ are functions
of temperature and pressure however, as shown for air in Figure 2.8a, their variation
with temperature is negligible in the range of environmental conditions this research
considers.
Defining the mean pressure as:
p¯ = −1
3
(σii + σjj + σkk), (2.17)
it is a multiple of the trace and therefore an invariant of the stress tensor and, with
Equations 2.13 and 2.14, may be rearranged to yield
p¯ = p−
(
λ+
2
3
µ
)
∇.u. (2.18)
2.2.2 State equations
Provide thermodynamic relations between variables of the fluid field, e.g:
• the Ideal gas equation
p = ρRT, where R is the universal gas cnstant, (2.19)
which couples conservation equations by implicit enthalpy h = cpT and internal
energy e = cvT relations, and the proportionality state constant cv is the specific
heat at constant volume.
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• Sutherland’s law, i.e.
µ = µref
Tref + Sµ
T + Sµ
(
T
Tref
)3/2
; (2.20)
which is used to interpolate the value of µ as a function of temperature [Chapman,
1916],
where
µref = the viscosity at a reference temperature T = Tref, and
Sµ = Sutherland constant of viscosity.
For air in the upper atmosphere, the errors when using the Sutherland formula are
extremely small, and for the ABL errors are less than a few percent Van Driest [1952].
With appropriate constant, Sutherland’s formula may also be used to describe ther-
mal conductivity (κ), i.e.:
κ = κref
T ′ref + Sκ
T + Sκ
(
T
T ′ref
)3/2
; (2.21)
where
κref = the thermal conductivity at a reference temperature T = T ′ref, and
Sκ = Sutherland’s constant of thermal conductivity.
Figure 2.8 shows the dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity of dry air modelled
using Sutherland’s laws with constants given by Pletcher et al. [2013], i.e.:
• Sµ = 110.4◦K and µref = 1.846× 10−5Pa s at Tref = 300◦K; and
• Sκ = 194◦K and κref = 2.624× 10−2Wm−1K−1 at T ′ref = 300◦K.
2.2.3 Boundary layers
Turbulence in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) is generated by mechanical
mixing in the wakes of objects on the ground. Climatic factors condition the open
boundaries of the ABL. As the ground surface is approached, the vertical velocity fluc-
tuations are attenuated thus turbulent energy is mainly in the horizontal plane unless
in the immediate wake of a significant ground object [Milbank et al., 2005].
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(b) Air’s thermal conductivity.
Figure 2.8: Air dynamic viscosity (µ) and thermal conductivity (κ) modelled by Suther-
land’s formulas.
When analysing outside structures, the ABL should be fully aerodynamically rough,
horizontally homogeneous, and relatively free from pressure gradients [Ludwig and Sun-
daram, 1969]. Such an atmospheric profile propagates across analysis volumes without
modification in the absence of ground surface objects and slopes. This property is ideal
to study an object’s interaction with the flow field because if the flow field sponta-
neously evolves the distinction between flow cause and object effects is more difficult to
recognise.
The empirical log law of the wall Equation 2.22 describes the generally observed
horizontally homogeneous mean velocity (u) of a turbulent flow field above the viscous
sub-layer as a function of distance (y) from a planar wall, boundary, surface or ground,
i.e.
u =
u∗
κ
ln
y + y0
y0
, (2.22)
where
u∗ = friction velocity;
κ = von Kármán constant; and
y0 = aerodynamic roughness length.
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The von Kármán constant (κ) has been found from measurements in the log-wall
region of flows however a more universal significance has also been attributed to it,
i.e. as a limit scaling relation of boundary-layer theory which in the case of a two
dimensional surface is given by [Stull, 1999, p.181]:
κ = lim
y→y0
[
−u∗∂
2u
∂y2
/(
∂u
∂y
)2]
≈ 0.4. (2.23)
where u is streamwise velocity and y is wall distance.
Below the log-law region, adjacent to a wall, is the viscous sub-layer where the
fluid’s motion is increasingly restricted. The restriction increases viscous dissipation
and decreases velocity fluctuations there. Furthermore, with fluctuations falling, the
fraction of shear stress attributable to viscosity increases while contributions of Reynolds
shearing stress (i.e. Rij = δiju′iu
′
j) diminish until at the wall velocity fluctuations and
Reynolds shear vanish. In the close wall layer therefore, a fluid’s laminar flow pattern
prevails and τ = µ
∂u
∂y
[Schlichting, 1951, Trans 4th Ed. 1960, Rotta, 1962].
The vertical height of a fluid’s asymptotic zero mean velocity base varies according
to terrain roughness and so a displaced surface away from the real surface may be needed
[Stull, 1999, pp.376-381]. For example over the surface of thick undulating tree canopies,
the aerodynamic roughness length (y0) is determined by the texture and amplitude of
undulations while a displaced surface should be defined at or near the mean valley
height of the canopy’s upper surface to simplify larger scale analyses. The von Kármán
constant joins the stress of the inviscid fluid’s logarithmic profile (near surfaces) to the
asymptotic counterpart of the real viscous shear flow there.
Although a one-to-one correspondence between terrain roughness and aerodynamic
roughness length has been shown empirically, its value is not consistent with a physical
measurement of, for example, terrain undulation heights. A table of correspondence
reported by Stull [1999], between typical terrains and the aerodynamic roughness length,
is provided in Figure 2.9.
Other roughness scales are sometimes used. Of note is the sand-grain roughness
scale used in the default log-law of the wall formula of the ANSYS-CFX code. To
fit with the observed logarithmic boundary velocity profile of flows described by the
empirical Equation 2.22, Blocken et al. [2007] derived a linear relationship between the
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Figure 2.9: Aerodynamic roughness lengths - detail from [Stull, 1999, Fig.9.5]
aerodynamic roughness (y0) and sand-grain roughness (y0:sg) parameters, i.e.:
y0 sg = 29.6 y0. (2.24)
2.2.4 Turbulence relations
Turbulent flows are chaotic and disordered despite being governed by the deterministic
physics of the NS equations. Because of the multiplicity of length scales in turbulent
flows, the evolution of a turbulent flow field is extremely sensitive to small changes in
initial conditions, boundary conditions and material properties. This unpredictability
of turbulent flow dynamics defines the turbulent flow fields chaotic character [Gleick,
2011, Moon, 1992]. Each turbulence scale behaves very differently despite all being
governed by the same NS advective and dissipative terms.
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Boussinesq [1877] realised turbulence was too complicated to be tackled determin-
istically and that a statistical approach was necessary. He introduced the concept of an
enhanced turbulence viscosity accordingly.
Shortly thereafter Reynolds showed, using drops of dye in small pipes, that transi-
tions to turbulence depended on the Reynolds number ratio. Transition to turbulence
can be expected with:
Rn 6 2× 104, for flow around bodies generally; or (2.25)
Rn 6 5× 105, for flow along walls [Reynolds, 1894]; and (2.26)
Gr 6 109, for natural convection [Eckert and Jackson, 1950]. (2.27)
Reynolds [1894] proposed the decomposition of the NS equations into mean and
fluctuating parts. With this decomposition, the fluctuating components of momentum
interact to produce an increasing numbers of stress terms that are represented by the
Reynolds stress tensor. The tensor is represented assuming the Boussinesq hypothesis,
i.e. isotropic turbulence viscosity, and the Newtonian stress-strain relation (Equation
2.38. Reynolds decomposition is not appropriate when the time scale of the turbulence
becomes significant relative to the flow changes, evolution or development generally.
Kolmogorov [1941] considered the constitution of turbulence within fluids and in-
troduced the concept of an energy cascade. In his model, turbulence energy initially
arises in the form of relatively large eddies that then break down forming smaller and
smaller eddies in increasing numbers over time and while advected with the flow. Vis-
cous effects are relatively insignificant for the large eddies so their kinetic energy is
conserved. As the size of an eddy becomes smaller, viscous effects increasingly dissipate
its energy. At the bottom of the cascade energy is completely dissipated at the length
scale of the fluid’s thermal motions. In equilibrium the rate of energy transfer per unit
mass between the various eddy scales becomes identical. If this were not so, energy
would increase or decrease the number of eddies at the non-equilibrium scale until their
number did result in the energy transfer rate of the others.
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2.2.5 Free stream shear layers
These shear layers arise in the presence of a mean velocity gradient, which makes the
large scales anisotropic and provides a continuous source of turbulent kinetic energy.
Of particular interest are the plane shear layers formed in the wake of a highly inclined
plate that emerge from each of its bluff edges. The layers grow from the resulting
velocity discontinuity and thicken downstream.
In an idealised consideration the layers grow from a discontinuity of zero thick-
ness, and in the absence of viscosity have no length scale. The only parameters
of a dimensioning capacity are the velocities of the wake-inner and wake-outer free
streams, Ua > Ub. A useful parameter in this context is the characteristic velocity
ratio β = (Ua − Ub)/(Ua + Ub) and a useful definition in this context is the momentum
thickness,
θ =
∫ ∞
−∞
U − Ub
Ua − Ub
(
1− U − Ub
Ua − Ub
)
dx2 (2.28)
where x2 is the transverse coordinate.
In the case of a backward facing step, it is the thickness of the boundary layer,
in front of the step, that imposes the length scale of the outer mixing region of the
separated wake rather than the step height.
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2.3 Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) describes the methods of transforming and solving
the partial differential equations (PDEs) of fluid conservation laws by discretisation
and iterative techniques. With model specific linear representations of the governing
equations, i.e. formed by discretisation, the coupled system is solved by finite element
techniques. The dependent variables in the transformed linear flow field equations are
varied more, called relaxation, or less in a time or pseudo-time marching framework to
solve the PDEs systematically [Murty, 1983].
A choice of first, second or higher order accurate numeric discretisation schemes
may be used in the relaxation processes between timesteps. Another class of numeric
methods is applied to solve the relaxed equations iteratively during the timestep, subject
to convergence criteria such as continuity imbalance limit at both discrete element and
domain level.
2.3.1 Coupled conservation matrices
In CFD the continuity (Equation 2.2) and NS equations (Equation 2.5), called the
hydrodynamic equations, are generally managed as a coupled system of the form

0
ρfx
ρfy
ρfz

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
=
∂
∂t

ρ
ρu
ρv
ρw

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
+
∂
∂x

ρu
ρu2 + p− τxx
ρvu− τxy
ρwu− τxz

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
+
∂
∂y

ρy
ρuv − τxy
ρv2 + p− τyy
ρwv − τyz

︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
+
∂
∂z

ρz
ρuz − τxz
ρvz − τyz
ρw2 + p− τzz

︸ ︷︷ ︸
E
(2.29)
where: f is the body force per unit mass vector with Cartesian components fx, fy and
fz; and other variables are defined in Section 2.2.
In this formalism A is the source vector (equal to zero if body forces are negligible),
the vectors C, D and E are the fluxes and B is the solution vector whose elements ρ,
ρu, ρv and ρw are solved for by numeric methods. While not the case for ANSYS CFX,
a further row of vector elements may be added to the Equation 2.29 terms, in order to
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couple directly with energy (Equation 2.10), i.e.
ρ(ufx + vfy + wfz + q˙)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
=
∂
∂t
[
ρ
(
e+
|u|2
2
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
+
∂
∂x
[
ρ
(
e+
|u|2
2
)
u+ pu− κ∂T
∂x
− uτxx − vτxy − wτxz
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
+
∂
∂y
[
ρ
(
e+
|u|2
2
)
v + pv − κ∂T
∂y
− uτyx − vτyy − wτyz
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
+
∂
∂z
[
ρ
(
e+
|u|2
2
)
w + pw − κ∂T
∂z
− uτzx − vτzy − wτzz
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
E
. (2.30)
In ANSYS CFX, the continuum representation of the conservation Equation 2.29
is discretised, at the centres of mesh element volumes, and are together termed the
hydrodynamic equations. These are solved iteratively within each timestep (or pseudo-
timestep in steady-state analyses) by varying the scalar pressure to move the solution
towards the timestep exit criteria, i.e. typically domain and element balance [ANSYS,
2016]. Since there are generally additional variables and couplings in simulations to
consider, e.g. turbulence and radiation, solver routines iterate within the timestep to
solve these separately. The relaxation settings of the simulation method control the
solver’s aggressiveness, i.e. the degree variables are changed when iterating towards the
solution (exit criteria) within each timestep.
The discrete form of the continuum conservation Equations 2.29 and 2.30 depends on
the discretisation schemes of the simulation method. In all formulations the dependent
variables are time filtered by the timestep scale (or pseudo-timestep in steady-state
analyses), and spatially filtered by the mesh geometry scale of the simulation. The
linear discretised form of Equation 2.29 is concurrently solved for each volume of the fluid
defined by the simulation’s grid elements. Partitioning of the domain, and the numeric
techniques used to accelerate the solution process in a way that monitors conservation
at the domain level, are equally important features of the simulation method.
The form of the viscous stress tensor (τij) depends on the CFD turbulence model
(Section 2.3.2). In all simulations involving turbulence, aside from Direct Numeric
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Simulation (DNS) methods, the tensor is modelled and replaced by some filtered form of
the velocity (u) and fluctuating contributions (u′), and/or new higher order quantities in
turn dependent on u. These new equations with new variables allow the evolution of the
fluctuating components of the stresses, known as the Reynolds stresses, to be represented
with more efficiency than otherwise possible, i.e. by the alternative continued refinement
of spatial and temporal scales. The Reynolds stresses are recovered from the available
filtered Reynolds stress tensor information following general algebraic techniques and
numeric methods.
The use of turbulence models reliant on dimensional and empirical justifications
without a formal physical basis, is likely to remain necessary for engineering applications
in the context of foreseeable computing capabilities. Resolving eddy stresses in turbulent
flows by DNS requires spatial resolution down to the level at which viscous forces
transition turbulence kinetic to thermal energies, i.e. the Kolmogorov length scale,
η =
(
ν3
ε
)1/4
, (2.31)
where ε is the Kolgoromov energy cascade transfer rate per unit mass.
Turbulence energy is fed into systems by large eddies – either advected or created at
what can be called the flow’s integral length scale (Lε) [Kolmogorov, 1941], i.e according
to:
ε =
u′3
Lε
, (2.32)
where u′ is the global spatial averaged root-mean-square value of the flows’ velocity
component fluctuations.
At the top end of the energy cascade Equation 2.32 would be exactly true for some
of the flows’ large eddies. The ratio of Equation 2.31 and 2.32 length scales then give
a measure of the grid refinement necessary for DNS analyses. In three dimensions, a
minimum grid count of N = O(Re9/4) is imposed even before multi-scale, Nyquist and
other criteria of the domain are addressed [Jiménez, 2000].
The CFD challenge then, given the expense of DNS, is to build a model that:
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• acceptably filters the independent variables of space and time; and
• retains the essential influence of the Reynolds stress tensor given its defining
velocities are filtered without any closed form of identifying the limiting impact
of the filtering applied.
Each CFD model has its own way of treating turbulence, i.e. transport of turbulence
energy and stresses, interaction (with obstacles), source and sink characteristics. The
emphasis is placed on achieving outcomes that are empirically justified and comply with
dimensional, not necessarily physical, arguments. As a result no single turbulence model
is superior for all classes of problems and model choice depends on physics, established
practice, level of accuracy and computational resources. Many tend to be calibrated to
give the right result for certain types of problems and in all cases techniques such as
establishing the grid invariance of the results is an essential part of the analysis process
and methodology.
Whatever the CFD method employed, a correct filtering of the independent variables
(ie. shape and size of mesh fluid element geometry) and duration of timestep (i.e. period
of flow development between iterations) is critical to obtain meaningful results in a
reasonable time. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition states that, for numeric
simulations with implicit time-stepping schemes, the period of the timestep must be less
than the period taken for flow to traverse a mesh volume element if features of the flow
are to be resolved correctly [Courant et al., 1928]. This property is represented by the
Courant number, and is equal to one when one mesh element length is traversed in one
timestep. The courant number is not significant if transient features are not, e.g. in a
steady state analysis.
2.3.2 Turbulence Models
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) methods provide the only systematic approach
to problem solving however direct numeric simulation (DNS) of turbulent flows requires
impractical grid counts, i.e. N ∝ Re9/4 [Kasagi and Shikazono, 1995]. For this reason,
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes and Scale Resolving Simulation methods have been
applied to study DLOOP structures.
The shear stress transport (SST) is a Reynolds Averaged NS (RANS) turbulence
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model and therefore assumes implicitly that the essential character of the instanta-
neous variables of the flow field may be represented in discrete volumes by the sum of
time averaged and fluctuating components. The model uses two transport equations to
represent turbulence: one for turbulence kinetic energy (k) and the other for turbulence
energy frequency (ω). These are the k–ω RANS turbulence model variables and related
by the turbulence viscosity (µt) equation µt = ρk/ω. The SST uses additional blending
functions accounting for stress transport, based on wall distance and flow variables, to
limit the k–ω model’s overestimation of eddy viscosity under adverse pressure gradi-
ents. The turbulence or eddy viscosity is an empirical analogue of dynamic viscosity
used in turbulence transport equations to describe the momentum transfer of turbulent
structures.
In steady state analyses, the default CFX-solver may concurrently apply different
time steps to different physical locations within the model volume, depending on local
mesh-cell properties, in order to approach residual and conservation targets of equations
more rapidly. Exploiting this property, the timescales in the solid domains may be made
much larger than in the fluid domain during the steady state analyses so that a thermal
equilibrium is reached faster from the initial rough estimate entered to get started.
There may be no physical meaning attached to the evolution of the variables obtained
accordingly, i.e. using differing timesteps concurrently. In Unsteady RANS (URANS)
simulations, a uniform time step is applied throughout the model’s volume and while
there is no guarantee that the time related changes in variables will be identified it is
possible because time steps do have a physical interpretation.
2.3.2.1 RANS Sheer Stress Transport turbulence model
Following the method of Reynolds [1894], NS field variables have been replaced by the
sum of average and fluctuating representations. The modified momentum equation
becomes:
∂(ρui)
∂t
+
∂(ρuiuj)
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂(τij − ρu′iu′j)
∂xj
+ ρfmb i ; (2.33)
where u components are averages, u′ are velocity fluctuating parts, τ is the molecular
stress tensor, ρu′iu
′
j the Reynolds stress tensor and fmb the contribution of buoyancy
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body forces per unit mass. The modified energy equation becomes:
∂(ρhtot)
∂t
− ∂p
∂t
+
∂(ρujhtot)
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
κ
∂T
∂xj
− ρu′jh′
)
+
∂[uj(τij − ρu′iu′j)]
∂xj
; (2.34)
where T is temperature, κ is thermal conductivity, total enthalpy is
htot = h+
1
2
(u.u+ u′.u′) + k (2.35)
and k is the scalar variable representing turbulent kinetic energy in the SST model.
The SST turbulence model has evolved from a blend of the Jones and Launder [1972]
k– (outside of boundary layer) and the Wilcox [1988] k–ω (inside of boundary layer)
turbulence models. The blending is useful because [Bardina et al., 1997, Patel et al.,
1985]:
• solving the number of unknowns in the k– limit shrinking wall distance region is
complicated, and in a formal manner elusive, while not so for the k–ω represen-
tation where pseudo-vorticity scales converge to zero; and
• the sensitivity of the k–ω freestream field values to the choice of turbulence bound-
ary conditions is not shared by the k– representation.
The blending function F1 is applied to the k–ω equations and 1 − F1 to the k– rep-
resentation once the -equation is transformed to an ω relation in balance equations.
The blending function varies with wall distance and takes the value of one at bound-
ary surfaces and decreases to zero outside the defined boundary layer. The summation
blend of the turbulent transport equations provides a smooth evolution of single-valued
variables throughout the domain with the zonal advantages of each.
The function F1 is given by [ANSYS, 2016]:
F1 = tanh
min[max{ √k
β′ωy
,
500µ
ρy2ω
}
,
4ρk
CDkωy2σω2
]4 (2.36)
where CDkω is the cross-diffusion term that appears in the transformed ω-equation from
the original -equation, and is given by:
CDkω = max
(
2ρ
ρσω2ω
∂k
∂xj
∂ω
∂xj
, 10−10
)
. (2.37)
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The Reynolds stresses tensor is approximated assuming an isotropic eddy viscosity
hypothesis analogous to the stress–strain relation in Newtonian flows, i.e.:
ρu′iu
′
j = µt
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
− 2
3
δij
(
ρk + µt
∂uk
∂xk
)
. (2.38)
Both two-equation turbulence models overly delay boundary-layer separation arising
in adverse (negative) pressure gradient regions because they ignore the transport and
effects of turbulent stresses [Bardina et al., 1997]. To overcome this, a bending function
F2 is used to modify the turbulent viscosity in turbulent boundary layers (both separa-
tion and recovery adaptations) similar to the successful approach of Johnson and King
[1985] who initially related the transport of stress to that of turbulent kinetic energy al-
gebraically. A further Menter [1994] style clip factor or Kato [1993] vorticity qualifier to
limit k production in stagnation regions may also be specified for use with the ANSYS
CFX SST turbulence model however their imperative use relates to compressible shock
regions removed from typical terrestrial wind conditions [Bardina et al., 1997, ANSYS,
2016].
Turbulence in the k–ω model is described by two scalar variables, i.e. turbulence
kinetic energy (k) and turbulence (eddy) frequency (ω), that are transported separately
in an analogous fashion to the fluid’s momentum. In the k– turbulence model, the
transport variables are k and the turbulence energy dissipation rate (). The turbu-
lence variables are related by the turbulent viscosity (µt) that links turbulence stress to
turbulence rate of strain, and which adds to the dynamic viscosity to give the effective
viscosity (µeff) that links stress to rate of strain, i.e.
µt =
ρk/ω
max[1, SF2/(a1ω)]
= µeff − µ, (2.39)
where S (=
√
2SijSij) is an invariant measure of the strain rate, a1 = 0.31 limits the
shear stress to a multiple of k, and the auxiliary function F2 (a function of wall distance
y) is
F2 = tanh
{max[ 2√k
β′ωy
,
500µ
ρy2ω
]}2 . (2.40)
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The SST model blended transport equations, are:
∂
∂t
(ρk) +
∂
∂xj
(ρkuj) =
∂
∂xj
[(
µ+
µt
σk
)
∂k
∂xj
]
+ Pk − β′ρkω + Pkb; and (2.41)
∂(ρω)
∂t
+
∂(ρωuj)
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
[(
µ+
µt
σω
)
∂ω
∂xj
]
+ (1− F1)CDkω + αρ
µt
Pk − βρω2 + Pωb. (2.42)
Model constants are linear combinations of the underlying k–ω (subscript #1) and k–
(subscript #2) values, ie. denoting constants by φ:
φ = F1φ1 + (1− F1)φ2; where φ = [α, β, σk, σω]. (2.43)
The underlying model constants are:
α1 = 5/9; (2.44)
β1 = 0.075; (2.45)
σk1 = 1.176; (2.46)
α2 = 0.44; (2.47)
β2 = 0.0828; (2.48)
σk2 = 1; and (2.49)
β′ = 0.09; (2.50)
σω1 = 2; (2.51)
σω2 = 1/0.856. (2.52)
Density (ρ) and velocity (u) are obtained from the NS relations. The turbulence
energy production term (Pk, due to viscous forces) is:
Pk = µt
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
∂ui
∂xj
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
(
3µt
∂uk
∂xk
+ ρk
)
(2.53)
The buoyancy turbulent energy contribution (Pkb) and frequency (Pωb) terms are:
Pkb =
µt
ρσρ
gi
∂ρ
∂xi
; and (2.54) Pωb =
ω
k
[(α3+1)C3 max(0, Pkb) sinφ−Pkb] (2.55)
Second-order numerical differences are recommended for convective and diffusive
terms of the flow and turbulence equations. Bounded second-order upwind flux-difference
splitting methods are recommended for the convective terms however first-order upwind
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methods have proved successful with the turbulence equations. Implicit second-order
central-difference methods for the diffusion terms of the momentum, energy, and turbu-
lence model equations are recommended for their efficiency and good agreement with
theory and experiment [Bardina et al., 1997]. Since the turbulence equations are empir-
ical approximations of turbulence effects, it is perhaps not surprising that more robust
first-order upwind methods are often tried and found to be sufficiently precise.
2.3.2.2 Scale resolving simulations (SRS)
Turbulence models which include spectrum descriptors and operators transporting spec-
trum content and effects are called scale resolving simulations. The challenge for these
models is:
1. to remain representative or meaningful when the length scale of thermal energy,
where turbulence energy dissipation through viscous forces takes effect, is well
below the practical limit of today’s computing systems to handle explicitly; and
2. to capture smooth wall viscous sub-layer stresses in the way needed to source the
energy of coherent small scale turbulence that requires a very fine mesh, ie. the
number of which increases exponentially with Rn.
Unlike the RANS models, the scale resolving simulations (SRS) models have no
a priori method of capturing the turbulence energy of small scale sources or hanging
on to turbulence energy that falls below the resolution scale of mesh and timesteps
implemented.
Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
The governing equations for LES are obtained by filtering the time-dependent NS equa-
tions in the physical space. The filtering process removes eddies whose scales are smaller
than the filter width or mesh spacing used. The resulting equations thus govern the
dynamics of the large eddies [ANSYS, 2016]. For example the filtered momentum equa-
tions become [ANSYS, 2016]:
∂(ρ ui)
∂t
+
∂(ρ ui uj)
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
[
µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)]
+
∂τij
∂xj
; (2.56)
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where the subgrid scale stress defined by τij = −ρuiuj +ρ ui uj is related to the product
of the large-scale strain rate tensor Sij and a subgrid only turbulent viscosity (µsgs), i.e.
τij − 1
3
δijτkk = 2µsgsSij and Sij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
. (2.57)
The processing power needed to use the LES model’s capabilities productively de-
pends on the grid refinement necessary to resolve whatever the turbulence structures of
significance to the problem being addressed are [Meneveau and Katz, 2000]. Up until
the 1980’s, LES models were only able to investigate low Rn flat plate (grazing surface)
boundary layers. Quantitative turbulence-structure investigations still generally require
DNS simulations because of the questionable spatial resolution of near-wall features by
LES methods [Robinson, 1991].
The LES models are therefore critically dependent on the near-wall representation
of the physics to generate turbulence. They typically require a boundary surface mesh
element centroid height below y+ = 1 and at least 15 layers within the viscous sublayer,
i.e. maximum height inflation rate of 1.2, [ANSYS, 2016, Bardina et al., 1997].
In free streams, if there is no turbulence in the initial conditions or inflow to an LES
region, then the model will not develop it subsequently. General numeric methods have
been developed to facilitate the establishment of appropriate turbulence structure(s) at
LES model boundaries or interfaces within LES zones of larger, typically RANS mod-
elled, domains [Kempf et al., 2012]. In ANSYS-CFX an harmonic generator function
to seed turbulence energy spectrum content is available [ANSYS, 2016] for use upwind
of LES volumes in zonal LES simulations.
In many cases the small scale turbulence may not be an issue in terms of either
sources or sinks, however associated problems persists without some method of assuring
that is the case.
A number of practical SRS models have been developed to address the problem by
transporting above and below grid turbulence separately. Explicit above and below grid
scale equation terms are present. The former (carrying spectrum content) are handled
directly by conservation equation dependencies; and the latter by an eddy viscosity
contribution from second order subgrid only scale stresses. The approach assumes small
scales in turbulent flows are nearly universal, while the turbulent behaviour at larger
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scales is a strong function of the flow geometry and gross flow parameters [Robinson,
1991].
Of most interest amongst these SRS developments are the hybrid RANS-LES mod-
els which aim to combine the advantages of the RANS and Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) approaches. Some leading examples of these hybrid models include the Detached
Eddy Simulation (DES) method of Spalart [2000], the Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS)
method of Menter and Egorov [2005], the Partially Averaged Navier-Stokes (PANS)
method of Girimaji [2006], the Partially Integrated Transport Model PITM of Schiestel
and Dejoan [2005], Fadai-Ghotbi et al. [2010], Chaouat and Schiestel [2012] and the
unified RANS-LES model of Heinz [2007], Gopalan et al. [2013].
The SRS models used in this research are:
• zonal LES models, as discussed earlier in this section, that divide the physical
domain of the problem into zones where the computationally demanding LES is
limited to volumes where it is required and works at a practical scale; and
• SAS that switches from URANS to LES behaviour or formulation depending on
turbulence energy, grid and wall distance.
Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS)
The Scale-Adaptive Simulation (SAS) is a URANS formulation, which allows for some
resolution of the turbulent spectrum in unstable flow conditions [ANSYS, 2016]. This
is achieved by dynamically associating von Kármán length-scale (∂2u/∂y2 → Lνκ)
dependent structures with unsteady turbulence regions. The length scale is derived from
semi-empirical work: commenced by Rotta [1977] on second order correlations between
mean velocity, turbulence energy and length scales; and adapted by Menter [1994] who
developed the final boundary condition independent form of the scale representation
used.
When structures are resolved in unsteady regions of the flow, the SAS model adopts
LES like behaviour. The SAS model reverts to basic SST behaviour in steady regions
of the flow, boundary layers and where the mesh is not fine enough. It thus avoids the
intense LES like computation effort needed to carry spectrum content where and when
turbulence structures fall below scale limits [Menter and Egorov, 2005, ANSYS, 2016].
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The URANS methods solve for a series of global timesteps, i.e. universally applied
identically to all elements of the domain, so it retains the capacity to resolve fluctuations
of relatively long periodicity, i.e. to the timestep, in the mean flow. The CFX-solver
associated with the steady state RANS models is arranged to converge to a steady state
quickly and may concurrently adapt different time steps to individual cell conditions in
order to achieve that end. Since timesteps are not necessarily uniform across the model
domain(s) in steady RANS analyses there may be no physical meaning attributable
to the evolution of the variable values obtained. With URANS there is no guarantee
time related changes in variables will be identified or are non-numeric in origin but it
is possible because timesteps do have a physical meaning.
Rather than a new underlying k–φ two equation RANS formulation (i.e. where
φ =
√
kL), the turbulence ω-equation of the SST model is given an additional source
term where the length scale appears in quadratic form, i.e. [Egorov and Menter, 2008]:
Psas ω = max
[
ρζ2κS
2
(
L
Lνκ
)2
− C 2k
σφ
max
(
1
ω2
∂ω
∂xj
∂ω
∂xj
,
1
k2
∂k
∂xj
∂k
∂xj
)
, 0
]
, (2.58)
where Lνκ = κS/∇2u, the length scale of the modelled turbulence L =
√
k/(C0.25µ ω),
Cµ = 0.09 from the underlying -equation formulation, and a calibrated degree of high
wave number dampening at the high resolution limit of the mesh is provided by choice
of σφ and the other constants, i.e.:
σφ = 2/3; (2.59) ζ = 3.51; and (2.60) C = 2. (2.61)
2.3.3 Wall bound flow models
Most coherent motion effects in the turbulent boundary layer evolve from either a
vortex or a shear layer. Kinematic combinations and dynamic relations between these
two structural forms underpin the momentum-transport and mixing properties of the
boundary layer [Robinson, 1991]. The exact form and interaction processes of structures
in the boundary layer is an ongoing research area. Wall models are typically used in CFD
to represent small scale details of the wall bound flow (based on empirical assumptions),
unless the structures themselves are the focus of the study and using DNS [Chen and
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Patel, 1988].
Patel et al. [1985] found for high Rn flows, when using k– based turbulence models,
that the choice of a particular wall model was not critical and had little effect on the
dissipation variable , as long as it was used consistently. The choice of the model’s
empirical constants was much more significant in low Rn situations.
To model the flow near walls, the CFX code generally uses wall functions to bridge
the viscous sublayer. Formulas and methods that extend the approach of Launder and
Spalding [1974] are used [ANSYS, 2016]. In particular the CFX scalable wall functions
are designed to provide a unique solution of increasing accuracy when the near wall
mesh is refined, which is otherwise a major drawback of wall functions [Grotjans and
Menter, 1998]. If y+ < 1, the CFX code does not use wall functions with the two
equation turbulence models.
The use of wall functions results in a loss of sublayer mass and momentum con-
tributions to the relevant conservation equations. To resolve this issue in both SST
and SAS modes, the switch to the k–ω description of turbulence near walls exploits an
analytically known ω in the viscous sub-layer. The known value of ω better informs the
blend, and therefore balance, of flow variables across the transition between layers. The
relative contribution of the sublayer to the continuity equations decreases with higher
inertial flows, as well as in free streams far from walls, but the k–ω formulation with
y+ around one is typically important for the analysis of convection driven flows.
For thermal analysis, the viscous sub-layer of the flow should be resolved rather
than relying on wall models where possible. To do this several mesh layers should be
positioned within the viscous sub-layer of non-slip walls which usually extends out to
y+ = 5. Although computationally expensive the height of the mesh’s first cell centroid
from non-slip walls should not exceed y+ = 1. This height can be estimated from the
following friction velocity relationships:
y+ = y
u∗
ν
; (2.62) u+ =
u
u∗
; (2.63) u∗ =
√
τw
ρ
. (2.64)
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2.3.4 Visualisation
An important use of SRS models is to reveal turbulence structures. To visualise turbu-
lence structures a Qcriterion isosurface as first described by Hunt et al. [1988] is useful
especially when coloured by some other variable that is significantly changing with tur-
bulence. The definition of the Qcriterion, which is a measure of vorticity without parallel
shear flow contributions, is:
QDim = CQ(Ω2 − S2) ; (2.65)
where Dim = s−2 designates the dimensional form of Q, and
CQ = 0.25, is the constant as used by ANSYS CFD-Post, but for historic rea-
sons is known to vary, e.g. CQ = 0.5 in ANSYS Fluent;
S =
√
2SijSij , is the absolute value of the strain rate;
Ω =
√
2ΩijΩij , is the absolute value of the vorticity;
Sij = the deformation tensor, Equation 2.15;
Ωij = the vorticity tensor,
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
− ∂uj
∂xi
)
.
The Qcriterion is invariant under Galilean transformations which is sufficient for the
non-rotational frames used in this research.
While non-dimensional forms of the Qcriterion are possible, they elevate very weak
turbulence structures to the same level as the strong ones and are therefore unhelp-
ful. The dimensional QDim values can be very large and vary greatly in the domain.
Frequently, values up to Qmax ≈ 108 can be found in high Rn number flows. In such
cases, isosurfaces in the range of 104 < Q < 105 are typically useful and very low values
should be avoided because weak structures not relevant to turbulence visualisations are
shown [Menter, 2013].
2.4 PV technology
2.4.1 PV systems
The installed cost of Photo-Voltaic (PV) systems, for both residential and commercial
customers, has been decreasing for decades. In the USA between 1998 and 2013, the
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decrease has been between %6 to 7% every year [Feldman et al., 2012, SunShot, 2014].
Since 2008 the cost of PV modules in systems has been falling fastest at 35%p.a., and
based on 2011 costings, it now makes up less than 21% of total median installed price
in the USA of ≤10 kW [Feldman et al., 2013]. This shift to the cost base of PV energy
systems puts the focus on Balance Of System (BOS) factors – i.e. everything other
than the PV modules such as installer business costs, customer acquisition costs, land,
insurance, finance, administration/approvals permitting/connection, labour, inverters,
wiring and mounting systems – to bring total cost of PV energy systems down.
Tracking systems have the ability to increase energy production of PV modules over-
all and in particular during the morning and evening daylight shoulders. For example
Halasah et al. [2013] found energy output was increased according to Table 2.1 for a
single-Si based system in the Arava region of Israel (average annual horizontal insolation
= 2,150 kWhm−2y−1); taking into account losses due to inverter, wiring and cell heat-
ing. Halasah et al. [2013] thought dual-axis tracking uneconomic for single-Si but when
considered coupled with concentrating-PV (cPV) annual energy output was 1.93× and
1.85× that of the equivalent single-Si module area for FLATCON and SolFocus systems
respectively.
Table 2.1: Relative energy output of single-Si PV systems
Source
tracking installations Fixed installations
dual axis polar N-S axis E-W axis tilt=lat. tilt=horiz.
Halasah et al. [2013] - 1.21 1.16 1.05 1.00 0.92
Liu et al. [2013] ≈1.22 - ≈1.13 ≈1.11 1.00 -
From a survey of commercial tracking systems, see Table 2.2 the following general
properties are found:
• it is difficult (and expensive) for PV tracking systems to reach extreme zenith
angles, i.e. for the platform normal to point to the horizon, and α = 75◦ appears
to be maximum;
• dual-axis systems have the superior pointing accuracy and range favoured for high
efficiency, cPV and DLOOP;
• PV surfaces totaling 10–33 m2 cover most applications; and
• maximum wind speed specification is 125 kmh−1 [35ms−1] in conjunction with
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higher wind speed survival mode orientations.
Table 2.2: Commercial tracking systems integrating concentrating PV modules.
CPV tracking
system
Unloaded
weight/area
(kg/m2)
Loaded
weight/area
(kg/m2)
Tracking
max. wind
speed
(km/h)
Stow max.
wind speed
(km/h)
Soitec CX-S530-II 23.8 47.7 50–65 144
Sener CPV
Two-Axes Solar
Tracker
23.5 no data 36–43 144
Green Source
Technology
GST-300
22.7 57.3 79 144
Exosun Exotrack
CPV 23.3 no data 60 200
Optimum Tracker
O-track CPV no data no data 70 200
Baja Sun Energy
CPV 33.3 61.0 43 –
2.4.2 PV module and cell properties
The maximum wind-load force on PV modules in service significantly exceeds that of
their weight, see Table 2.3 for one standard PV and three cPV modules.
Table 2.3: PV module standard mounting and wind pressures.
Module reference Mass (kg) Weight/face area Wind pressurea
Semprius SM-1 7.3 236Pa 545Pa
Soitec CX-M500 210 235Pa 545Pa
Suncore DDM-1090Xb 56.4 294Pa 545Pa
Sunpower 327c 18.6 112Pa 545Pa
aWind speed 27.8m/s [60mph] within 45◦ of face normal.
bSimilar to Emcore G3-1090X modules.
cA high performance (non-C)PV module.
Commercially produced high performance concentrator-PV (cPV) modules [Leloux
et al., 2014] are likely to have a growing impact on the future of dual-axis track-
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ing mechanisms. The cPV modules are about 4 times smaller, 1.5 times as efficient
and 1.5 times heavier than ubiquitous glass, Tedlar encapsulated high efficiency mono-
crystalline (Single-Si) PV modules [Kanjorski, 2013, Gombert et al., 2009]. They are
heavier because of integrated optics which also require them to constantly track the
sun atop precise dual-axis mounting systems. For these next generation cPV modules,
whose Shockley–Queisser theoretical efficiency limit doubles other technologies at 63%
[Advanced Research Projects Agency (Energy), 2013], there is a strong incentive to
consider tracking the sun all the way to the horizon. In return such tracking systems
will increase insolation during morning and evening daylight shoulders and increase
overall yield, for example that of polar Single-Si tracking installations by a further 60%
[Neville, 1977, Sunpower Corp., 2009, Halasah et al., 2013]. Therefore, producing a
lighter accurate tracking system is key for the development of cPV systems.
Another in principle method of improving PV module performance for tracking
systems arises noting direct sunlight comes from only a small section of the sky (the
sun subtends only 0.267◦ at the Earth’s surface). To convert the direct light there is
no need for a solar cell to accept light from all directions but only from this very much
smaller range of directions. A material also restricting emissions to those angles could
in theory reduce emissivities by 46200 times and thereby open the way to converting
more incident light than otherwise [Green, 2001, p.313].
The various PV cell technologies are able to exploit photon energy of particular
frequencies according to their band gap and associated efficiency.
Tracking systems are designed and built to put more insolation on the PV modules
they carry. The additional insolation obtained by tracking is converted to electricity by
the PV modules used. The higher the PV efficiency of those modules the more electricity
attributable to the tracking mechanism mounting system. The tracking mechanism
represents a fixed cost in the system and therefore there is an incentive to use higher
efficiency PV modules in order to obtain more from the fixed level of expenditure.
The PV conversion efficiency of PV modules varies from about 10% for amorphous
silicon, to 19% for mono-crystalline single-junction and 30% for multi-junction con-
centrating PV (cPV) modules which typically incorporate front-end optics [SunShot,
2014].
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The economic viability of PV systems depends on their capacity to convert insolation
to electricity over a lifetime and this is significantly affected by temperature factors.
The thermal resistance of PV modules has been studied previously using CFD to
define the temperature of the model’s fluid-solid interface to match a physical test
profile. The model is then used to determine the heat flux required to maintain that
temperature [Jubayer et al., 2016].
The efficiency of PV-cells, i.e. their electrical output, is known to fall as tempera-
ture rises. An efficiency fall of -0.4%/K is not unusual for PV cells generally [Skoplaki
and Palyvos, 2009b]. A more exact efficiency/temperature gradient figure is reported in
commercial product data sheets because of its economic significance. Various analytic
tools have been developed to assist designers quantify the impact of terrestrial envi-
ronments, including wind factors and insolation levels, on PV cell temperatures [Arm-
strong and Hurley, 2010, García-Domingo et al., 2014, Skoplaki et al., 2008, Skoplaki
and Palyvos, 2009a]. Using this temperature information together with the former effi-
ciency/temperature gradient the system performance in related circumstances to those
addressed may be estimated.
Less consistent is the gradual degradation rate of PV module performance with
ageing and the premature loss of performance with exposure to environmental stress
factors. The US military electronic reliability prediction standard [US DoD, Table 5.8]
suggests the failure rate of microcircuits generically similar to PV-cells increases 50%
when the component’s average junction temperature rises from 70◦C to 80◦C.
In the early 1980’s field experience and failure analysis of PV modules resulted in
the tightening of stress tests associated with US government procurements and backing
for the PV module qualification standard IEC 61215 [Jordan and Kurtz, 2012]. The
Arrhenius equation is commonly used to model the relative temperature dependent ac-
celeration of ageing rates of modules and their associated qualification test requirements
[Kurtz et al., 2011, Hoffmann and Koehl, 2014]. Kurtz et al. [2009] provide further advice
on thermal requirements for qualification testing associated with elevated temperatures.
Jordan and Kurtz [2010] noted a strong seasonal correlation exists between degra-
dation rate and DC energy output and accordingly describe an analytical improvement
to aid PV degradation rate determinations from observation time series that include
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two or more years of data. They found module degradation rates are best determined
from the evolution of probability density functions in place of averages [Jordan and
Kurtz, 2012]. What remains unclear is the degree to which the degradation observed is
separately attributable to temperature, insolation or energy production as their peaks
and troughs are closely correlated.
Manufacturers specifying a normal application range may choose conditions that
are unanticipated and more benign than some customers may require. For example,
Wohlgemuth et al. [2005] describe how the adhesion between the backsheet and the
PV-cell potting, Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate (EVA), of one product was qualified by damp
heat tests run at 65 ◦C instead of 85 ◦C when the latter is the standard IEC 61215 and
IEC 61646 PV qualification test level. These standards assume implicitly that ageing
processes will be Arrhenius compliant in the test range. By contrast, the manufacturer
found this was not the case with their particular product because delamination rates
increased non-linearly at some temperature between 65 ◦C and 85 ◦C. The manufacturer
subsequently concluded that since module use in their specified conditions should not
exceed 65 ◦C, then the higher temperatures associated with non-linear delamination
rates should not be used to accelerate module nominal ageing processes either. Product
procurements for temperature environments at the top end of the general range are
therefore required to pay particular attention to non-standard levels of qualification
details.
Abenante et al. [2005] found from a comparison of 22 and 30 year studies involv-
ing series-parallel PV platforms near Rome, that module performance-degradation was
0.05%/year and the fall remained practically constant. This included power degrada-
tion, life-limiting wear out and external to module core component failures. By contrast,
they found the module failure rate was 1.6% higher in the second survey or was increas-
ing non-linearly at a rate of 0.06% per annum over eight years. They defined a module
failure to be the premature termination of the ability of a module to provide electrical
power.
Sudden failure of modules may result from cyclic thermal stress that:
• cracks an individual cell;
• fatigues an interconnect producing an open circuit;
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• degrades insulation producing a short circuit;
• breaks top glass surface;
• delaminates materials due to differential expansion;
• increases the criticality of hot spots; and
• causes bypass diode failure.
BP Solar prepared a database to include all field returns of multi-Si modules since
1994 and which accounted for 0.13% of total supplies [Wohlgemuth et al., 2005], see
Table 2.4. Higher levels of performance degradation during the first year was able to
be reduced by manufacturing processes, eg. light soaking.
Table 2.4: Reported PV module failure rates, representing 0.13% of total supplies
[Wohlgemuth et al., 2005].
Failure description Percent
Corrosion 45.3
Cell or interconnect break 40.7
Output lead problem 3.9
Junction box problem 3.6
Delamination 3.4
Overheating wires, diodes, terminal strip 1.5
Mechanical damage 1.4
Bypass diode 0.2
A regression fit study using 1-minute insolation data by Wilshaw et al. [1996] found
the linear temperature coefficient of a typical module’s temperature rise in Newcastle on
Tyne (UK), in ambient level conditions between 21–27◦C, was 0.035KW−1m−2. Jones
and Underwood [2001] found that due to their thermal mass, modules at the same
location subjected to an irradiance drop of 600 kWm−2 in 1 minute, took 7 minutes to
adjust by ∆T = 7K, which was 63% of the noted 11K steady state step.
Jones and Underwood [2001] modelled the thermal behaviour of PV cells in BP Solar
monocrystalline PV modules incorporating separate theoretical energy transfer terms
to describe the effect of short wave radiation (qsw), long wave radiation (qlw), convection
and electrical energy production processes. The combined rate of temperature change
given for their modules was:
Cmod
dT
dt
= qsw + qlw + qconv − Pout; (2.66)
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where their heat capacity was given by
Cmod =
∑
m
AdmρmCm, (2.67)
and other material properties listed in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: BP Solar, area A = 0.51m2, module thermal properties [Jones and Under-
wood, 2001].
Panel material ρm (kgm−3) Cm (Jkg−1K−1) dm (mm)
Monocrystalline Si cell 2330 677 0.3
Polyester/ Tedlar trilaminate 1200 1250 0.5
Glass face 3000 500 3
Jones and Underwood [2001] fitted a forced convection term to their results and
obtained accuracies within 6K for 95% of the time. Their best accuracies were achieved
during either clear or overcast conditions when there were less irradiance fluctuations
from intermittent cloud cover.
Thermal effects on PV efficiency
The method of García and Balenzategui [2004] is frequently used to calculate the tem-
perature of PV modules as a function of insolation and the ambient temperature envi-
ronment [Eldin et al., 2016, Topić et al., 2017, Fuentes, 1987], i.e.:
Tmodule = Tambient + (Tnoct − 20◦C)I/800Wm−2, (2.68)
where:
I = irradiance energy surface intensity (Wm−2)
Tnoct = nominal operating cell temperature, see [ASTM E1036-12, 2012]
Txxxx are all measured in Celsius degrees.
The method is derived from the relevant ASTM procedure which measures Tnoct of
modules in 20◦C, 800Wm−2 irradiance, 1ms−1 wind and open circuit conditions. The
use of Equation 2.68 in hot climates as a predictor of temperature will however be
misleading if the open circuit condition is not accounted for.
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In nominal operation, a PV module will produce electricity from insolation which is
exported and not dissipated as heat. The (efficiency) reporting conditions of the same
ASTM procedure specify 1000Wm−2 test conditions and the difference between this
and the nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) conditions, although not explicit,
appears to be related to the export of energy in the form of electricity rather than local
dissipation as heat. High performance PV-cells may achieve 20% efficiency levels, i.e.
export 200Wm−2 as electricity and dissipate 800Wm−2 to reach the NOCT temperature
operating in 1000Wm−2 insolation, i.e. standard irradiance level reporting conditions.
Blind application of Equation 2.68 to such high performance PV modules erroneously
predicts a 25% increase in Tmodule, and a 3 – 4% drop in efficiency in Tambient = 20◦
conditions when, because of their reduced dissipation relative to open circuit conditions,
no derating of performance is justified.
Example BP350 module
To validate the discretisation length and time scales of the numeric models used in the
thermal analysis, a virtual model of the BP350 module whose material composition has
been described by Armstrong and Hurley [2010] is built. Thermal simulation results
are then obtained and compared with published Nominal Operating Cell Temperature
(NOCT) readings from certified physical test data by BP Solar [2003] to check on the
method’s capabilities.
The BP350 material property details are, from [Armstrong and Hurley, 2010]:
• envelope 839mm length × 537mm width × 50mm depth;
• 3mm high-transmission tempered glass front;
• estimated 10µm thick homogeneous EVA encapsulated multi-crystalline PV layer;
• 250µm tedlar backing layer; and
• aluminium 6063T6 frame of 1mm thick 50×35 and 50×27 angle for short and
long sides respectively, i.e. folded in at rear.
• the Normal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT) under ASTM International test
conditions [ASTM E1036-12, 2012] (i.e. 20◦C air, 0.8kW/m2 irradiance and 1m/s
wind) is reported to be 47±2◦C in the commercial specifications of the product’s
data sheet.
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The NOCT test conditions are, from [ASTM E1036-12, 2012]:
• ambient air temperature – 20 ◦C;
• irradiance – 800Wm−2;
• wind speed – 1ms−1;
• electrical output – open circuit; and
• module orientation – normal to solar irradiance angle at noon (elevation 35◦ or
37◦ typical when quoted for Europe or north America).
2.4.2.1 cPV technology
Concentrator-PV (cPV) modules collect and direct sunlight at the level of the module’s
front plane onto a reduced area of high performance, typically multi-junction, PV ma-
terial at the level of the module’s back plane. An example cPV module is shown in
Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: A Semprius cPV module showing heavier build and thicker body to support
focusing optics than otherwise typical of PV modules.
The cPV modules must be on a support that tracks the sun or the focus of the Direct
Normal Irradiance (DNI) front plane optics shall miss the target spots of PV material
on the back plane. The c.2014 record for PV conversion efficiency by a cPV module of
practical 830 cm2 dimensions was 36.7% under an ASTM G-173-03 direct beam AM1.5
spectrum at a cell temperature of 25◦C [Green et al., 2015].
The cPV modules have a Shockley–Queisser theoretical efficiency limit of 63% [Ad-
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Table 2.6: Dimensional and weight data of some commercial PV modules
Manufacturer Product Concen-tration
Align-
ment L×W×H(mm
3) Mass (kg)
Suncore DDM-1090Xa 1090× - 1740×1080×640 56.4
Soitec CX-M500 500× - 3670×2390×102 210
Semprius SM1 111× ±0.1◦b 636×476×68 7.3
Sunpower SPR-327 N/A N/A 1559×1046×46 18.6
aModule type is similar, and may have common production, to Emcore G3-1090X modules.
bSource [Kanjorski, 2013]
vanced Research Projects Agency (Energy), 2013]. The data sheet of the commercial
Semprius SM-1 cPV module is given in Appendix B.
2.5 Sunlight and insolation
Sunlight is the input energy source of PV systems generating electricity. In order to
estimate the energy output of PV systems their insolation inputs must be well known.
Figure 2.11 shows graphs of the sun spectra specified by ASTM E490-00a [2006],
ASTM G173-03 [2012] and ASTM E1036-12 [2012] standards [Gueymard, 1995]. The
data used by Gueymard [1995] was derived using the National Renewable Energy Lab-
oratory (NREL) hosted program Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer
of Sunshine (SMARTS).
The frequency content of insolation at ground level is an important factor affecting
cell performance and design discussed in Section 2.4.2
Sunlight is the sum of DNI, diffuse and albedo insolation components. The DNI is
the amount of solar radiation received per unit area by a surface that is perpendicular
(or normal) to the rays coming directly from the circumsolar disk. The circumsolar disk
is a circle in the sky centred on the sun’s disk and having a radius of between 2.5 and 3.5
degrees, depending on reference standard or sometimes instrumentation. The current
World Meteorological Organisation recommendation for this half-angle is 2.5◦ [Blanc
et al., 2014]. The diffuse irradiance is the radiation component that strikes a point
originating from the sky, excluding the circumsolar radiation. While largely isotropic,
diffuse irradiance may in haze or thin cloud conditions be notably higher within e.g. 10◦
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Figure 2.11: Solar radiation spectrumabc.
aImage courtesy of pveducation.org.
bAMO refers to Air Mass Zero solar spectral irradiance as found outside the Earth’s atmosphere.
cAM1.5 refers to direct normal and hemispherical solar spectral irradiance on a 37◦ tilted surface,
i.e. sunlight through 1.5 atmosphere-equivalent skew path-lengths.
or more off the sun’s centre [Gueymard, 2010]. The albedo insolation is the radiation
component that strikes a point after reflection from the ground surface surroundings.
On average the highest proportion of insolation arriving at ground level comes from
the solar vector direction in the form of DNI. Accordingly PV system performance is
highly dependent on both the magnitude and direction of DNI, and this makes obtaining
the orientation of the PV surface to the solar vector throughout the period of interest
important for PV system evaluation purposes.
2.5.1 Computing the solar vector
The solar vector is a function of latitude, longitude and time. The Platforms Solar
de Almeria (PSA) algorithm is a limited complexity model developed to compute the
solar vector to within ±0.5 minutes of arc during the years 1999–2015 [Blanco-Muriel
et al., 2001]. The PSA code was written in the C language and is available on-line
[Blanco-Muriel et al., 2001].
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2.5.2 Irradiance input to tracking systems
As an alternative to the use of irradiance models working with satellite data, actual
measurements of direct and diffuse components of solar irradiance my be used. Longi-
tudinal studies of irradiance components are becoming more common and detailed with
time. The component insolation data synthesised from exo-atmospheric DNI levels has
the advantage of global coverage however the number of ground stations and the period
of their measurements now offer high statistical relevance and utility.
As well as the direct use of ground station measurement in tracking system analyses,
the data is of great value to extend the accuracy of the atmospheric models used to
calculate insolation components from satellite data. For example, to supplement the
ground stations, the The Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) also derives daily solar exposure
over the Australian region from geostationary satellites; the areal resolution is between
36 km2 to 512 km2 depending on the region. The algorithm is satellite dependent and
is initially tuned to the surface network data. This system has enabled a comprehensive
update of the Australian region solar exposure climatology as well as providing time
series data for any local region. A study by Forgan [2005] found that satellite data
provided monthly global exposure levels within 7% of the true values determined by
ground station measurements.
Figure 2.12: Standard BoM irradiance measure-
ment station at Broom, Western Australia, repro-
duced from Forgan [2005].
The BoM insolation data, or
similar measurements, may be
used to calculate the energy in-
put of PV systems that have
unique tracking ranges or re-
sponses to the components of
sunlight based on platform to
solar vector alignment.
In the Australian context,
the BoM station locations pro-
viding high quality insolation
data are shown in Figure 3.4, on
page 67. All BoM sites use Kipp
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and Zonen CM11 pyranometers for global and diffuse irradiance sensors, Kipp and Zo-
nen CH1 or Middleton DN5 pyrheliometers and Eppley pyrgeometers for terrestrial
irradiance. Figure 2.12 shows the post c.1996 standard configuration of the BoM irradi-
ance measurement stations. One minute statistics are collected and the quality control
consists of the use of redundant measurements and annual calibration of the sensors
and system to traceable world or Australian metrology standards [Forgan, 2005]. This
network conforms to the protocols of the World Climate Research Programme Baseline
Surface Radiation Network [Ohmura et al., 1998]. Covering a broad range of climatic
conditions, the BoM data is useful for the analysis of PV tracking system performance
in similar climatic regions, not necessarily of the same latitude, around the world.
As well as the energy available for individual tracking units, the mutual shading in
a field of similar tracking units may also be calculated using the BoM data.
Recent publications have addressed aspects of packing solar energy collectors in
planar fields with a view to maximise their insolation, or equivalently minimise shading
losses. Existing methods used to analyse the optical impact of varying field geometries
include ray tracing [Glassner, 1989, Fartaria and Pereira, 2013], and shadow maps [Melo
et al., 2013]. In particular, the field mutual-shading outcomes for circular and square
collectors were studied by Cumpston and Pye [2014]. They found for square platforms
at Barstow CA (34.9◦N lat.), that rhombic and rectangle field arrangements have nearly
equivalent insolation losses at a collector surface to land area ratio of 12%. Using the
alternative ray tracing approach, Fartaria and Pereira [2013] have computed shadow
losses in a small field of regularly spaced 2-axis tracking collectors.
Shadow notch locations are observed north and south of tracking unit locations in
horizontal shadow maps and this shape has lead them to be also described as butterfly
shadow maps [Pérez et al., 2007, Monedero and Dobon, 2003, Monedero et al., 2003].
Horizontal shadow maps may be extended to consider surrounding trackers in small
fields as shown in Figure 2.13 relating to one dozen 6m × 5m trackers in Lorca, Spain.
Using these maps for a CPV system field analysis, Araki [2014] introduced other loss
factors (e.g. partial shading effects) to form energy maps with modified shapes. Short-
falls of the horizontal shadow maps are that: the full range of losses associated with
the E-W lobes are not presented (as they continue to the horizon); and the dynamics
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of tracking platforms makes their footprints (at map locations) a function of time and
associated losses unclear.
Figure 2.13: Butterfly (horizontal) shadow map
from Pérez et al. [2007] combining losses of all sur-
rounding trackers in a rectangular field of 12 track-
ing units.
Parametric studies of two-
axis tracking units in fields by
Meller [2010] using ray tracing
methods found for a 12% pack-
ing density the optimal north-
south (N-S) separation of circu-
lar collectors having a diameter
D in a 10×10 array field is 1.6 to
1.7×D considering Barstow, CA
(34.9N lat.) 10 minute DNI con-
ditions of the year 1976.
Both shadow map and tray tracing methods of field analysis require sufficient com-
putational effort to make a parametric study that covers a broad range of north-south
and east-west spacings challenging. From symmetry principles the optimal layout of
a field will be either a rectangular and rhombic in form as reported by Araki [2014].
However, a parametric study is still large if other guidance to narrow the choice of field
parameters is not available.
Full yearly collectable energy correlations have been studied by Gordon et al. [1991],
using an empirical incidence angle modifier function, that has been found to approximate
outcomes for flat platforms reasonably. The function explicitly accounts for dependence
on yearly average clearness index, altitude and ground cover ratio.
As well as the increased insolation provided by tracking systems, a study by Araki
et al. [2017] has found that the impact on the surrounding optical environment of the
land is reduced approximately 50% compared to fixed systems. For this reason tracking
is compatible with dual use agricultural practices which raise the economic utility of
the land far beyond that possible with monopolisation by fixed systems.
Chapter 3
Resources
The general facilities, equipment and software made available to undertake the DLOOP
research are collectively termed the resources. These resources are grouped and de-
scribed under the following section headings:
• mechanical workshop;
• boundary layer wind tunnel(BLWT) facility;
• CFD and numeric analysis tools; and
• Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) insolation measurements.
3.1 Mechanical workshop
The Australian National University (ANU) Engineering School made available mechan-
ical machinery and tools to manufacture custom test equipment that was used for this
research.
3.2 Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel (BLWT) facility
The University of Sydney (USyd) School of Civil Engineering made available a Boundary
Layer Wind Tunnel (BLWT) facility for the DLOOP physical tests. The BLWT was
located in the Civil Engineering building at the Darlington end of the USyd campus.
The BLWT is shown schematically in Figure 3.1. The BLWT is an open circuit wind
tunnel, meaning air is not recirculated, with a 1.96m×2.45m cross-section by 20.3m
long fetch otherwise called the working section.
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Figure 3.1: Boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT) used for tests showing the working
section or fetch and the rotatable turntable to which the test assembly was fixed.
The maximum selectable wind speed in the boundary layer BLWT is approximately
14ms−1. The wind speed of the BLWT is manually set by the operator via a rotary
potentiometer. Wind speed settings by this method are inexact and measurements of
wind speed were made to quantify test conditions during runs by means of a Pitot tube
sensor.
The upwind section of fetch, i.e from the entry flow straightener baﬄes to the test
station, is 15.6m. A tripboard could be placed across the floor at the start of the fetch
to provoke flow separation but it was considered unnecessary and was not used for the
high speed regime of these DLOOP research activities. A short pile carpet provided
a uniform floor roughness for all tests. Side walls were of smooth Masonite with the
exception of:
• a large glass window providing the test operator with a view of the test station,
from waist height to the roof; and
• an access door in the tunnel side wall 1m downwind from the test station, which
was kept closed for test runs.
The roof at the entry of the BLWT fetch was smooth Masonite. The BLWT roof then
opened up to an approximately 600mm deep loft (traversed by occasional wooden slats)
that extended from a couple of metres upwind of the test station to the end of the back
wall across a 3.3m chute. The loft was configured to allow some expansion of air in the
vicinity of the test station that would mitigate BLWT blockage effects by larger test
items, see Table C.2 for back pressure effects during testing.
A dimensioned drawing of the BLWT fetch layout is provided in Figure 3.2. A
turntable in the floor of the wind tunnel at the test station, where test items are fixed,
could be rotated 360◦ to change the effective horizontal wind direction or azimuth angle
(θ) of the tests according to the global axes defined in Section 4.1.2.4.
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The BLWT operation of sensors, including measurement timings and data logging,
was controlled via a computer test bench running Labview software. The Labview
system was set up to log sensor readings synchronously at a set frequency between a
test run’s start and stop commands which were provided manually by the test bench
operator.
The BLWT test support equipment employed included:
• two load cells which each provided all six degree of freedom force and torque
measurements;
• a Pitot tube for pressure readings from which the BLWT flow velocity in the fetch
was derived; and
• a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system for measuring the flow velocity com-
ponents in a two dimensional field or plane.
These items are described in the following sub-sections.
3.2.1 Load cells
Two models of six degree of freedom load cells manufactured by JR3 Inc. were used
for BLWT tests and are referred to briefly as the LC50N and LC63N sensors, see
Table 3.1 for details. Each load cell’s front and back interfaces are connected uniquely
internally through strain gauges that report the forces and torques experienced keeping
the interfaces together. Each load cell has one interface connected to a crossbar end and
the other to a bracket on an upright of the test assembly U-frame. The test assembly
platform is attached centrally to the crossbar.
Table 3.1: Load cell maximum reading range specifications, n.b. damage levels are
much higher.
Ref. Model Serial No max(Fx′,y′) max(Fz′) max(Mx′,y′,z′)
50N 30E12A4-I40 100N5Sa 2932 ±50N ±100N ±5Nm
63N 30E12A4-R2IPR-F 63N5b 1173 ±60N ±125N ±5Nm
aManufacturer’s 6DoF decoupling matrix is dated 11.10.2005, see Equation D.1.
bManufacturer’s 6DoF decoupling matrix is dated 04.02.2007, see Equation D.2.
The raw serialised load cell transducer voltages are converted to six output signal
channel voltages by matched serialised conditioning electronics boxes. Within each
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electronics box are half a dozen variable potentiometers needed to manually align the
raw voltages of the load cell transducers to user requirements, see LC3 electronics box
manual.
Each electronics box’s six signal voltage outputs are fed to analogue-to-digital con-
verters in the BLWT workbench.
Each load cell has a degree of cross-coupling between its six signal channels. A
serialised 6× 6 matrix, called the decoupling matrix, is provided by the load cell man-
ufacturer to decouple the six voltage signals and get six degree of freedom force and
torque measurements. Force and torque measurements are found using the calibration
matrices, i.e. C50n and C63n for the 50N and 60N load cells respectively, as follows:

f ′x:50N
f ′y:50n
f ′z:50n
τ ′yz:50n
τ ′zx:50n
τ ′xy:50n

= C50n

s1:50n
s2:50n
s3:50n
s4:50n
s5:50n
s6:50n

, and

f ′x:63n
f ′y:63n
f ′z:63n
τ ′yz:63n
τ ′zx:63n
τ ′xy:63n

= C63n

s1:63n
s2:63n
s3:63n
s4:63n
s5:63n
s6:63n

; (3.1)
where f ′ are local force components, τ ′ are local torque components and s are signals.
Similarly, the signals may be recovered from the forces and torques as follows:
C−1(f ′x f ′y f ′z τ ′yz τ ′zx τ ′xy)
t = S, (3.2)
where C−1 is the inverse of the load cell decoupling matrix C, and S the load cell
signals.
The face plate of the load cells defines their local xy-plane, see Interface Drawings
D.2 and D.2 for further details. The manufacturer’s JR3 LC50N SN◦ 2932 and JR3
LC63N SN◦ 1173 signal decoupling matrix are given in Section D.
The load cell signal decoupling matrices and a zero state condition, i.e. signal reading
offsets to remove preload conditions, may be entered into the BLWT workbench to have
it pre-process and record the data as six degree of freedom measurement offsets to the
preload conditions rather than signal voltages. The process of recording and storing the
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preload condition signals used by the workbench is called the BLWT tare procedure.
There is a one-to-one mapping between load cell signal voltages and decoupled six
degree of freedom measurement components which allows either to be recovered whether
data is recorded as signals or six degree of freedom measurements. More specifically,
left multiplying the signal voltages by the signal decoupling matrix yields decoupled six
degree of freedom components, while left multiplying the latter by the inverse signal
decoupling matrix recovers the original signal voltages.
Before processing wind load measurements, the load cells were tested to obtain
essential axis alignment information and coincidently review their accuracy, see Section
B.2 for details.
3.2.2 Pitot tube sensor
The BLWT is equipped with a Pitot tube system for sampling wind speed measurements
during BLWT runs.
The Pitot tube is designed to indirectly measure wind speed from pressure measure-
ments at its location. The sensor was positioned upwind of the test station in order
to capture input wind conditions near, but minimally perturbed by, the test item’s
presence. The sensor’s precise location in the BLWT was as shown in Figure 3.2, i.e.:
• its longitudinal axis was aligned with the average flow direction, i.e. BLWT fetch,
with its nozzle directed upwind;
• the nozzle was 1430mm upwind from the test station; and
• the nozzle was 420mm from the left side wall and 1130mm above the floor of the
fetch.
The Pitot pressure instrument creates conditions to sample an air flow’s static pres-
sure (ps) and total pressure (pt) at the instrument’s location. The pt is tapped from an
upwind facing hole in the finely tapered front end (or nozzle) of the instrument where a
stagnation point is created. Being a stagnation point the pressure is equivalent to the pt
of the flow, i.e. the ps plus dynamic pressure (pd) of the flow’s inertia. The ps is tapped
from a small hole (orthogonal to the previous one) in the streamlined surface of the
instrument where it is flush and facing perpendicular to the wind’s general direction.
The Pitot instrument is streamlined to minimise unnecessary flow perturbation despite
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creating the stagnation point at its nozzle.
Accordingly the flow’s dynamic pressure (pd) reported at the Pitot tube is:
pd = pt − ps. (3.3)
Pressure lines attached to the Pitot tube during test runs are connected to voltage
producing sensor inputs of the BLWT testbench. The sensor pressure-voltage response
is linear in the relevant range of the tests and this was manually calibrated daily using
a precision manometer, see Section B.3.1 for details including calibrated pressure sensor
voltage plots Figure B.12.
3.2.3 Particle image velocimetry (PIV)
The PIV system comprises laser, laser optics, camera, oil drop source, and data record-
ing and processing systems.
The BLWT test bench synchronises the camera shutter with a clocked pair of yt-
trium aluminium garnet (YAG) laser pulses. The pulses illuminate oil drops transported
by the fluid medium, i.e. wind, in the test plane of interest. The photo-image-pair is
subsequently processed to identify drop displacements and, with known pulse timing,
transient fluid velocities in the two dimensional plane at the quasi-instant of time con-
sidered.
3.2.3.1 PIV measurement subsystems
Laser and oil sources
A high power YAG laser in the 200mJ – 400mJ range per pulse was used for the high
intensity illumination requirements of small aperture microsecond images.
The articulated φ2.5 cm optical tube, enclosing the PIV laser path to the optical
head, was fed through a small aperture adjacent to the BLWT fetch side window and
test station. The laser head was positioned in a central location slightly downwind
overlooking the test station. A rigid pipe, that traverses the fetch, is slid horizontally
from downwind into position to clamp the laser head from behind.
An optical head transforms the laser beam to wave fronts that spread out across
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the two dimensional (2D) illumination plane. To do this, the laser head integrates a
cylindrical lens that fans the laser beam out widely in the plane orthogonal to the lens
axis, and a subsequent spherical lens that restricts the divergence of the beam from that
orthogonal plane. The virtual point source, of the 2D light sheet, is within the laser
head.
The clock time of the strobe between two images of an image-pair is variable. The
clock time is chosen so that group displacements within the object flow field are not so
large that the software algorithms can no longer track them.
An oil droplet or mist generation machine is filled with olive oil and passes micro-
scopic droplets into the BLWT fetch via a φ10mm hole in the floor located about 6m
upwind of the test station. An acceptable oil drop concentration was attained within
the fetch (and hangar) after a warm-up of approximately 1 hour.
Camera
The BLWT side window adjacent to the test station is large enough to allow a flexible
choice of photographed area. The camera is placed on a fixed tripod that faces the
BLWT xy-plane approximately level with the upper DLOOP area during tests.
The PIV digital CCD camera has 4000(H)×2672(V) pixels and records in 16 bit
greyscale lossless TIFF format totalling 20.4MB per photo. The data recorder of the
BLWT test bench is capable of storing thousands of PIV photo-image-pairs for transient
flow field analyses. Each image pair takes about 0.6 s to record due to the data transfer
limits of the camera to BLWT test bench recording medium.
Processing
Photo-image-pairs are processed using USyd inhouse software that implements expert
methods and practises [Raffel et al., 2007]. The software applies pattern recognition
algorithms to identify oil drop group patterns and their displacements in the images
that it breaks down into 16×16 pixel blocks for analysis. To remove optical aperture
edge effects, there is a 2.5 block wide frame removed from the CCD pixel range, so the
number of blocks in the files is 245(H)×162(V). In general other blocks are also masked
according to experiment details, e.g. to avoid the envelope of solid objects, shadows
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and areas of secondary interest or to save on computation time. Masked out blocks are
marked by a negative quality indicator and the blocks’ field velocities are set to zero in
the processed field data files.
The velocity field data, extracted from the raw PIV photos, is delivered to BLWT
users in comma separated value (csv) format files sometimes called PIV_vec files. Each
file contains header information followed by the list of derived position (x′, y′) and
velocity (u′, v′) values and a quality indicator for each block of the field line by line.
The file header information includes the manually entered reference location and the
pixel size the software used to interpret the photo image pairs, i.e. the position and size
of the 2D field image.
3.2.3.2 DLOOP PIV measurement settings
For the processing software to work effectively, not only the oil drops but their distri-
bution patterns must be recognised by the processing algorithms. To facilitate this, the
laser clock timing was adjusted to ensure the distance oil drops move between photo-
image-pairs was not excessive, i.e. beyond the software image block size of 16×16 pixels.
The PIV test object vector field target was, for the high resolution wanted, confined
to the upper half of test platforms and approximately 300mm across. As explained in
the previous section, the software broke this into 245 blocks, with each block therefore
slightly over 1mm in size.
At the PIV test pot_3 wind speed setting, the wind velocity (u) at the object vector
field height is nominally 9ms−1 (Figure 4.12). Setting the delay between clocked laser
pulses to the time t = 60µs, oil drops transported by the wind at u = 9ms−1 are
displaced a distance d = ut ≈ 0.5mm and so kept below the system limit of 1mm
required.
The raw PIV photo images were processed by USyd researcher Thomas Earl using
the USyd software described in Section B.4. The PIV_vec file header was the same for
all the csv files since the camera was not moved between tests, see data Table B.15.
For each set of transient flow field recordings a nominal number of 1000 photo-image-
pairs was chosen to provide a resource balanced set of average flow data for research
purposes. Approximately 39.8GB of raw image data was collected by the BLWT system
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for each test measurement set.
The PIV software took three days on a dual 8 core 64 bit cpu with 128GB of ram
to produce the PIV_vec files from the 1 000 photo-image-pairs with generally half their
area masked.
3.3 CFD and numeric analysis tools
The Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) models and numerical analyses were devel-
oped and run on DELL 780 and 790 Optiplex computers with Intel® Core™2 Quad
CPU Q9400 (6M Cache, 2.66 GHz) and Intel® Core™i7-2600 CPU (8M Cache, 3.40
GHz) processors respectively. Both computers have 16GB of Random Access Memory
(RAM). The DELL computers each had CFD software licenses for a maximum of 4
cores.
The Australian National Computing Infrastructure - National Facility (NCF-NI)
also provided up to 48 additional processor cores occasionally (licensed for CFD soft-
ware), each of which had similar performance to that of the DELL cores.
Software used to develop the numeric CFD models was:
• AutoCAD version 2004 for geometry;
• ANSYS Design Modeller for geometry integration and Work Bench Meshing; and
• ANSYS CFX versions 12 – 17 for CFD.
Diagrams of the ANSYS CFD software module packages and the ANSYS CFX-solver
routines used in the analysis are shown in Figure 3.3.
The CFX package implements a coupled solver to process the hydrodynamic equa-
tions (i.e. for ρu, ρv, ρw and p where the latter is pressure and the others are indepen-
dent components of the momentum vector) as a single system, i.e. set of simultaneous
linear equations [ANSYS, 2016]. The CFX-solver iterates on each time step, trying
new pressure estimates to reduce the fluid mass and momentum conservation errors
called residuals in body-centred mesh element volumes and for the fluid domain as an
ensemble.
The CFX-solver then iterates to similarly reduce residuals in user defined variables,
radiation, energy and turbulence equations in that order before returning to the hydro-
dynamic equations in the next timestep as shown in flow chart Figure 3.3.
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(a) ANSYS CFD modules
Figure 3.3:
Simulation software
modules and process
flow, adapted from
ANSYS [2016].
(b) CFX-solver module flow chart
The user variable may be optionally defined as a static type that remains frozen at
the start of each timestep. Doing so facilitates convergence when the variable modifies
boundaries or sources since the problem is redefined during each iteration within the
timestep otherwise.
The CFX-solver models the physics of thermal radiation by ray tracing between
radiating surfaces on either side of transparent media, and by solving the temperature
diffusion equation in solid domains using finite element methods [ANSYS, 2016].
In the steady state analyses, a pseudo time step takes the place of the physical
time step present in transient analyses to similarly move the flow variables towards low
residual and high conservation targets.
The preparation of CFD models involves the following steps:
• creating a geometry;
• generating a mesh;
• modelling turbulence;
• setting boundary conditions and sources (including domain/sub-domain condi-
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tions where applicable);
• setting initial conditions;
• solving the equation using steady state or transient techniques with time-step and
iteration strategy;
• collecting data during the simulation;
• terminating the simulation; and
• post-processing the field data.
The CFD simulation results were processed using both ANSYS CFD-Post and Mat-
lab R2012 – R2016.
The BLWT test data, general plots and insolation analyses were prepared and pro-
cessed using Matlab R2012 – R2016.
3.4 BoM insolation measurements
For DLOOP analysis, the high quality historical record of irradiance data released by
the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) is the preferred basis for making reliable
performance comparisons, see Section 2.5.2.
A map showing the BoM weather station sites in 2014 is reproduced in Figure 3.4.
The stations marked with a green star have high quality one minute average and
other statistics of 1Hz DNI and diffuse irradiance measurements. Data quality control
and assurance of the BoM network stations is such that accuracy for any quantity
measured since c.1996 is well within 3%. Many of the stations have recorded insolation
statistics for decades. The data collected at stations between the years 2000 and 2014 is
used for this research. The chosen stations for the DLOOP platform irradiance research
are those of Alice Springs, Darwin, Melbourne and Wagga Wagga. The locations were
explicitly chosen to cover a broad range of climatic conditions.
The diffuse light sensors at the stations have an hemispherical aperture that opens
upwards. While some features on the horizon may still cause reflections that can momen-
tarily affect readings, the albedo component of diffuse light measurements is generally
negligible.
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Figure 3.4: Australian one minute solar irradiance stations of BoM in 2014, reproduced
from Australian Solar Institute [2014].
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Chapter 4
Wind force on platforms
This chapter describes the BLWT tests and CFD simulations of platforms investigated.
The chapter is divided into the following sections: wind tunnel load tests; particle image
velocimetry; CFD wind load simulations.
4.1 Wind tunnel (BLWT) load tests
4.1.1 Aim
The objective of the load tests is to measure:
• the effect of DLOOP plate-tile number and inter-layer spacing on characteristic
resultant forces; and
• the resultant-force on a Single Plate (SP) for reference purposes.
4.1.2 Test assembly
Two load cells are used in the assembly to support the two ends of a central crossbar
running through the centre of the DLOOP test models. The crossbar minimises the
disturbance of air flow in the vicinity of the models tested while providing the very high
level of support stiffness they require.
4.1.2.1 Platform sub-assemblies
The platforms were designed with an odd number of tiles left to right and top to bottom
to balance the wind load which made supporting the platforms easier. A 1×1 single
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layer plate, and 3×3, 5×5 and 7×7 DLOOP were built and tested.
The sub-assembly drawing Figure 4.1 shows the 3×3 DLOOP platform’s construc-
tion comprising a "front" layer of 5 tiles and "back" layer of 4 tiles. The other platforms
were built similarly. The two platform layers were each built as three piece composites,
i.e. a 3.6mm thick structural foam core epoxy bonded between 0.5mm thick aluminium
skins.
The DLOOP layers include small corner sections between tiles that give each layer
self-supporting rigidity, see Table B.1 for details. To check the design’s safety in BLWT
maximum 15ms−1 winds (producing approximately 225Pa frontal pressure), a finite
element analysis of the most fragile test platform layer, i.e. the sections joining the five
tile 3×3 DLOOP layer, was undertaken. The results are shown in Figure B.10, and
determined maximum tensile stress levels were half the 96MPa fatigue strength of the
Al6061-T6 sheet used.
The frontal area of each platform was 0.5m × 0.5m. The tile size of the plat-
forms decreased as their tile numbers increased in order to keep the total platform area
constant.
The distance between the DLOOP layers was varied by changing the support spacer(s)
which held the platform layer(s) to the crossbar, i.e. part #8 shown in Figure 4.1. The
central spacer connects the odd-number-of-tiles layer to the crossbar. The DLOOP test
assemblies have two more spacers (offset in assembly z-axis direction) on the opposite
side of the crossbar to symmetrically support the even-number-of-tiles layer by the tiles
on either side of the central gap.
4.1.2.2 Crossbar sub-assembly
The platform sub-assembly and its attachment to the cross bar are shown Figure 4.1.
The crossbar sub-assembly is shown in Figure 4.2. The LC50N and LC63N load cells
are not shown but fit between parts #6 and #7, and parts #2 and #4 respectively.
The centre crossbar part #5, which holds the test platform, has a load cell tool plate
attached to each end. The tool plates are suspended from the tool side faces of the
LC50N and LC63N load cells. The LC50N and LC63N cells’ other (robot) sides are
bolted to the sub-assembly parts #7 and #2 respectively.
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As noted in Section 3.2.1, the opposing interfaces of each load cell are held together
uniquely by internal strain gauge material, and separate interface bolts are used ex-
ternally for each side so as not to create a bridge or parallel load path between them.
Crossbar parts #7 and #2 have circular running surfaces that enable the crossbar car-
rying the test platform to be rotated relative to mating parts #10 and #1 respectively.
Once rotated to the required elevation angle of the test, the parts are bolted together.
Parts #10 and #1 are fixed to U-frame parts.
4.1.2.3 U-frame sub-assembly
The crossbar’s outer parts #10 and #1 are fixed to parts that may be slid up and down
on the U-frame uprights to change the floor height of the platform’s tested.
Some minor modifications were made to the U-frame, such as the use of SHS steel
tube and a pair of wire stays to stiffen each upright in place of the six pieces of φ16mm
steel bar shown for part #5.
The base of the U-frame, carrying the crossbar and platform, is attached to the
BLWT turntable enabling any wind azimuth angle to be tested.
4.1.2.4 Reference axes
BLWT axes
The origin of the rectilinear coordinate systems used to describe the BLWT test ar-
rangements is located at the centre of the DLOOP platform volume when mounted on
the test assembly at the test station.
The BLWT axis directions are consistent with the general arrangement Figure 3.2,
i.e.:
• x-axis extends parallel to the BLWT fetch pointing downwind;
• y-axis extends vertically pointing upwards; and
• z-axis is consistent with a right hand standard (RHS) system.
A photo of the 7× DLOOP test assembly in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Platform axes
A spherical coordinate system is used to identify the test platform’s orientation with
respect to the wind direction, i.e. BLWT x-axis. The orientation of the test item
platform may be set to any angle by rotating the BLWT turntable for azimuth (θ) and
the crossbar for elevation (ψ). The elevation and azimuth angles are defined positive-
clockwise in the manner typical of PV industry and surveyor practice. Elevation angles
are measured from the BLWT z = 0 plane. When the platform’s elevation and azimuth
angles are zero, the BLWT x-axis is normal to the platform layers and the platform’s
odd-number-of-tiles layer is upwind from the crossbar as shown in Figure 4.4.
Stated in shorthand, the platform’s orientation in platform coordinates may be given
in degrees with the following format:
eXXX aYYY ;
where "e" stands for elevation angle XXX and "a" stands for azimuth angle YYY, both
in degrees.
Load cell (local) axes
The load cells in the test assembly report readings according to their local basis vectors,
see data sheets in Figures D.1 and D.2.
The load cells face each other with their local z-axes running through the centre
of the crossbar in opposite directions. Their local axes are RHS defined systems with
parallel but otherwise rotated local yx-planes.
4.1.3 Method
A photo of the 7×7 DLOOP test assembly in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 4.4.
The platforms were individually mounted on a horizontal rotatable cross bar for the
elevation angle (ψ) control of the tests. The crossbar was suspended from two load cells,
one on each end. They were in turn mounted to uprights of the test assembly U-frame
which was fixed to the BLWT turntable for azimuth angle (θ) control of the tests.
The load cells measured the wind force and torque vectors on the suspended crossbar
with platform assembly. A Pitot tube provided the pressure/velocity information of the
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BLWT fetch test conditions. The BLWT test bench recorded the sensor readings at a
rate of 1 kHz between the operator’s initiated start and stop commands.
In the context of the physical tests:
• "run" means a set of BLWT test steps which have an associated test configuration
and a log of sensor measurement recording data; and
• "procedure" means a set of related runs of a particular nature structured to ad-
dress an aim.
The test assembly allowed any platform angle relative to the flow to be investigated
and each platform could be reconfigured with a change in the distance between its layers.
4.1.3.1 Procedure
The wind load procedure comprised four runs for each configuration, ie.:
Figure 4.4: View of the 7×7 DLOOP platform model at the test station of the BLWT
fetch looking upwind. The rotatable crossbar, used for setting platform to wind elevation
angle (ψ), traverses the platform’s centre horizontally and is suspended by blue load
cells from the lateral uprights of the U-frame. The rectangular blue base of the U-frame
is mounted on the partially visible floor level turntable, used for setting platform to
wind azimuth angle (θ).
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Table 4.1: DLOOP research test run and procedure tallies.
Series Runs Procedures
Name Run tally Runs per procedure
1 - Preparatory trials - -
2 52 Wind load force 13 4
3 303
Wind load force 68 4
Platform PIVa 3 1
Load cell axisb 9 3
Boundary layer PIV 4 1
aPlatform particle image velocimetry procedures
bLoad cell local axis alignment (or Weight) procedure
1pot_0 the load cell and Pitot readings are logged at 0ms−1 wind speed (i.e. the
BLWT pot_0 setting) for a nominal 30 s;
pot_3 load cell and Pitot readings are logged at approximately 9ms−1 wind speed
(i.e. the BLWT pot_3 setting) for a nominal 90 s;
pot_4 similar to previous run but at approximately 12ms−1 wind speed (i.e. the
pot_4 setting); and
2pot_0 final run similar to the no wind initial run.
4.1.3.2 Test conditions
Load cell local xy-plane
In order to sum the load cell measured forces, their local x- and y-axis orientations in
the test assembly needed to be known.
No external reference identifies the load cell local x- and y-axis alignments and these
were found by the load cell axis or weight procedure.
During the weight procedure, runs were recorded with no weight and then with a
weight placed alternately on one side of the crossbar, and then the other.
Relating the load cell basis axes to an external reference was not trivial and the
activity is described in Section B.2. From the weight procedure results:
• the load cell local axes alignments of runs were found to be as shown in Figure
4.5; and
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• the force measurements of the load cells, in their local xy-planes, were found to be
accurate to within 0.3% at levels 15% (for the LC63N) and 20% (for the LC50N)
of full scale response ranges.
(a) Runs #1–#52 (b) Runs #53–#271 (c) Runs #272–#356
Figure 4.5: Load cell face plane basis vector axis alignments for runs drawn relative to
the BLWT coordinate axes in black, n.b. platform azimuth 0◦ angle setting.
Test station wind speed
The pressure difference between the Pitot dynamic and static ports of runs is used to
obtain the flow velocity at the Pitot tube location, see Equation 3.3.
The Pitot tube is positioned off-centre and slightly upstream from the test station
to take relevant flow measurements without unduly interfering with the test conditions.
The fluid force, Equation 2.1, relates to an object in an idealised fluid which ap-
proaches some uniform velocity in the limit as one moves upstream. Under ideal test
conditions a Pitot tube could be placed at that limit location to measure the velocity of
a test. In practise, the average flow speed increases with the wall distance in the BLWT
fetch and a horizontally homogeneous flow evolves upstream from the test station.
The BLWT potentiometer that controlled wind speed was an inbuilt feature and not
a precision control of the accuracy needed for resultant-force measurements that vary
in proportion to the velocity squared.
To calculate the wind velocity profile at the test station, the PIV boundary layer
procedure was developed. The procedure provided measurement data to calculate gen-
eral BLWT characteristic constants relevant to wind velocity profiles in the BLWT fetch
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of each run its Pitot measurements. More specifically the constants were used in the
general turbulent boundary layer Equation 2.22 to find: a run’s friction velocity from
its velocity at the Pitot location; and with a run’s friction velocity, its wind velocity at
test station heights.
The PIV boundary layer procedure is conceptually limited to recognising BLWT
test facility characteristics rather than DLOOP outcomes, see Section B.3.2 for details.
Briefly, the PIV system described in resource Section 3.2.3 was used to characterise the
boundary layer of the BLWT fetch by measuring the flow field of the empty BLWT at
the test station while taking Pitot measurements. The PIV velocity field measurements,
plotted as a function of height, are shown in Figure B.17. The concurrent wind speed
measured at the Pitot tube was u = 10.40ms−1. Those measurements provided the
BLWT characteristic constants, i.e.:
Fetch floor aerodynamic roughness (y0) = 3.2mm, and (4.1)
Pitot sensor virtual reference height, (href) = 1.104m, (4.2)
consistent with the standard log-wall velocity profile Equation 2.22.
The BLWT test condition velocity (u∞ y) is then a function of height, given by:
u∞ y = upitot ln
(
y + y0
y0
)/
ln
(
href + y0
y0
)
; (4.3)
where y is the height above the floor at the test station location.
Since the test velocity was not uniform over the frontal area of test objects it was
necessary to make some other consistent choice of velocity for wind force on platform
comparisons. The velocity at the platform centre height was chosen for this purpose,
i.e. the calculation of the resultant-force coefficients (Cr) of the wind load procedures.
The centre height of the DLOOP was equivalent to the crossbar height (yxbar) while for
the SP the height was also a function of the elevation angle (ψ) and platform support
rod length (D/2), i.e.:
ysp = yxbar +
D
2
sin (ψ). (4.4)
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In the case of the DLOOP runs, the test velocity at the pot_3 and pot_4 wind
speed settings was therefore
upot_n = upitot ln
(
yxbar + y0
y0
)/
ln
(
href + y0
y0
)
, n = 1, 2 (4.5)
while for the SP runs, the test velocity was
upot_n = upitot ln
(
ysp + y0
y0
)/
ln
(
href + y0
y0
)
. (4.6)
4.1.4 Results
These are the main wind force results of the experimental measurements carried out on
the physical DLOOP models. The results prove unambiguously that the force coefficient
for the DLOOP structures decreases by close to 30% at a distance between layers of 1.5
to 2.5 tile-side-lengths. This is the most important property of the DLOOP in regard
to PV applications.
The resultant-force coefficients of 72 platform configurations tested are shown in
Figure 4.6. Results for the 7×7, 5×5, 3×3, and 1×1 platforms are identified by different
shapes and plotted as a function of distance between the double layer of the platforms.
The procedure #18 and #19 results, not shown, relate to the crossbar. The others
not shown here are procedures #75 to #81 which relate to special platform conditions
much closer to the floor (and with BLWT door sometimes open). All 81 of the load
procedure results are shown in Table C.1 together with critical configuration parameters
including the runs, platform height above wind tunnel floor, elevation and azimuth
angles concerned. The procedure #11 result (ie. Cr = 1.29 for the 7×7 DLOOP
platform with distance between layers 0.7 tile-side-lengths) is so inconsistent with all
other results it is interpreted as an error, cause unknown.
An important concession in the figure is the absence of a distinction for the wind
directions of tests. This concession was made to show the downward trend of DLOOP
Cr with distance between layers in a collectively significant manner. The small number
of tests at so many distinct set angles, tile counts and distances between layers was too
limited to present otherwise.
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Figure 4.6: Resultant force coefficients of the single plate (SP) and DLOOP from wind
tunnel tests as a function of the distance between layer. Blue symbols represent front
facing DLOOP, i.e. odd-number-of-tiles layer is upwind, and red symbols represent rear
facing DLOOP. Error bars are in the order of the size of the symbols.
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Figure 4.7: Resultant force coefficients of the single plate (SP) as a function of centre
height and angle of attack from wind tunnel tests. There is a trend of increasing force
with angle of attack and more so when the platform’s height (above BLWT floor) was
reduced.
There are fifteen Cr points in the range [1.20 . . . 1.34] shown for the SP in Figure
4.6. However, the various platform heights and wind angles amongst the group was
significant. Figure 4.7 shows this for the SP configurations at angle-of-attack (α) > 60◦,
including those in the low floor height procedure series #75 to #81. The composite
wind angle (α) to the platforms is presented, see Section B.5. These results still make no
distinction between forward, backward, zenith and azimuth angle rotations despite ob-
vious differences e.g. azimuth angle rotations conserve tile wall distance while elevations
do not.
The Figure 4.7 shows that as the SP approaches the floor:
• the resultant-force coefficient increases – probably due to a higher velocity flow at
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lower levels than calculated using Equation 4.3, which was calibrated for nominal
platform height conditions, see Section 4.1.4.3; and
• instead of a flat response for the angles of attack in line with flat plate behaviour
in a uniform flow field, the coefficients start to fall significantly as the angle moves
away from 90◦ – probably due to the presence of the boundary layer velocity
profile.
4.1.4.1 Flow forces
A flow chart of the method used to calculate the resultant forces from procedures is
shown in Figure 4.8.
The resultant-force coefficient (Cr) of test configurations was calculated using Equa-
tion 2.1 rearranged as follows:
Cr =
2|∆F |
A(ρpot_4u2pot_4 − ρpot_3u2pot_3)
; (4.7)
where:
A = the platform area, i.e. 0.25m2;
ρpot_n = the density from measured static pressure in the fetch of the run at the
pot_n setting, see Equation 4.13;
upot_n = the far field velocity (u∞) at the platform centre height of run with
pot_n setting, see Equation 4.5 for DLOOP and Equation 4.6 for SP;
and
∆F = the vector difference between the mean total force on the platform of
pot_4 and pot_3 runs, see Equation 4.8 and Figure 4.8.
The test procedures included two runs at different wind speeds. The vector difference
between the resultant-force of those runs (∆F ) could be found without reference to the
zero wind speed readings, i.e.:
∆F = Fpot_4 − Fpot_3
= (F50N:pot_4 − F50N:pot_3) + (F63N:pot_4 − F63N:pot_3)
(4.8)
Obtaining Cr from this vector reduces, if not removes, the impact of the 0ms−1
condition uncertainties. This is because a low threshold wind pressure (i.e. pot_3
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wind speed condition) is enough to overcome the relatively random static friction of
the assembly’s settlement state(s) (i.e. pot_0 conditions), and the load cells subse-
quently respond in a consistent way to increasing wind pressure (i.e. pot_4 wind speed
condition).
In order to calculate ∆F , the wind load forces in local load cell coordinate frames
(see Section 4.1.3.2 axis description) were transformed to forces in the platform reference
frame. The latter frame has:
• x-axis normal to layers and positive into the wind;
• y-axis in the layer plane and positive away from the floor; and
• z-axis in the layer plane parallel to the floor and positive according to standard
RHS system.
The local cell to platform frame transformations are:
 fx:50n
−fy:50n
 = R(2pi − α)
fx′:50n
fy′:50n
 ;
fx:63n
fy:63n
 = R(2pi − β)
fx′:63n
fy′:63n
 ;
fz:50n = −fz′:50n; fz:63n = fz′:63n; τyz:50n
−τzx:50n
 = R(2pi − α)
τy′z′:50n
τz′x′:50n
 ;
τyz:63n
τzx:63n
 = R(2pi − β)
τy′z′:63n
τz′x′:63n
 ;
τxy:50n = −τx′y′:50n; τxy:63n = τx′y′:63n
(4.9)
where R(γ) =
 cos γ sin γ
− sin γ cos γ
, and angle α and β values are listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Z-axis rotation of LC50N and
LC63N load cells to align the platform cen-
tre tile’s normal that points towards the
crossbar, with the respective load cell’s local
x-axis.
Runs LC50N LC63N
α β
1–52 88◦ 273◦
53–271 274◦ 213◦
272–356 270◦ 213◦
The averaged but otherwise minimally processed load cell readings of all runs are
listed in Table C.4.
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4.1.4.2 Flow density
The background atmospheric conditions at the BLWT during the tests were taken to
be:
Atmospheric pressure pwt = 101 325Pa, (4.10)
Air density ρwt = 1.185 kgm−3, and (4.11)
Temperature Twt = 20◦C. (4.12)
The test runs were conducted over a period of 4 – 5 days at a time. During each of
these periods temperature in the laboratory remained stable within a couple of degrees.
Changes in air density, due to these temperature fluctuations, were implicitly accounted
for by daily calibration of pressure sensors using the laboratory standard manometer,
details are in Section B.3.1.
For the relatively small pressure changes in the fetch of the BLWT during test runs,
air behaves similarly to an ideal gas.
The density at the time of the ith reading (ρi) in a run was increased marginally by
backpressure generated by blockage in the fetch during tests and accordingly given by:
ρi = ρwt(ps i − ps∅ + pwt)/pwt. (4.13)
where ps∅ is the average Pitot side tap pressure for the first zero speed run of the
associated procedure.
Taking the highest ∆Ps amongst the runs (excluding the outlier run sequence #56
to #59), the greatest air density change is in the order of one in ten thousand.
The average Pitot side port pressure change and time since the first zero wind
speed readings, of azimuth 0◦ and 180◦ load procedure runs, is reported in Table C.2.
The backpressure was in the order of 7.5 Pa and 13Pa for the pot_3 and pot_4 runs
respectively. The procedures are listed in the table because they cause the greatest
BLWT fetch blockage and therefore show the highest backpressures. Inspection of the
table shows:
• backpressure attributable to blockage of the windtunnel increases with windspeed;
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• the ∆Ps readings for run sequence #56 to #59 are exceptionally high and at-
tributed to an extended delay after reference Run#56 and a pressure recalibration
performed during the procedure;
• run sequences #72 to #75 and #76 to #79 relate to the test assembly without
a platform, and therefore show that a very low pressure increase occurred for the
virtually empty wind tunnel concerned; and
• the last column shows that a pressure increase in the second zero wind speed
reading occurred more often than not, suggesting more time was needed for the
pressure of the preceding high speed run to fully dissipate.
As a matter of interest, values of the base pressure blockage factor dependent con-
stant c (which was nominally 2.5 in the dynamic pressure Equation 2.3 proposed by
Maskell [1963] to account for blockage) were calculated and found to vary considerably.
Calculated from the DLOOP and SSP wind load test results c = 1.70± 0.38 where the
error given is one standard deviation. Reasons for the variation might include the use
of the same A = 0.25m2 for the platforms despite their different angles-of-attack and
the presence of the BLWT loft which allows for some of the blockage pressure to escape.
4.1.4.3 Flow velocity
The dynamic pressure of the flow at the time of the ith reading of a test run (pi) is the
pressure difference between the ports, see Equation 3.3. Due to the close proximity of
the ports it is known that they will have equal pressure during zero wind speed runs;
and therefore their marginal offset during the first zero speed run was used to improve
the dynamic pressure of the speed runs as follows:
pi = pt i − ps i −∆p∅ (4.14)
where pt i is the Pitot nozzle pressure, ps i is the Pitot side tap pressure, and ∆p∅ is the
difference between the average nozzle and side tap pressures during the first zero speed
run of the associated procedure. The first zero speed run of the procedures is used
because of the potential presence of residual backpressure discussed in the previous
section, n.b. ∆p∅ was exceptionally calculated from the second zero speed run in
procedure #14 due to the pressure recalibration (between runs #56 and #57) noted in
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the previous section.
The mean velocity (u) at the Pitot tube location, of an N reading BLWT run at a
fixed wind speed control setting, is then given by:
upitot =
1
N
N∑
i=1
√
2
ρi
pi; (4.15)
where ρi is reading density from Equation 4.13).
The average far field velocity at test station heights was then calculated using Equa-
tion 4.3. Results for all runs at platform top, centre and bottom heights are shown in
Table C.3.
Turbulence
Root mean square (rms) turbulence (It) was calculated for runs as follows:
Itpitot =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(upitot − ui)2; (4.16)
where the velocity associated with the Pitot tube’s ith reading is ui =
√
2pi/ρi. The
list of turbulence intensity measured during all BLWT test runs is provided in Table
C.3.
Due to the effect of turbulence length scale on Cr, as reported by Bearman [1971]
(Section 2.1.4), the potential presence of an energetic turbulence length scale of a size
similar to the test DLOOP tiles was investigated and the results are shown in Figure
4.9. The crossbar procedure #18, without a platform, was taken as the reference for
characterisation of the pot_3 and pot_4 run turbulence spectrums. The Pitot tube
total and static pressure readings were cross correlated so as to remove the lag of flow
between the Pitot tip and side port locations, i.e. pi = pt i − ps (i+n) −∆p∅ where n =
18 and 14 for (193mm travel at) pot_3 and pot_4 runs respectively. A Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) was applied to the correlated ui to identify the turbulence frequency
components. The horizontal turbulence length scale was derived by dividing the run’s
average velocity by the frequency components of the transform.
There was no particularly energetic turbulence length scale found in the BLWT
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Figure 4.9: Turbulence power versus turbulence length scales in the BLWT fetch, for
procedure #18 runs without a platform. The energy of the turbulence falls off with
frequency to very low levels at the scale of the DLOOP tiles tested.
conditions without a platform, so the length scale of the BLWT turbulence is thought
to have been insignificant in terms of distortion effects on relative Cr measurements.
4.2 Particle image velocimetry (fields)
4.2.1 Aim
The objective of the PIV platform tests was to see whether simulations could produce
comparable results in regard to the platform two dimensional velocity field measure-
ments. Another important use of the PIV system related to the characterisation of the
BLWT boundary layer velocity profile at the test station and is addressed in Section
B.3.2 because it is associated with the research but not directly related to DLOOP.
The PIV velocity field measurements provided the opportunity to make detailed
comparisons with simulation model velocity field predictions.
Details of the PIV test and the velocity field simulations using Scale Resolving
Simulations (SRS) follow in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively.
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4.2.2 Field physical measurements
Velocity field measurements of the flow through DLOOP were made using the BLWT
PIV system described in Section 3.2.3.
A horizontal flow through configuration of the DLOOP was chosen for the PIV test
because it was expected to maximise the contrast with no-flow through SSP arrange-
ments. The windward layer tiles were placed horizontally in line with the leeward layer
tiles of the DLOOP for this purpose. For the 7×7 DLOOP with a distance of 85mm
between layers the approximately e040a000 orientation was set using a spirit level, see
Section 4.1.2.4 for platform orientation notation.
Since the setup of the PIV system was lengthy and in place for the 7×7 DLOOP
test, the same orientation and distance between layer parameters were used for the 3×3
and 5×5 DLOOP tests.
4.2.2.1 Procedure
The PIV velocity field was on the vertical xy-plane through the z = −4 point (to
avoid the test assembly windward layer’s central support that would otherwise scatter
the laser light sheet) and was restricted to the upper third of the platform to achieve
sub-millimetre level velocity resolution.
The platform assemblies were painted matt black to minimise laser reflections and
oil was dabbed on the brightest areas to increase scatter of residual stray light, including
on the centre support of the DLOOP windward layer which was just a millimetre from
the laser light sheet.
The laser head was turned to face upwind, tilted down to look between the plat-
form layers from approximately 0.3m above and behind the rear layer and rotated to
illuminate the PIV BLWT xy-plane.
The oil machine was filled with olive oil and set to emit microscopic droplets or mist
into the BLWT fetch via a φ10mm hole in the floor about 6m upwind from the test
station. An acceptable oil drop concentration was reached for the BLWT fetch’s open
design after a 1 hour warm-up that increased suspension concentration throughout the
facility hangar.
The BLWT air velocity was regulated to the pot_3 setting and allowed several
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minutes to stabilise.
A set of PIV recordings was collected of the transient fields associated with each
DLOOP variant in the e040a000 orientation and with 85mm distance between layers.
The general PIV procedure for recording the velocity fields is described in Section
3.2.3.2.
After the platform field recordings, and before moving the PIV camera:
• the BLWT fetch was emptied for the PIV boundary layer procedure, see details
in Section B.3.2; and
• the dimensions of the PIV object field, to be used by the image processing soft-
ware, were measured by placing a ruler horizontally and then vertically across the
camera’s field of view at the test station.
While a bubble spirit level was used for the ruler’s alignment, the ruler could only be
roughly aligned with the xy-plane of the laser. However, this was good enough for the
PIV software to produce the velocity data which was subsequently post-processed to
reflect the more accurate metric determined from the image alignment analysis which
followed, see Section B.3.2.1. The photos of the ruler showed that fisheye distortion of
the optics was negligible, see Section B.3.2.1 for details.
Half the area of the DLOOP PIV photos was masked out prior to processing and
can be seen as blank areas in the test results. Areas removed included the envelope of
the platform which moved up to 15mm at the windward layer tip, and poorly lit areas.
4.2.3 Simulation of PIV measurement conditions
Simulation models were built to simulate PIV measurement test conditions.
4.2.3.1 Geometry
The CFD geometry was similar to the physical test models within the DLOOP struc-
ture’s volume, including the tile corner bridges in the layers and the crossbar attachment
to the windward layer. The platform orientation was similarly e040a000 with the origin
at its centre in the simulation models.
The distance between DLOOP and floor defines the wind profile of both the CFD
and WT. That distance was essentially the same in all cases (small variation occurred
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Figure 4.10: Geometry of 7×7 elevation angle 40◦ DLOOP SRS model simulation show-
ing fluid domain (5) and four bodies of influence numbered (1 – 4) in the top right front
corner of each, n.b. domain flow was from left to right in x-axis direction.
in 7×7 case). Width and height clearances in the tunnel were sufficiently large to make
there influence on the PIV field, or presence in the CFD model, not relevant.
Some minor geometric differences between the test arrangements and their repre-
sentation in the simulations, not expected to affect the z = −4mm xy-plane velocity
field noticeably, included:
• the crossbar and other test support equipment outside the DLOOP volume was
not represented;
• the floor to crossbar height of the 7×7 DLOOP simulation was 672mm, rather
than 658mm used in the other simulations and the PIV DLOOP tests; and
• an open domain was simulated rather than the enclosed BLWT test fetch.
The geometry of the 7×7 DLOOP simulation domain is shown in Figure 4.10. The
domains of the other DLOOP were similar. The domain was 6 platform lengths wide
and high, 15 platform lengths long and its origin (i.e. centre of the DLOOP volume)
was located 3.5 platform lengths from the Inlet boundary.
4.2.3.2 Mesh
Figure 4.10 shows three Body-of-Influence (BoI) volumes surrounding the platform,
one inside the other, to control mesh element sizes. They defined the ultra-fine (2mm
in volume #3), very fine (5mm in volume #2) and fine (15mm in volume #1) mesh
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Figure 4.11: Mesh detail of 5×5 DLOOP SRS model showing floor inflation layers (on
floor but on tiles too small to see) and the scale sizes in bodies of influence.
element maximum side lengths in place of the default domain criteria (430mm in volume
#5). The transition from one volume’s mesh size to another’s was incremental with a
maximum ratio of 1.2 from one element to the next. Another box-shaped BoI controlled
sizing (30mm volume #4) in the volume between the fine mesh BoI and domain Inlet.
Its smaller than default size elements were used, in addition to specific CFX-solver
turbulence harmonic generator algorithms, to seed turbulence upwind of the LES volume
since generally LES models are known to have difficulty building turbulence spectrum
content, see Section 2.3.2.2.
Detail of the mesh on an xy-plane section through the 5×5 DLOOP domain near
its centre is shown in Figure 4.11. Mesh elements are generally tetrahedrons with prism
inflation layers on the floor visible (25 layers, first layer thickness 0.5mm and growth
rate 1.1). Prism inflation layers on the tile sections shown are small (15 layers, first
layer thickness 0.2mm and growth rate 1.05) and pyramid shaped elements provide
tetrahedron to surface and surface layer topology transitions.
The number of nodes and elements in each of the platform models is listed in Table
4.3. The large number of elements in the SRS turbulence model used, i.e. approaching
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108, was unwieldy for project resources to accommodate but was necessary to achieve
just half the millimetre scale resolution of the PIV test measurements.
Table 4.3: Mesh statistics and simulation data of each PIV platform assembly model
DLOOP Number Number Simulation NCI-NF Number ofof nodes of elements end time (s) CPU hours timesteps
3×3 18 019 322 96 216 342 0.605 23 400 10 901
5×5 17 893 972 91 011 766 0.744 15 200 7 636
7×7 17 801 953 95 705 374 1.262 48 100 12 727
The technical report by Menter [2012], in relation to meshing requirements of glob-
ally unstable flows, states "Experiencce shows that the minimum mesh resolution [in
the detached SRS region] . . . is of the order of: ∆max ≤ 0.05D [where D is the width
of the instability zone and] . . . with this . . .∆max there is a good chance of resolving
the main flow instability and the resulting strong turbulent mixing processes". The
smallest tile was 72mm and corresponds with a 3.6mm maximum mesh element size
recommendation, i.e. compatible with 2mm in the Ultra-fine BoI chosen. To carry out
a systematic mesh size analysis would require a minimum of six runs. An average run
of the SRS PIV model was 108 cpu hours. For six runs, with reducing mesh sizes, the
supercomputer cpu time would be at least 109 – 1010 hours. It was deemed too expen-
sive and time consuming to carry out these simulations in view of the specific technical
advice available.
4.2.3.3 Boundary conditions and solver numerics
The Inlet boundary was defined as an inlet with a velocity profile consistent with that
of a logarithmic turbulent wall-bound flow, i.e. form of Equation 2.22. The turbulent
inlet flow’s friction velocity (u∗) was set to 0.828ms−1 and its relevant floor-boundary
aerodynamic roughness (y0) was 8.94mm.
The lengthy analysis of the BLWT boundary layer PIV test measurements (Section
B.3.2.2, completed after the CFD simulations of the PIV platform measurement con-
figurations, determined that the roughness of the BLWT fetch floor was y0 = 3.2mm.
An additional issue affecting like for like conditions between test measurement and sim-
ulations was the loss of wind speed Pitot tube recordings (needed to more accurately
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determine the friction velocity at the pot_3 wind speed setting) specifically for the PIV
platform tests in the BLWT. To gauge the impact of this, Figure 4.12 shows the simula-
tion Inlet boundary velocity profile together with the minimum (u∗,pot_3 = 0.666ms−1),
mean (u∗,pot_3 = 0.696ms−1) and maximum (u∗,pot_3 = 0.722ms−1) profiles recorded
during pot_3 wind speed setting runs of the approximately eighty BLWT tests analysed
collectively. From the significant range of possible pot_3 velocities shown in the figure,
a direct comparison between the test and simulation velocity vector components was
preferred in order to see their intrinsic similarities. A plot of their differences (i.e. test
minus simulation results) would be expected to obscure their similarities and exaggerate
the difference of outcomes associated with initial conditions rather than development
processes.
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Figure 4.12: Simulation Inlet boundary velocity (CFD u∞) profile with the minimum,
mean and maximum fetch velocity profiles amongst all pot_3 wind speed setting test
runs. Continuum profiles are calculated from average (i.e. nominally 90 000 per run)
Pitot readings using Equation 2.22 and Equation B.9, B.7 and B.8 relations. The PIV
platform top and bottom heights, i.e. at elevation angle 40◦ or e040 orientation, are
indicated by red dotted lines. Note the crossbar (centre) height velocity was used as
the proxy of a constant inlet velocity for the Cr of platforms in wind load procedures.
At the PIV potentiometer setting, the wind speed error is ±0.3ms−1.
The domain sides and domain top were defined as free slip walls that do not allow
flow in or out but have no friction. The platform surfaces were defined as no slip walls
of zero roughness so the fluid velocity was zero on these boundaries. The outlet was
defined to have a relative average static pressure of zero Pascals and a pressure profile
blend of 0.05.
A zonal LES turbulence model was used with LES operating uniquely in the larger
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body-of-influence surrounding the platform (volume #1 in geometry Figure 4.10). The
SAS turbulence model operated elsewhere within the domain. An harmonic flow gener-
ation of synthetic turbulence was introduced at the inlet SAS to LES boundary (volume
#4 to #1 in geometry Figure 4.10), to help seed representative LES turbulence struc-
tures.
Air was defined as an incompressible, isothermal (25◦C) fluid. The simulation do-
main convergence target and the element residual target were both 10−4rms. The
transient timestep duration was 0.1ms or less.
CFX-solver control used a second order high resolution advection scheme, a second
order backward Euler transient scheme and first order accurate turbulence numerics.
4.2.4 Results
The PIV test and CFD simulation average wind direction velocity vector component (u),
average vertical direction velocity vector component (v) and average velocity magnitude
(|u|) results are shown side by side in Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 for the 3×3, 5×5 and
7 × 7 DLOOP respectively. The colour scale and integer isobars of the velocity vector
components shown side by side in these figures have been made the same.
The PIV test figures show the velocity average of the 1000 transient PIV photo-
image-pair recordings, for each of the 36 690 blocks in the flow field. The CFD simu-
lation figures similarly show averages, of several thousand transient timesteps, for each
mesh element in the flow field. Details of the CFD timestep averaging ranges, for each
platform, are listed in Table 4.4.
The similarity of the side by side PIV test and CFD simulation results shows the
simulations’ representation of the fields was good. Since the platform forces are propor-
tional to constants times the velocity squared, the forces reported by SRS simulations
should also be accurate.
Very sharp free stream separation layers are recognisable in the figures by their rapid
blue to red transitions in locations far from tile walls. They are particularly apparent
in the u and |u| fields. The most intense separation layers appears as a long wind swept
V-shape that has its tip on the trailing edge of the platform’s upper tile.
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(a) PIV u measurements. (b) SRS simulation u field.
(c) PIV v measurements. (d) SRS simulation v field.
(e) PIV |u| measurements (f) SRS simulation |u| field.
Figure 4.13: Average velocity fields in ms−1 of 3×3 DLOOP (upper area of central plane
perpendicular to layers at attack angle 40◦ in left to right flow) from PIV measurements
and simulations shown side by side. The x- and y-axes are in mm relative to origin at
DLOOP centre. The (windward) horizontal component (u), vertical component (v) and
magnitude |u| of the velocity vector are shown. The DLOOP outline is masked out of
measurements and tile locations were ignored by the simulation interpolator. However,
wrinkles in the centre of the simulation field show the location of the leeward layer upper
tile that spans half the figure(s). The SRS simulation and PIV measurement results are
clearly similar despite their slight differences in terms of conditions.
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(a) PIV u measurements. (b) SRS simulation u field.
(c) PIV v measurements. (d) SRS simulation v field.
(e) PIV |u| measurements. (f) SRS simulation |u| field.
Figure 4.14: Average velocity fields in ms−1 of 5×5 DLOOP (upper area of central plane
perpendicular to layers at attack angle 40◦ in left to right flow) from PIV measurements
and simulations shown side by side. The x- and y-axes are in mm relative to origin at
DLOOP centre. The (windward) horizontal component (u), vertical component (v)
and magnitude |u| of the velocity vector are shown. Layer regions are masked out of
measurements and tile locations are passed over in simulations. However, discontinuity
along tile edges in simulations show the plane slices through 1.5 tiles in the windward
and one tile in the leeward layers. The SRS simulation and PIV measurement results
are very similar despite their slight differences in terms of conditions.
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(a) PIV u measurements. (b) SRS simulation u field.
(c) PIV v measurements. (d) SRS simulation v field.
(e) PIV |u| measurements. (f) SRS simulation |u| field.
Figure 4.15: Average velocity fields in ms−1 of 7×7 DLOOP (upper area of central plane
perpendicular to layers at attack angle 40◦ in left to right flow) from PIV measurements
and simulations shown side by side. The x- and y-axes are in mm relative to origin at
DLOOP centre. The (windward) horizontal component (u), vertical component (v) and
magnitude |u| of the velocity vector are shown. Layer regions are masked out of mea-
surements and tile locations are passed over in simulations. However, discontinuities
along tile edges reveal the tiles of separate layers are horizontally in line with 1.5 tiles
in the windward layer discernible and and two tiles in the leeward layer. The SRS sim-
ulation and PIV measurement results are clearly similar despite their slight differences
in terms of conditions.
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The rate at which the limbs of the V-shaped layer spreads may be described as
free stream layer thickening. It is generally faster in the simulations than in the test
measurements. This is significant because it suggests the diffusion of energetic small
scale turbulence is overestimated by the simulation models, i.e. discussed in Section
7.1.4.2.
The discretisation length scale, or resolution, of the simulation models was 2mm
while about 1mm in the PIV measurements. This contributes to a higher rate of sheer
layer thickening in the simulations but not significantly because the thickening appears
to continue unabated across length scales 5× to 20× greater than the resolution size.
The Figures 4.16a, 4.16b and 4.16c show the transient state of the Qcriterion iso-
surfaces when the platform PIV simulations were stopped. These simulations of the
PIV field were transient analyses and therefore the state shown represent a snapshot of
the flow variables at the stopping time and not a condition of any specific significance.
However, the simulations were run long enough to be confident that subsequent changes
or evolutions of the flow would affect short timescale details without impact on global
turbulence spectrum content or features.
The Qcriterion surface was chosen to display the turbulence structures because it
shows the vorticity outside the parallel shear layers. The isosurfaces are coloured by
the cross wind velocity (w), which would otherwise be zero in the absence of platform
induced turbulence.
The default smoothing algorithms of the ANSYS-Post processor were turned off to
show the mesh element size of the models by the size of the angular facets making up
the surfaces.
In reference to Section 2.3.4, Figure 4.16 shows the following:
• strong persistent turbulence was produced by all the DLOOP throughout the LES
modelled body-of-influence zone;
• fast outward moving flows form along the perimeter tile edges of the DLOOP
windward layer;
• outward flows from the tiles of the windward layer are shortened as one moves
towards the DLOOP layer’s centre;
• the presence of the crossbar stub in the 3×3, the 5×5 and (with difficulty) the
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7×7 DLOOP assembly simulations; and
• turbulence ring structures breaking from the upper tile row of the windward
layer are advected with the flow (about a tile length apart) for the 5×5 and
7×7 DLOOP.
(a) The 3×3 DLOOP PIV assembly SRS simulation end transient showing the presence of the
crossbar stub.
(b) The 5×5 DLOOP PIV assembly SRS simula-
tion end transient.
(c) The 7×7 DLOOP PIV assembly SRS simula-
tion end transient.
Figure 4.16: Transient turbulence structure of flow in platform wakes displayed by
Q = 104 s−2 iso-surfaces coloured with w, i.e. crosswind speed. The high quality of
the mesh element scale resolution is demonstrated by the persistence of the structures
through the entire LES domain (BoI #1 in Figure 4.10). The turbulence structures at
the end of the wakes shown are too small to influence the flow at the DLOOP position.
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4.2.4.1 Processing PIV velocity field measurement data
A flow chart of the processing task beginning with the collected photo-image-pairs is
shown in Figure 4.17.
The position of the two dimensional PIV image with respect to the DLOOP was
determined precisely by inserting a number of PIV photo images into three dimensional
drawings of the geometry and identifying the transformation(s) needed to align them.
Details of the PIV object to real world platform alignment activity, performed with an
accuracy in the order of 1mm, as described in further detail in Section B.3.2.1.
The required transformations (i.e. rotation, translation and scaling) were reduced to
a single keystone transformation that excluded curvature. This type of transformation
sufficed to correct the metric because: the laser illuminated object field and its projected
image in the CCD plane were both two dimensional; and the camera lens was without
significant fisheye distortion, as confirmed by PIV camera photos of a ruler’s strait edges
when placed on horizontal and vertical sides of the object plane.
The PIV_vec files produced by the PIV image processing software recognised no
keystone distortion, i.e. interpreted the rectilinear CCD pixel data as an accurate
image of an aligned rectilinear object field. The horizontal and vertical scales of the
PIV software metric were recorded following the standard processing procedure in the
PIV_vec file headers. Since the PIV software metric was the same for the one camera
location of all PIV images, the PIV_vec headers were all the same and the software
metric information is listed in Table B.4.
In subsequent processing of the PIV_vec file data, the position data of the files was
replaced by keystone corrected real world geometry positions. The keystone transfor-
mation of the rectilinear PIV_vec file metric also introduced the need for a differential
correction to the velocity vector components listed in the files.
The gigabytes of PIV_vec file data post-processed to correct for keystone distortion
was undertaken using the author’s MATLAB programme "cnp_plotPIV_i01.m", see
Appendix B.6.1. While shifts of a few millimetres in the PIV_vec file position of the
velocity field data were not particularly significant. By contrast, the change of the
metric scale by a few percent resulted in a similar correction to the magnitude of the
velocity vectors was.
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Figure 4.17: Processing the platform PIV measurement flow fields with post processing
of vector data for metric adjustments.
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4.2.4.2 Processing simulation data
The forces on the platforms from the PIV assembly simulations were averaged over
thousands of timesteps, see list for model platform variants in Table 4.4. By averaging
over a period significantly greater than the rate that the largest vortices are being shed,
see platform wakes in Figure 4.16, the mean resultant-force coefficient was obtained.
Table 4.4: CFD simulation time averaged resultant-force coefficients on PIV DLOOP
assemblies
Averaging Force
Timestep Simulation elevation
DLOOPa Start Stop time (ms) CR STD(CR)b anglec
3×3 6,000 10,901 234 1.133 0.018 218◦
5×5 3,000 7,636 464 0.960 0.016 217◦
7×7 8000 12,727 473 0.950 0.014 216◦
aPlatform at elevation angle 40◦, includes simulated crossbar stub and windward layer support rod.
bStandard deviation of resultant-force coefficient (CR).
cLeeward layer surface normal is elevation 220◦.
The non-dimensional height (y+) of the first element centroid on tile surfaces is
shown for the 5×5 DLOOP PIV assembly simulation in Figure 4.18. When y+ < 1, the
surface fluid stresses of the viscous sub-layer are resolved at the integration points
of the mesh elements by the CFX-solver directly. Otherwise, the CFX-solver uses
boundary layer equations to approximate these stresses with far less effort but more
reliance on empirical norms. Figure 4.18 shows the situation was borderline as to which
CFX-solver method was used in the 5×5 DLOOP PIV assembly simulation, and the
other platform centroid heights were similar. The CFX-solver’s use of either direct or
empirical boundary layer equations to resolve the viscous sub-layer of platform surfaces
is not particularly significant since flow separation occurs in any case along the sharp
platform edges making the flow relatively indifferent to subtle surface stress gradients.
4.3 Wind load simulations
The number and range of parameters needed to define a specific DLOOP (i.e. distance
between layers, number of tiles, shape of tiles, platform envelope etc.) is large and
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Figure 4.18: The non-dimensional y+ height of the first element centroid on the 5×5
DLOOP surfaces. For surface areas shown with y+ < 1, the boundary layer stresses
are resolved by the CFX-solver at integration points directly, i.e. without recourse to
logarithmic velocity wall model equations.
wind directions many so efficient CFD methods are needed to research wind load fea-
tures of this platform class. Precursor CFD simulations of an SSP were undertaken to
find a balance between simulation capabilities and resources available. The simulation
decisions concerned the choice of: discretisation length (i.e. L3) and time scales; and
RANS versus SRS turbulence models. The SSP was chosen for the precursor simulations
because:
• the wind load on a large flat tile, which is aerodynamically similar to the SSP, is
known and can be used for the accuracy evaluation of models; and
• aerodynamically the bluff geometries and simulation challenges of the SSP, which
is also a degenerate form of DLOOP with distance between layers zero, and the
DLOOP involve wind on tiles and are very similar.
A simulation of an SSP in uniform wind conditions, with the scales and turbulence
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Figure 4.19: Turbulent flow associated with a Single Plate (SP) in a preliminary simula-
tion examining Cr values and computation times. Although developing well, the mean
Cr remained uncertain after 150 hours of cpu time for this Rn = 12×106 simulation in
a domain comprised of cubic elements.
model of the Particle Image Velocimetry Scale Resolving Simulations, see section 4.2.3,
was run for approximately 25 000 cpu hours with the resultant-force coefficient drifting
between a peak Cr = 1.4 and trough Cr = 0.9, but with insufficient repetition during
this lengthy simulation to state the mean with confidence.
Figure 4.19 shows turbulence structures associated with another SSP simulation
stripped down to the minimum number of elements broadly consistent with general
CFD design standard practice. The square L × L SSP (with L = 5.74m) was placed
2L from the inlet of a 12L long by 8L diameter cylindrical domain comprising 4 991 230
nodes and composed of 4 893 120 uniform cubic mesh elements each of L/20 side length.
Using 3.5ms timesteps in uniform 35ms−1 wind conditions (for Rn = 12×106) the
Courant number (C#) of simulation timesteps was 0.5 rms average and 1.25 rms peak.
The SST turbulence model steady state analysis, which preceded the transient anal-
ysis, was initialised with a flow velocity equal to the inlet velocity throughout, i.e.
35ms−1 throughout. Following 100 pseudo-timesteps, when residuals showed no fur-
ther tendency to converge, the simulation steady state simulation was stopped and the
resultant flow field variables used to initialise the subsequent transient analysis. The
Cr monitor results for 7000 transient timesteps, or 25 s of simulation time and taking
150 hours of cpu time, are shown in Figure 4.20. During the simulation there had been
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Figure 4.20: The flat plate cubic element simulation SAS turbulence model Cr results
during 7000 transient timesteps taking 150 hours of cpu time to run. The known value of
Cr = 1.19 for flat plates while the average for the sample period shown is approximately
Cr = 1.18. Due to significant drift and "short" sample period, the mean value of Cr
for the simulation, i.e. if allowed to continue indefinitely, is difficult to judge.
4 or 5 oscillations about the sample period’s mean of Cr = 1.18.
During the first half of the simulation, the plate’s Cr appeared to be converging
towards the well known experimentally determined value of Cr = 1.19 but subsequently
drifted widely. This significant drift makes the long term evolution of the mean difficult
to estimate with adequate certainty. The transient analysis would need to be extended
several times longer before its long term stability could be judged. While the turbulence
structures from this type of model were promising, the cpu time needed to extend the
simulation time by a factor of three, i.e. to 450 hours, was prohibitive for the number
of DLOOP variants of the research.
On the basis of the above observations, the more computationally efficient RANS
turbulence model was used for the general DLOOP simulations.
4.3.1 RANS method
RANS Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model simulations of DLOOP over a
large parameter range including the SSP were carried out. The same discretisation scales
and methodology were applied to all platform variants in the nominal simulations. The
SSP simulation delivered a raw resultant-force coefficient (C′r), i.e. without scaling, 7.5%
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higher than the expected value of 1.20. The value expected is the known experimental
value for a flat plate of 1.17 (i.e. for Rn above 5×103 in negligible turbulence) plus 3%
for turbulence, see Section 2.1. Accordingly, the resultant-force coefficients of the RANS
simulations were scaled by the factor 100/107.5 = 0.93 to produce expected values for
the SSP in particular and all platforms in general, i.e.:
Cr = 0.93C′r (4.17)
where C′r is the mean resultant-force coefficient obtained directly without scaling from
the SST simulations, and Cr is the research outcome estimate. This SST simulation
approach, requiring normalisation of results, was adopted after turbulence model and
scale evaluation of resource intensive alternatives attempting to directly obtain a more
accurate value. However, no clear accuracy gain was identified or improved accuracy
alternative found.
4.3.1.1 Geometry
What will be called the standard domain was used in the nominal simulation model of all
platform variants considered. The standard platform side lengths were 5.74m× 5.74m
with square 46mm thick tiles. The platform was perpendicular to the flow, i.e. its
normal was parallel with the flow direction.
There were eight N -tile by N -tile (i.e. N×N) platforms investigated given by
N ∈ {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. The distance (d) between the layers of the DLOOP plat-
forms included all d ∈ {0.45m, 0.60m, 0.75m, 1.00m, 1.25m, 1.50m, 1.75m, 2.00m,
2.50m, 3.25m, 4.00m, 8.00m, 12.0m, 16.0m, 20.0m, 25.0m, 30.0m}.
In order to reduce the computational workload, the geometric symmetry of the plat-
forms was extended to the computational domain by assuming two orthogonal axes of
mirror symmetry: ie. running through platform diagonals for those with even tile num-
bers and through the middle of platform sides for those with odd tile numbers. This
enabled results to be obtained quickly by modelling just one quarter of the domain
otherwise required. While recognising that in the real world these platforms with geo-
metric symmetry wouldn’t be expected to have symmetric flow patterns in their wakes,
the computational advantage of the approach was adopted on the basis that:
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• the flow windward of the DLOOP assembly would be largely symmetric with only
the sheltered, slower and less forceful lee side flows exhibiting transient asymme-
tries;
• the SST is an isotropic RANS turbulence model approach that will tend to average
out flow asymmetries in the baseline steady state analyses anyway; and
• results could be audited by running a transient analysis of the full geometry, i.e.
without symmetry, for some platforms as required.
The model domain without symmetry was a cylinder with round Inlet and Outlet
boundary ends. With the symmetry nominally utilised, the model domain became a
quarter cylinder. The general layout of the 6 × 6 platform’s domain is shown, not to
scale, in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.21: Not-to-scale geometry of the 6×6 DLOOP domain showing orthogonal
symmetry planes along the diagonals of the even-tile platform and the latter’s size
approximately doubled for illustration purposes.
The domain was proportionally much larger than it appears in the figure. The
platform’s frontal area was 2.8% of the domain’s Inlet and Outlet boundary area. This
ratio satisfied the criteria that the blockage ratio of a numeric domain, i.e. an object’s
frontal area to domain cross section, should not exceed 3% [Barth and Jesperson, 1989].
The centre plane between the platform’s two layers, was five platform-side-lengths
from the Inlet boundary and ten platform-side-lengths from the Outlet boundary. As
part of the preliminary validation of the domain’s length, the flow in the vicinity of
the Outlet boundary was confirmed to have no inflow present (or being prevented by
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Figure 4.22: Mesh element detail of the quarter cylinder domain corner where symmetric
planes of the 6×6 DLOOP platform model meet. The darker left side plane extends to
the cylinder edge where z = max(z) while a lesser span of the lighter right side plane is
shown.
the boundary definition), which meant the boundary was sufficiently far away from the
platform not to influence the flows development at the platform level.
4.3.1.2 Mesh
The nominal discretisation length scales were similar for all platform variants and chosen
for efficient processing time using available. Mesh and computation statistics of the
various models are listed in Table 4.5.
A tetrahedral mesh of element maximum side lengths 0.5m and 0.6m was set on the
domain’s outside boundaries and within the general volume respectively. There were
smaller mesh element sizes in contact with and surrounding the platform. The maximum
element side length along the edges of the platform was 46mm. The platform surface
was covered with 15 inflation layers built of prism shaped elements that expanded with
a 1.2 growth rate layer upon layer. The first inflation layer on the platform surfaces was
2mm thick in order to keep the non dimensional wall distance y+ (= u∗y/ν, where u∗
is friction velocity, y is wall distance and ν is kinematic viscosity) below thirty and thus
ensure the CFX wall functions used to model the subtle effects of the viscous sub-layer
operate effectively. A detail figure showing the mesh on the symmetric plane surfaces
of the 6× 6 platform domain is shown in Figure 4.22.
The low profile of mesh inflation layer prisms results in elements of very high skew-
ness but these are acceptable because of their alignment with surface flow directions
and the improvement they provide to the performance of the wall functions that span
the viscous sub-layer of turbulent wall-bound flows [ANSYS, 2010, pp.144-145].
To verify whether the geometric scale was sufficiently fine, the initial boundary layer
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mesh element heights, their expansion rate, and element maximum side-lengths were
all halved in special fine mesh SSP and 5×5 DLOOP (layer distance 450mm) models.
The resultant forces obtained in these special models was 1% and 2.5% less than the
nominal case for the SSP and DLOOP respectively. From this, the discretisation length
scale of the nominal mesh was considered adequate given the coefficient changes were
marginal relative to the 7.5% difference between SSP simulation and known test values,
i.e. the results would still require a similar degree of normalisation regardless of the
discretisation scale used.
Table 4.5: Mesh and computation statistics of the RANS Sheer Stress Transport (SST)
platform resultant-force simulations.
DLOOP Number Number Volume Extended CPU
a Time-
of nodes of elements (m3) (Y/N) (hours) steps
1×1sb 359 516 1 657 294 25 500 N 3.31 150
1×1tc 359 516 1 657 294 25 500 Y 25.41 255
3×3 294 822 1 438 005 25 700 N 2.56 150
3×3fd 1 107 717 5 501 921 102 100 Y 12.89 150
4×4 345 006 1 645 498 32 700 N 3.28 152
5×5 349 920 1 637 101 25 700 N 2.92 150
5×5ee 1 618 903 9 084 361 32 700 Y 9.41 150
6×6 368 486 1 686 272 25 700 N 3.02 150
7×7 395 858 1 826 081 26 500 N 3.28 150
8×8 362 845 1 744 103 25 700 N 3.28 150
9×9 389 678 1 732 853 32 700 N 3.67 150
aThe simulation times listed do not include the time to change geometry parameters and to mesh
the modified domain. This is a single processor task and required several additional cpu hours for the
larger models.
bSquare quarter domain geometry prepared with side-centre symmetry rather than diagonal.
cTransient analysis, was run with average Courant number (C#) equal to 80 and was started from
steady state simulation results, to reduce the magnitude of Cr oscillations.
dFull domain simulation performed to check Cr without symmetry since only one full tile was left
in the nominal quarter domain case.
eEvaluation half nominal maximum element side length model initialised by the nominal model’s
steady state simulation results.
4.3.1.3 Boundary conditions, turbulence model and states
The fluid of the model is defined as follows:
• dry air at 25◦C;
• density ρ = 1.185 kgm−3;
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• dynamic viscosity µ = 1.831× 10−5 kgm−1s−1; and
• reference pressure 1 atm.
The nominal computational domain had five outside boundaries of which two were
symmetry planes as described in Section 4.3.1.1.
The Inlet boundary was defined as an inlet with uniform velocity 35ms−1 per-
pendicular to the boundary and 10% turbulence. The Reynolds number (Rn) of the
simulations was in the order of 13×106, from Equation 2.2.
The curved side was defined as an entrainment opening which allowed flow to enter
or leave but when entering adopted the mass and momentum of the Inlet.
The Outlet was defined to have a relative average static pressure of pset = 0Pa,
when area weighted over the entire Outlet surface. The pressure profile blend was set
to θ = 0.05 which allowed the CFX-solver to make a 0.95 ratio adjustment away from
constant, towards the unconstrained profile it would otherwise have found as part of
the solution for an average prel = pset over the Outlet area.
The simulations were run using ANSYS version 13 CFX-pre and CFX-solver. The
simulations used the Wilcox’s k-ω modified Shear-Stress-Transport (SST) turbulence
model.
The CFX-solver setting was steady state with first order turbulence numerics, high
resolution advection scheme, nominally 150 iterations and convergence residual target
of 0.001%rms.
4.3.2 RANS results
Figure 4.23 shows simulation resultant-force coefficients of DLOOP front and back layers
separately. The N ×N DLOOP where N is even have symmetric front and back layers
while the N odd DLOOP are asymmetric with the layer having the most tiles, called
front, upwind in these simulations. The coefficients presented are calculated on the
basis of the tile surface area in the layer rather than the platform area.
The DLOOP results in Figure 4.23 show that:
• for d < 0.5platform-side-lengths, more detail is shown in Figure4.24; otherwise
• the windward layer Cr rises smoothly but tends to plateau for d > 1.5 platform-
side-lengths, and the more tiles in the platform the higher the Cr reached; and
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Figure 4.23: Resultant force coefficients (Cr) on DLOOP front (most tiles) and back
layers from simulations. Note Cr of front and back layers converge to 1.2, i.e. that of
the flat plate, for the distance d = 0 between layers; and front layer Cr growth almost
plateaued for d > 1.5 platform-side-lengths, which coincides with the minimum range
for the rear layer.
• leeward layer Cr declines to a minimum range at d = 1.5 platform-side-lengths
(and the fewer tiles in the platform the closer to Cr = 0.1 is reached), and then
rises slowly towards the expected eventual level of the front layer when beyond
field perturbation range, i.e. well beyond the five platform-side-length distance
between layers investigated.
To understand these results it is convenient to think of the layers with more tiles
providing more shelter, so in a platform with more tiles that translates to higher relative
forces on the windward layer together with more shelter and less force on the leeward
layer. For example, the 9× 9 platform will have higher resultant-force on its windward
layer and lower resultant-force on its leeward layer relative to that of the 8× 8 etc..
Figure 4.24 shows the results of Figure 4.23 but zoomed in for more detail. The
distance between the layers range is 0.05 < d < 0.5 platform-side-lengths. The vertical
scale is the layer force relative to a square of the same tile area; so all layer force ratio
curves should equal one at zero distance between layers, i.e. have the force per unit
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area of their square plate initial state.
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(a) Front DLOOP layers.
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(b) Rear DLOOP layer forces showing the ini-
tial rate of decline increases with N .
Figure 4.24: Detail of Figure 4.23 showing simulation points and suggested increase in
front layer force with turbulence effects prior to early decline of wind force associated
with build up of inter-layer pressure.
The Figure 4.24b results show a consistent fall in the force on the rear layer as the
distance between the layers increases.
The Figure 4.24a results suggest the force on the front layer (of all DLOOP as d
increases) goes up to a local maximum, then down to a local minimum and then rises
from there on in (i.e. towards the plateau [Figure 4.23]). The range of d associated
with these transitions contracts as N increases. The range becomes so short that the
point of local maximum force was only caught at the start of the d range simulated for
the N = 3 case. Dotted lines have been added to illustrate the description for small d
given.
Flow is made fully turbulent along front layer edges and the advection of those
turbulent structures is retarded when only a narrow slit is open for transport between
the DLOOP layers. the early rise in the front layer force ratio, i.e. prior to the decline
to local minimum, may be due to mechanisms similar to those affecting isolated flat
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objects in turbulence, i.e. 0.9% increase of force on disks with every 1% increase in
turbulence (Section 2.1)
For small N , the turbulence effect at small d is extended by the relative-to-tile
scale of the interlayer gap remaining insufficient to clear the front edge turbulence and
alleviate the pressure deficit on the leeward side of the front layer.
The front layer local minimum force ratio increases as N increases. For N = 3,
Cr = 1.07 , i.e. is higher than that of isolated plate. For other DLOOP, Cr < 1 and
approaches 0.90 as N increases. This minimum threshold ratio of 0.9 is identical to
that Eiffel [1910] found testing tandem trellis arrangements (Figure 2.6). The interlayer
distance at the force ratio local minimum (dmin) is described empirically by:
dmin = 2.7N
−1.8 [platform-side-lengths]. (4.18)
The Cr of a perforated plate, which is similar to an isolated DLOOP layer, is above
that of the square plate, see Section 2.1.6. Therefore, the early fall in the front layer
force, i.e. below that of a square plate, can only be explained by some effect of the rear
layer’s presence. That early fall in the force on the front layer may result from back
pressure building up on the windward face of a sufficiently nearby rear layer [Edgar
et al., 2012]. Since the force on the front layer is the difference between the front and
back pressures, the higher backside pressure translates into a reduction of wind force.
The Cr of the 9×9 DLOOP front layer in Figure 4.23 rises asymptotically to 1.75 as
the distance-between-layers is extended to five platform-side-lengths. This is consistent
Cr = 1.72, measured using a direct balance by Castro [1971] and reported in Section
2.1.6, for a similarly perforated plate that had equidistant rows of three round holes
and 0.425 of total area removed
Figure 4.25 shows the platform simulation results of Figure 4.23 but in a manner
of more direct relevance to PV applications. The distance between layers range is
0.05 < d < 0.75 platform-side-lengths and Cr is shown for the platform rather than the
layers separately.
The significant trends Figure 4.25 reveals for d < 0.75 are:
• the combined force on the DLOOP layers is generally, and often significantly,
below that of the SSP;
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Figure 4.25: Resultant force coefficients of DLOOP, from wind load SST turbulence
model simulations, as a function of number of tiles and distance between layers focusing
on PV applications ranges.
• the Cr of DLOOP generally decreases with increasing distance between layers;
and
• the Cr of DLOOP is initially lower for N larger but eventually it is the inverse
that ensues, i.e. the latter likely beyond PV application range.
Figure 4.26 shows the total pressure on the 1×1 SSP and 9×9 DLOOP obtained
from SST simulations side by side. Pressures are shown for points on virtual planes
through the centre of the platforms in full geometry simulation models (i.e. without
symmetry), however only half of each domain is shown because the results appeared
symmetric.
A comparison of platform total pressures shows the wake of the SSP expands more
quickly and thus diverts the flow (traversing from left to right) more significantly than
the 9×9 DLOOP does. This relatively broad aerodynamic obstruction, of the plate
and its wake to the fluid’s passage, leads to a greater change in fluid momentum and
inevitably higher resultant forces.
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(a) 1×1 SSP has a relatively wide wake (b) 9×9 DLOOP has a more streamlined wake
Figure 4.26: The total pressure on a symmetric part of the centre plane through SST
simulation domains in uniform Rn = 13× 106 flow from left to right. Note the more
significant perturbation of the flow associated with the 1×1 plate that contributes to
greater Cr.
Figure 4.27 shows the static pressure on the SSP and 9×9 DLOOP obtained from
SST simulations. Pressures are again shown for points on virtual planes through the
centre of the platforms in full geometry simulations and again only showing half because
their results appeared symmetric.
(a) 1×1 plate (b) 9×9 DLOOP
Figure 4.27: The static pressure on a symmetric part of the centre plane through SST
simulation domains in uniform Rn = 13× 106 flow from left to right. Note the DLOOP
windward layer significantly shelters the leeward layer while the latter’s presence raises
the pressure on the rear of the windward layer’s central tile(s) reducing forces below
SSP levels there.
From Figure 4.27, some of the centre DLOOP tiles have reduced and some greater
pressure differential across their faces (and therefore experience higher resultant force
per unit area) than parallel areas of the control SSP. In the case of the 9×9 DLOOP,
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there are only 16 out of 81 tiles found at the outer edge of the windward layer where
Figure 4.27b shows pressure differentials are increased. For the majority of tiles in the
DLOOP, pressure differentials appear reduced and the fluid force which is the integrated
pressure differential across these tile surfaces is diminished accordingly. By contrast,
for a 3×3 DLOOP with 0.11 platform-side-lengths between layers, i.e. the distance
shown for the 9×9 DLOOP in Figure 4.27b, 4 out of 9 tiles are at the outer edge of the
windward layer and its Cr is greater than that of a square plate (Figure 4.25).
The ratio of DLOOP resultant forces to that of the SSP is shown as a surface
interpolation of points in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28: The ratio of DLOOP to SSP resultant forces from SST simulations in Rn
≈13×106 conditions. For small distances between layers the DLOOP with the largest
number of tiles has the lowest resultant force, while for larger distances, lower forces
than attainable by the high tile count DLOOP are shown by DLOOP with less tiles,
n.b. distances decrease from left to right; and N decrease from front to back.
From Figure 4.28 it can be seen that for small distances between layers the DLOOP
with the largest number of tiles has the lowest resultant force. While for larger distances,
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lower forces than attainable by the high tile count DLOOP are experienced by the
DLOOP with less tiles.
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Chapter 5
Temperature of platforms
The buoyancy driven cooling of platforms in low to no wind conditions is important
for the efficiency of PV-cells because their output typically falls 0.4% per degree; and
this lowers their productivity particularly at midday when hottest and, with highest
insolation, demanded to work hardest.
PV platform temperature environments were simulated with combined finite-element
(FE) (for thermal diffusion in solid domains) and CFD (for thermal diffusion, advection
and radiation in fluid domain) models. The simulations used Scale Adaptive Simula-
tion (SAS) turbulence models of the commercial ANSYS-CFX software. A model for
validation purposes was built and verified against certified PV tile test measurements
of the commercial BP350 module in Nominal Terrestrial Environmental (NTE) condi-
tions. The validation model was then extended to case studies, i.e. using the same
discretisation scales, to predict temperatures in the 7×7 Side-by-Side Platform (SSP)
and DLOOP structures.
5.1 Aim
To predict the PV-cell temperature of modules in platforms from their physical material
properties in a way that can be readily adapted to consider novel architectures, i.e to
estimate cell temperatures directly from simulations, without thermal resistance terms,
or test data, other than that necessary to validate the general method developed and
presented by the author.
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5.2 Method
A flow chart describing the model validation approach is shown in Figure 5.1. The
validation models simulate a horizontal BP350 module in NTE conditions, i.e.:
• air temperature 20◦C,
• wind speed 1m s−1,
• module oriented normal to insolation of 800Wm−2 and
• open circuit module external electrical connection.
The above environment corresponds with the relevant ASTM E1036-12 [2012] test con-
ditions for PV modules and the modelled module’s test data (Figure D.4).
Validation model variants were run trialling smaller mesh sizes and timestep dura-
tions, until an acceptable balance between the stability of the temperature results and
computational effort was found. The accepted size and time scales were then used in
the modelling and methodology of the subsequent analyses.
A Flow chart describing the subsequent simulations of modules and platforms using
identical discretisation scales in both NTE and extreme thermal (called Hot) conditions
is presented in Figure 5.2.
5.2.1 Material properties of domains
5.2.1.1 Fluid (air)
Air was assigned ideal gas behaviour with the properties shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Simulation fluid domain properties (at P = 1atm and T = 25◦C)
Property Value
Molar mass 28.96 kg kmol−1
Refractive Index 1.0 mm−1
Dynamic Viscosity 1.831×10−5 kgm−1s−1
Scattering Coefficient 0.0 m−1
Thermal Conductivity 2.61×10−2 Wm−1K−1
Absorption Coefficient 0.01 m−1
Heat capacity (P = constant) 1.0044×103 J kg−1K−1
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5.2.1.2 Solid materials
The BP350 PV module was modelled as a sandwich of glass, encapsulated PV cell
matrix and Tedlar plastic backing layers within an aluminium frame, i.e. an assembly
of four solid domains. Table 5.2 shows the thermal and optical properties assigned to
these solid materials which were consistent with the BP350 module properties assigned
by Jones and Underwood [2001], c.f. Table 2.5.
5.2.2 Geometry
The ASTM E1036-12 [2012]test standard is not prescriptive in terms of the PV mod-
ule’s elevation angle in tests, the requirement is for the specified 800Wm−2 irradiance
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Table 5.2: Simulation solid domain physical properties
Molar Heat Thermal
Density mass capacity conductivity
Solid domain (kgm−3) (kg kmol−1) (J kg−1K−1) (Wm−1K−1) Emissivity
Aluminium 2702 26.98 9.03 237 0.76
Low-iron glass 3000 56.8 500 1.8 0.91
PV-cell matrix 2330 28 677 148 -
Tedlar backing 1200 100.9 500 0.2 0.87
direction to be normal to the module surface. The module elevation angle 90◦ (e090)
was simulated in both validation and case models. An additional single module eleva-
tion angle 35◦ (e035) case study in NTE conditions was simulated to be more similar
to common outdoor test conditions performed in Europe and USA.
The models prepared for the discretisation scale validation and subsequent case
studies were:
• "a1_90", a horizontal individual BP350 module for scale validation of the mesh
and timestep sizes used in subsequent case studies;
• "a1_35", an individual BP350 module facing the sun at elevation 35◦ for compari-
son of estimated temperatures with Normal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT)
values obtained in physical tests [BP Solar, 2003];
• "a7_90", a horizontal 7×7 SSP of BP350 modules in NTE and extremely hot
conditions; and
• "D7_90", a horizontal 7×7 DLOOP of BP350 modules in NTE and extremely
hot conditions.
Collectively the models required four individual fluid geometries and one reusable solid
geometry (comprising the four solid domains) that was transformed as required to fill
the relevant fluid domain spaces.
The module geometry was reduced to the quarter module shown in Figure 5.3a with
recognition of two symmetry planes. A magnified corner section of the four solid domains
is shown in the detail Figure 5.3b. Volumes of the module’s 1mm thick aluminium folded
sheet frame, 3mm thick glass front, 225µm thick PV cell matrix core and 100µm thick
Tedlar backing are identified. The geometry of the aluminium frame was simplified by
removing the folded 11mm wide lip over the physical module’s face. The physics of the
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(a) Quarter module. (b) Detail A of module.
Figure 5.3: Geometry of BP350 module in thermal models
thermal model was compensated for that simplification (Section refsec:thermalPhysics).
A very high priority in developing the simulation models was the minimisation of
the number of mesh elements used. The size of the 7×7 module platform models was
to be two to three times greater than the single module module to maintain the same
length scales as intended.
To rigorously control the solid mesh element shapes and sizes, and therefore numbers,
the aluminium frame was sliced into nine rectangular prism and L-shaped parts. They
were prepared to fit together edge-to-edge both with each other and external solid
domain neighbouring elements.
The external dimensions of the fluid domains (i.e. geometries) that surrounded the
537mm × 833.4mm × 50mm module and module platforms are listed in Table 5.3.
The centre of the leading row of modules (or module) was positioned at the origin for
all models.
The perpendicular distance (d) between the DLOOP layers was 600mm. A 1mm
gap was inserted between the columns of modules in each layer so that module corners
would not touch. This was to avoid a zero thickness fluid manifold interconnect across
a one dimensional length that would cause CFX-solver errors. In the a7_90 SSP model
there was no need for a gap to be inserted between the modules as they butted hard up
against each other to form a two dimensional interface.
The outline of the solid domains was traced onto the inner surfaces of the fluid
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Table 5.3: Simulation fluid domain coordinate range
Model variant
length, x (m) height, y (m) width, z (m)
min. max. min. max. min. max.
a1_90 -1.60 3.90 -1.00 3.00 -1.88 1.88
a1_35 -1.60 3.90 -1.00 3.00 -1.88 1.88
a7_90 -1.00 8.50 -1.00 8.80 -5.00 5.00
D7_90 -2.00 8.50 -1.00 6.80 -5.00 5.00
domain before being removed to leave the fluid domain with an imprint of the solid
domain boundaries, ie. aluminium to glass and aluminium to Tedlar transitions, but
otherwise free of the sub-domain cuts and slices required for the solid meshing only. The
tracings were needed because the mesh element edges on both sides of domain interfaces
must align with domain perimeter edges so that the transition of their associated physics
can be defined appropriately to begin and end there.
It was critically important to tag the material of each geometry volume and both
sides of each solid to fluid interface at this stage. The names of these tags needed
to be user memorable, unique, persistent (i.e. during software component transfers
from Geometry → Mesh → CFX-pre that included for solid, domain replications and
transposition 196 times) and easily collected so that the physics of the thousands of
volumes and tens of thousands of double sided interfaces in the platform models could
be completed within CFX-pre.
5.2.3 Mesh
Only the diffusion equation needs to be solved for the temperature variable inside the
solids. A minimum of three mesh elements were placed across each of the sandwiched
solid material layers so that the model was not constrained to have linear temperature
gradients across any of the the solid domains. It remained important to take advantage
of the opportunity to reduce the number of solid mesh elements because the quarter
module is replicated 196 times in the platform models. Laterally, within each solid
domain, the temperature gradients were expected to be less and so much greater mesh
element side lengths were trialled.
The solid mesh elements are all hexahedra and their number is specified along every
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Table 5.4: Solid mesh data (all rectangular hexahedron elements).
Mesh Element count across module Solid
variant aluminium other material elements
label layer height layer width length total
m1 1 13 3 10 10 1,508
m2 1 13 3 10 18 2,452
m3 3 15 3 18 34 11,028
Figure 5.4: Skeleton of solid domain quarter panel m3 variant mesh elements in valida-
tion and subsequent case study simulations.
one of the quarter module’s twelve solid parts’ sides. The number of elements along
shared sides in the quarter module assembly needed to be specified only once which left
a total of 104 independent side specifications. By choosing to replicate, translate and
rotate the single quarter panel to 196 locations, rather than develop each separately,
the meshing of the solid domains was achieved.
The order in which the parts were meshed was also important to obtain the desired
elements, and needed to be prescribed for the mesh algorithm of the twelve parts to
follow manually. The assembly of the solid domains was defined in the geometry and
meshed sequentially accordingly, the software co-locates element nodes along solid to
solid domain interfaces.
Three mesh scale variants of the solid domains, labelled m1, m2 and m3 were trialled
in the a1_90 scale validation simulations. The element data relating to the solid mesh
scales are shown in Table 5.4. Figure 5.4 shows the see-through skeleton of the m3
variant quarter panel mesh elements with folded aluminium frame.
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The mesh of the fluid domain is unstructured and built of tetrahedral elements. It
was generated in the absence of the solid domains so that the tiny sides of the Tedlar
and PV-cell domain layers could be ignored. These small solid domain sides were
concealed from fluid contact by the aluminium frame, but the perimeter of the adjacent
aluminium parts had been sliced to share the same small size in order to prescribe the
mesh wanted. Thus while necessary in the aluminium frame domain, the smaller parts
would be counter-productive when meshing the fluid and so were temporarily removed
for that process. Only the imprinted perimeter of the solid domain interfaces, not their
parts, then guided the size of the fluid mesh elements in contact with the module surface
during the fluid meshing process.
(a) Sketch of bodies. (b) Inner body of influence (BoI_3).
(c) Middle body of influence
(BoI_2).
(d) Outer body of influence (BoI_1).
Figure 5.5: Fluid domain of single horizontal module thermal model
To control the number of mesh elements within the fluid domain, three Body of
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Table 5.5: Fluid verification model (a1_90) tetrahedral mesh element data
Maximum side lengths (mm) count
label default BoI_1 BoI_2 BoI_3 elements
dp4 250 200 100 5 5 524 963
dp5 250 100 100 5 5 680 706
dp6 250 200 50 5 5 551 310
dp7 250 200 100 2.5 35 928 569
dp8 200 200 100 5 5 560 265
Table 5.6: Case study fluid domain tetrahedral mesh element data
Model label Volume (m3) Element count
a1_90 8 5 524 963
a1_35 8 5 462 730
a7_90 1,027 188 051 155
D7_90 818 254 747 613
Influence (BoI) shapes were built around the solid module location(s) (Figure 5.5).
These allowed smaller and smaller mesh elements to be specified as their distance to the
module source of fluid stress decreased, moving from BoI_1 to BoI_3. The transition
to smaller mesh sizes is needed to efficiently resolve high stress gradients where present.
Table 5.5 lists the maximum mesh element side length of the BoI volumes trialled in
the scale validation simulations.
There were forty-nine module surface shapes and forty-nine of each of the three
bodies of influence controlling the fluid mesh sizes in the platform models. The platform
models replicated the single module model mesh sizes, i.e. m3 scales for solids (with
dimensions listed in Table 5.4) and dp4 scales for the fluid’s bodies of influence (with
dimensions listed in Table 5.5).
The number of mesh elements in the platform models was particularly large. The
models required days to be meshed with 100GB of RAM and were approximately two
hundred times the size of the wind-force models and triple that of the PIV configuration
zonal-LES simulations.
After completion the fluid mesh it was imported into CFX-pre. Then the solid
quarter module mesh was imported, reflected, translated, rotated and copied as required
to fill the fluid domain. The fluid and solid domains had matching internal geometry
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and traces along boundaries of solid-to-solid material type transitions.
The model domains created allowed thermal analysis of platforms in asymmetric
wind conditions. For analysis of head on wind conditions only, the model could have
adopted a central symmetry plane which, while not strictly accurate in the presence of
turbulence, would potentially provide similar results using half the number of elements.
5.2.4 Environment and physics
Once the part geometries (2,353 in the platform models) were assigned to their ap-
propriate domains, the default domain optionally created for unallocated contents by
CFX-pre was left empty and removed. Next the fluid to solid interfaces were defined
manually, followed by the fluid external boundaries. The remaining interfaces were all
solid to solid and treated identically. There are two sides to every interface and, aside
from the latter which were last, these had to be matched as separated pairs or sets for
the CFX-pre processor to recognise. The appropriate tagging of the separate sides of
the interfaces to achieve this was challenging.
Figure 5.6: Energy and material schematic of module(s) shown at the elevation angle
θ = α◦.
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The superset of PV module materials and radiation paths is shown in Figure 5.6.
The details of the simulation model with respect to the figure are:
• materials m2, m3 and m4 (representing the PV-cells, potting and encapsulation)
were modelled as a single amorphous composite;
• radiation within the solid domains (i.e. e3, e5, e8 and e9) was set to zero;
• radiation input (e1) was 800Wm−2 for the nominal Terrestrial Environment (NTE)
and 1300Wm−2 for the Hot condition case;
• for the verification analysis related to NTE test conditions, the electrical connec-
tion was open circuit so e10 = 0, and this was kept the same for the Hot condition
simulations;
• the reflected insolation e2 was set equal to 0.5% of e1;
• the energy of insolation (i.e. e1 - e2) was input to the PV-cell layer and the
aluminium frame layer domains directly as a volumetric thermal energy source
based on their frontal areas but only to a depth of 3mm in the aluminium and,
because the BP350 module has an 11mm folded aluminium lip (data sheet drawing
in Section D.4), the 1mm wide aluminium model geometry surrounding the front
face in place of the lip, was assigned the energy input equivalent of the 11mm
wide strip and the energy of the PV-cell layer reduced accordingly; and
• a ground emissivity of 0.67 is not shown but was included in the simulation models.
The NTE and Hot condition boundary settings are listed in Table 5.7.
Radiation was modelled using 10 000 rays that traversed the fluid medium from sur-
face to surface (including fluid external boundaries) points at angles generated using
a Monte Carlo method. The scattering and absorption within the fluid medium (air),
which may be defined for the CFX-solver on a spectral level, was expected to be negli-
gibly small and the model was simplified by setting these equal to zero. The radiation
temperatures of openings to the sky were taken from the temperature setting of each
opening and set equivalent to the ambient temperature.
The inlet wind velocity (u) was horizontal and perpendicular to the short edge of the
module(s) and axis of elevation angle rotations. When non-zero, the horizontal wind
velocity increased with distance from the ground consistent with a turbulent boundary
layer flow (i.e. described by Equation 2.22), above an aerodynamically rough surface (i.e.
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Table 5.7: Model boundary conditions applied to thermal simulations of: the isolated
BP350 module at elevations 35◦ and 90◦ angles in nominal terrestrial environment
(NTE) conditions; and the SSP and DLOOP platforms in NTE and extremely Hot
conditions.
All domain openings, n.b. excludes Inlet
NTE ambient temperature 20◦C
Hot ambient temperature 35◦C
Relative pressure (validation model) 1 atm
Relative pressure (case study model) 0 atm
Reference (absolute) pressure 1 atm
Ground
NTE surface temperature 22◦C
Hot surface temperature 42◦C
Wind
NTE Inlet speed 1ms−1
Hot Inlet speed 0ms−1
Inlet direction normal
Non-Inlet openings entrainment
Aerodynamic roughness
Module(s) 0m
Ground 0.1m
Energy source input
NTE conditions 800Wm−2
Hot conditions 1300Wm−2
parameters listed in Table 5.7). The NTE Inlet velocity value given for the validation
simulations corresponded with that at the height of 1m, i.e. the velocity at other
heights was in accordance with the described boundary flow conditions. The height at
the centre of the module, or the leading row of modules in the platform models, was
also 1m.
5.2.5 Turbulence models
The simulations followed a two stage serial process. A steady state Shear Stress Trans-
port (SST) turbulence model was used to quickly initialise the domain by accelerating
timesteps one hundred fold locally in the solid domains. A Scale Adaptive Simulation
(SAS) turbulence model finished off the simulations in a physically meaningful URANS
transient framework.
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Flow charts describing the simulation process steps are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2
[ANSYS, 2016].
5.2.6 Solver numeric methods
The CFX-solver adopts parallel processing to work more quickly and coordinates ac-
tivities through a standard Intel Message Passing Interface (MPI). The domains were
partitioned using the open source MeTiS parallel multilevel k-way graph partitioning
scheme of Karypis and Kumar [1996]. To improve efficiency, the solid domains were
implicitly correlated by partitioning them all together as one ensemble [ANSYS, 2016].
Due to the large size of the 7×7 platform models, a 64 bit interpolater and partitioner
was required. The partitioning cannot be performed in parallel and so places a very
high demand on the random access memory (RAM) requirement of the processor used.
The largest DLOOP platform model for example required 260GB of RAM to partition
using the ordinary MeTis scheme. The subsequent linear solution process, i.e. working
out the flow field variables, used half the RAM the partitioner required. The radia-
tion equation is less sensitive to length scales [ANSYS, 2016], and a separate partition
with fewer elements (representing the full radiation model) was prepared once by the
CFX-solver at the start of the analyses specifically for that purpose. The partition of
the geometry and radiation elements was saved to a file and reused when extending or
restarting simulations having identical mesh size and number of parallel processors.
Advected scalar properties (φip) in the transport equations, including those of tur-
bulence, are interpolated at integration points from upstream nodal values (φupstream)
by a second order numeric scheme, i.e.:
φip = φupstream + β∇φ.∆r (5.1)
where
β = the first blending function between k– and k–ω turbulence formulations,
taking the maximum value in the numeric domain [0 .. 1] the CFX-solver
finds consistent with convergence, and
∆r = the distance vector from the upstream node to integration point.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Module discretisation trial temperatures
The average Tedlar backsheet temperatures, obtained during the BP350 scale validation
simulations in NTE-like conditions, are shown in Figure 5.7. A dp4 fluid with m1 solid
mesh was used up until the transient simulation time of 407 seconds when the 320.84K
backsheet temperature drift was below 0.01Ks−1 (dp4 trace in Figure 5.7). Each of
the subsequent traces branching from then, correspond with transient SAS turbulence
model simulations of unique mesh combinations – and a timestep change in the low
courant number dp4lowC run. The flow dependent variables of the transient simulations
were initialised by interpolation from the steady state results onto the relevant model’s
new mesh as required. The intended NTE conditions of the scale validation model
are described as NTE-like because a reference pressure setting of 1 atm resulted in the
simulations being run at 2 atm instead of 1 atm. This absolute pressure change was not
considered to have a significant impact on the scale validation task which focused on
temperature deviations and not absolute values.
Despite the unintended pressure offset, the temperature difference (∆T) between
simulation results using fluid mesh types dp4, dp5, dp6 and dp8 (described in Table
5.5) was less than 0.03K after 70 s in simulation time. The dp7 fluid mesh showed
slightly different and presumably superior results based on refinement properties, with
temperature dropping 0.1K relative to the other mesh sizes after 45 seconds. However,
the dp7 model used seven times more mesh and delivered only a marginal improvement
in accuracy considering the computational effort it demanded. The dp4 variant had the
minimum number of fluid elements providing commensurate results to the others (i.e.
excluding dp8) and was therefore preferred for its efficiency.
The dp4lowC run, which trialled the small timesteps of 2ms leading to a Courant
number of 0.4 rms instead of 19 rms for the others, had an early temperature response
similar to that of the dp4m3 fine solid mesh and dp7 fine fluid mesh runs (Figure 5.7).
This high temporal resolution run took fifty times the processing effort and time to reach
a specific simulation duration and, while discontinued following equivalent computing
time, ends well before the simulation time of the others. Since its temperature response
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Figure 5.7: Average Tedlar backsheet temperature of horizontal BP350 module in NTE-
like conditions trialled with various solid (m) and fluid (pd) mesh sizes described in
Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
was similar to that of the high spatial resolution runs, i.e. had a temperature drift of
< 0.01K s−1, the large 0.1 s timestep of the other runs was chosen for the subsequent
case studies.
By refining the solid mesh from m2 to m3, half the the analysis accuracy improve-
ment of the dp7 fluid mesh refinement was recovered while the overall increase in mesh
elements for the model was less than 0.2%. The m3 solid mesh scale was therefore used
in the subsequent case studies.
Figure 5.8 shows the distances of the centres of each element of the first grid layer
on the module surface in units of the non-dimensional y+ value in the preferred dp4
fluid spatial scale trial simulation. Only half the module is shown as the other half is
qualitatively symmetric and its suppression allows the mesh elements of the domain’s
centre plane to be displayed, n.b. the mesh side lengths appear fairly irregular however it
is a slice through the tetrahedra elements that is shown. While it is generally preferred
to have y+ less than one for convection analyses, the mesh refinement study results
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Figure 5.8: The wall distance of first layer mesh element centres was outside the viscous
sublayer with y+ around ten for the BP350 dp4m3 trial.
Figure 5.9: The flow’s passage through each elemental volume is analysed sequentially
as shown by courant number <1 on module surfaces and on the domain’s centre plane
during dp4lowC trial.
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(Figure 5.7) suggest that, for this and similar cases, the CFX wall models reliably
capture the thermal transfer across the solid–fluid interfaces more efficiently.
Figure 5.9 shows the Courant number on the centre plane and the half module’s
visible surfaces in the high temporal resolution dp4lowC trial. Being below one, the
timesteps are fine enough to allow transitions of flow variables to be processed sequen-
tially in each volume element along flow paths giving the opportunity for causal effects,
other than those of sound pressure waves which for these convection driven flows are
negligible, to take effect. Having trialled this high temporal resolution case and found
only marginal differences with the high spacial resolution trials, the use of the latter’s
larger 0.1 s timescale in subsequent case studies was decided.
Based on the above discretisation trials, the subsequent analyses were run using the
dp4 fluid mesh, m3 solid mesh and timesteps of 0.1ms.
The average temperature of the outer surface of the BP350 module’s Tedlar backing,
in NTE-like conditions and using the dp4 fluid and m3 solid mesh sizes, was 320.84K
or 47.69◦C after 480 s. The manufacturer’s data sheet, for the BP350 module, lists
NOCT = 47± 2◦C which is a temperature range very nearly centred on that found in
the scale validation model simulations of NTE-like conditions.
5.3.2 Temperature simulation case studies
5.3.2.1 Module in NTE conditions
The analyses commenced with steady state runs to get close to the expected thermal
equilibriums of platforms quickly. Thermal diffusion was accelerated in the solid do-
mains by making the pseudo timesteps there ten to one hundred times larger than in
the fluid domain. The fluid medium adjusted relatively quickly thermally due to its
faster advection and turbulent mixing processes. The steady state simulations were ex-
tended by transient analyses from simulation defined starting time t = 0 s, with uniform
timesteps throughout the model volume.
A summary of the BP350 module case study temperature results, for NTE con-
ditions, is listed in Table 5.8. The simulations considered the elevation 90◦ and 35◦
module angles and found the average surface temperatures of the Tedlar backing was
47.80◦C and 45.92◦C respectively. While the relatively poor circulation expected in the
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horizontal configuration was hotter, both simulation results were within the 47±2◦C
range measured in physical tests (data sheet specification Figure D.4).
Table 5.8: BP350 PV module Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT) from
simulations, i.e. backplane surface temperatures in NTE (20◦ ambient, 800Wm−2,
1ms−1) conditions. The average PV-cell temperature difference to the NOCT (∆Tcell)
is also reported. The NOCT temperature from specification test is 47±2◦C (product
data sheet Figure D.4).
BP350 module temperatures (◦C)
Horizontal (e090) Elevation angle 35◦ (e035)
Tt=0 s Tt=29.8 s ∆Tcell: t=29.8 s T0 s T29.8 s T72.5 s ∆Tcell: t=72.5 s
46.80 47.80 +0.14 44.35 45.00 45.92 +0.14
The distribution of temperatures on the exposed aluminium and Tedlar surfaces of
single modules at elevation angles 90◦ and 35◦ are shown in Figure 5.10.
The temperature of the PV-cells, following the standard ASTM E1036-12 [2012]
NOCT measurement procedure, is obtained from four transducers positioned according
to operator discretion on the module’s backplane surface. From inspection of the figures
it is clear that a considerable variation of NOCT is possible depending on where the
temperature transducers are located, and the simulation cell temperatures averages are
0.14◦ higher than the average back surfaces (Table 5.8).
5.3.2.2 Platforms in NTE and extreme heat conditions
The BP350 7×7 platform case study simulation temperature results are listed for NTE
and no-wind Hot conditions in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Horizontal BP350 7×7 platform simulation average backplane surface tem-
peratures in Nominal Temperature Environment (NTE) and Hot conditions, showing
the SSP was typically 5◦C hotter than the DLOOP.
Horizontal BP350 7×7 platform temperatures (C◦)
Platform
NTE (20◦C, 1ms−1, 800Wm−2) Hot (35◦C, 1ms−1, 1300Wm−2)
type Tt=0 s Tt=5.9 s ∆Tcell: t=5.9 s Tt=0 s Tt=15.5 s ∆Tcell: t=15.5 s
SSP 44.95 45.06 +0.18 77.21 77.29 +0.26
DLOOP 39.37 39.48 +0.18 72.07 72.31 +0.23
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(a) Horizontal (elevation 90◦) module average backsurface T = 47.80◦C.
(b) Elevation 35◦ module average backsurface T = 45.92◦C.
Figure 5.10: Temperature of BP350 PV module backsurfaces and frames from simu-
lations, showing the nominal operating cell temperature is within the 47±2◦C range
found in tests. The horizontal module is 2◦C hotter on average in the 1ms−1 wind,
ambient temperature 20◦C and irradiance 800Wm−2 conditions. Transient simulation
time was 29.8 s after steady state solution start.
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The platform simulation temperatures at the end of the transient simulations are
shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
From inspection of the platform temperature table and figures, it can be seen that
the DLOOP platform was 5K cooler than the SSP in both NTE and no-wind Hot
conditions. Based on this temperature difference, the PV-cells in the DLOOP using
typical mono-crystalline modules are expected to provide 2% more power than those in
the SSP.
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(a) Side-by-Side Platform (SSP) module structure
(b) DLOOP module structure
Figure 5.11: Platforms in no wind but otherwise Nominal Terrestrial Environment
(NTE) conditions showing frame and backsheet temperature from SAS turbulance
model simulations of horizontal 7×7 BP350 PV module platforms. The SSP is 5.5◦C
hotter than the DLOOP on average. This would translate to a 2% increase in perfor-
mance and a 1% estimate for the yearly average. Transient simulation end time shown
was 5.9 s after steady state solution start.
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(a) Side-by-Side Platform (SSP) module arrangement
(b) DLOOP module arrangement
Figure 5.12: Platforms in Hot conditions showing frame and backsheet temperature
from SAS turbulence model simulations of horizontal 7×7 BP350 PV module platforms.
The SSP is 5.0◦C hotter than the DLOOP on average in no wind Hot conditions, i.e.
Tambient = 35
◦C, uwind = 0ms−1 and Ein = 1300Wm−2. Transient simulation end time
shown was 15.5 s after steady state solution start.
Chapter 6
Insolation of platforms
When PV tracking units are placed together in a field, some of the Direct Normal
Irradiance (DNI) is reduced if the shadow of one falls upon another. For economic
reasons it is of interest to fit more tracking units into a confined space if shading losses
are not prohibitive. At some point a balance exists between the economic cost of
increasing DNI losses if less land is used, and the economic cost of land occupancy and
infrastructure if more land is used. This latter arrangement is associated with the best
economic outcome for DNI input and represents the preferred choice. The following
analysis investigates the preferred field choice for rectangular tracking platforms.
The insolation available to PV systems is comprised of DNI, diffuse and albedo
radiation. The latter is light reflected from the surrounding terrain and not considered
further in this study.
Diffuse light through a point in space is omnidirectional and (to first order) similarly
received by tracking and non-tracking platforms, while DNI is unidirectional from the
source and has an intensity that varies with platform tracking and non-tracking orien-
tation. Therefore, the DNI and diffuse component levels of insolation need to be known
separately to quantify the energy input of PV systems that include tracking. These
components of insolation may be:
• estimated from satellite measurement data which has the advantage of being
broadly accessible geographically but carries uncertainties associated with model
details describing solar activity, albedo, atmospheric depth, cloud cover, atmo-
spheric transparency functions of humidity and dust etc. [Perez et al., 2002,
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Schillings et al., 2004]; or
• obtained from location measurement data, e.g. the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM)
data (Section 3.4), which remains historically accurate but only broadly extends
to a limited number of similar climates.
The DLOOP research requires data from a limited number of locations for compar-
ison of PV technologies. It does not require (and not improved by) the use of insolation
estimate functions, and so the choice was made to use historically accurate BoM in-
solation measurement records. The BoM sites selected for case studies were chosen
on the basis of climatic diversity and population relevance. The four Australian city
locations chosen were: arid Alice Springs (23.8◦S latitude), tropical Darwin (12.4◦S),
coastal temperate Melbourne (37.7◦S latitude) and semi-arid temperate Wagga Wagga
(35.2◦S). The rainfall outside the tropics in Australia is low compared with U.S.A. and
European cities e.g. Alice Springs has a similar climate to Death Valley in the U.S.A
[National Renewable Energy Laboratory, accessed 18th Nov. 2014] and Melbourne’s
low rainfall throughout the year is more similar to Istanbul than coastal European or
American cities.
The DNI component of insolation available to PV systems is increased by solar
tracking. That provides the incentive for solar tracking. It is important to quantify the
DNI return on tracking to justify the expense of a tracking mechanism. This is analysed
as a proportion of the DNI and diffuse insolation levels at the selected locations in
Section 6.2.
In haze and light cloud conditions the circumsolar radiation, i.e. diffuse radia-
tion coming from the vicinity of the sun, may be significantly higher than the general
isotropic content. The effect is to slightly increase the insolation available to tracking
systems, relative to non-tracking systems, but is considered secondary and not specifi-
cally accounted for in the following.
Being isotropic, the diffuse level of insolation available to platforms is broadly similar
with or without tracking. Despite this, the area of the sky open to the lower layer of
DLOOP is slightly obstructed by the upper layer. This causes the diffuse insolation of
DLOOP to decrease slightly. This variation of non-DNI input light affects just under
half the modules, i.e. those in the rear layer. The degree of loss is a function of the 2pi
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steradian forward field of radiation intensity that is obscured by the top layer. However
as noted above, the diffuse level of light is not considered to vary significantly enough
between the platforms to be specifically investigated here further.
If a PV DLOOP is mounted on a tracking mechanism of limited tracking span, it
is susceptible to self-shading of the lower by the upper layer as the solar vector moves
away from the platform surface’s normal direction. Self-shading has a similar effect to
partial-shading of modules except that the occurrence is a design wide phenomenon and
as such may enable a more efficient strategy to mitigate shading effects to be developed.
For concentrating PV (cPV) systems, a limited tracking span is more severe because a
complete loss of the DNI energy occurs when the platform surface’s normal is just one
or two degrees away from the solar vector direction. For ordinary PV platforms the
effects of partial shading are also often significant and depend on details of the module
and system electrical wiring and circuitry [Topić et al., 2017]. It is critically important
for these platforms therefore, that the DNI within a defined tracking span be quantified.
This is analysed in Section 6.3 for the chosen locations. Dual-axis rectangular platforms
with the ability to fully track the azimuth angle of the solar vector but not necessarily
the zenith angle are chosen for this research because of their typically higher span and
thus compatibility with the DLOOP arrangement.
Multiple PV platforms may be located in close proximity within a field causing
partial shading to occur between the platforms at times. It is important therefore, that
the DNI within a field of PV platforms be quantified. This is analysed for the chosen
locations in Section 6.4, and reported in terms of minimised insolation loss for given PV-
to-land area ratios and economic conditions. Partial shading in fields depends somewhat
on whether platforms are on level ground or not, but the practicality of exploiting a
terrain’s slope for better outcomes is site specific and not investigated further in this
general study.
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6.1 Pre-processing of the insolation data
6.1.1 Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) data
Insolation data was obtained from the Australian BoM website and downloaded as
approximately 2MB monthly comma separated value (csv) files in "zip" compressed
format.
The raw csv insolation data was unzipped, imported and translated to MATLAB
variables. Occasional gaps in the data associated with instrument down time or mainte-
nance were found. Such gaps were filled by the average reading for the relevant minute
of the preceding 14 years at that location.
The data times stated in the BoM files correspond with reporting times. The report-
ing times follow the measurements, and correspond with readings during the preceding
60 s. Thirty seconds was therefore subtracted from the BoM times of the csv files before
their conversion to Julian calendar times. The solar vector azimuth and elevation an-
gles, associated with measurement times were subsequently derived using the Platforms
Solar de Almeria (PSA) solar vector algorithm.
6.1.2 The solar vector algorithm
The Platforms Solar de Almeria (PSA) solar-vector algorithm used is accurate to within
0.5 minutes of arc for the years 1999–2015 Blanco-Muriel et al. [2001].
The Matlab function code written by the author to implement the PSA algorithm
is called fn_sunPos and listed in Annex B.6.2.
The implementation and performance of the PSA was verified by the author against
data generated by NREL’s high reliability Solar Position Algorithm (SPA) [Natioanl
Renewable Energy Laboratory, accessed 18th Nov. 2014]. Details of the validation task
are provided in Section B.4. In general, the PSA model solar coordinates were found
to be within 0.5◦ of the NREL SPA model and as such suitable for use in the platform
insolation analysis which follows.
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6.2 Proportion of DNI falling on a plane
6.2.1 Method
A method of determining the ratio of DNI falling on a plane at other than normal
angles is needed to evaluate the insolation input of fixed and limited solar-tracking-
range platforms.
The ratio (r) of a location’s DNI falling on a planar surface is given by:
r =

f(φ, α, ψ) if f ≥ 0,
0 if f < 0.
(6.1)
where,
f(φ, α, ψ) = cos (φ) cos (α) + sin (φ) sin (α) cos (ψ),
φ = the collector surface’s zenith angle,
α = the sun’s zenith angle, and
ψ = the difference between the surface’s azimuth angle and the sun’s az-
imuth angle.
In reference to Equation 6.1:
• the solar vector can move behind a non-tracking platform, making f negative,
in which case the insolation becomes zero and not zero when summed over the
period of interest; and
• when considering fixed surfaces positioned to maximise daily insolation, any hori-
zontal line drawn across the platform’s surface typically runs east-west E-W, and
in that case ψ is just the sun’s azimuth angle.
A table of the insolation data relevant to the analysis was prepared. An extract of
the c.2013 table prepared for the city of Alice Springs analysis is shown in Table 6.1.
The table has a row for each 60 s daylight interval of the year and columns for the time,
DNI power intensity, diffuse power intensity, and calculated solar zenith and azimuth
angles.
The DNI input of ideal tracking platforms (i.e. those with normals kept parallel
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Table 6.1: Extract of BoM one minute data readings for Melbourne c.2013 as used to
derive the daily integrated insolation Figure 6.1 and the DNI per zenith degree Figure
6.2. Large fluctuations in DNI may occur very rapidly due to clouds as shown by the
difference arising in one minute between the first and second line entries.
Time DNI Diffuse Zenith Azimuth
[yyyymmdd hhmm] [Wm−2] [Wm−2] [angle] [angle]
... ... ... ... ...
2013 01 26 14 22 38.69 643.92 30.26 301.15
2013 01 26 14 23 680.38 698.91 30.43 300.83
2013 01 26 14 24 695.51 683.10 30.60 300.50
... ... ... ... ...
2013 8 01 11 40 0.001 145.66 56.59 13.56
2013 8 01 11 41 0.19 155.95 56.54 13.28
2013 8 01 11 42 0.49 170.11 56.50 13.00
... ... ... ... ...
2013 11 20 8 26 413.81 185.22 50.85 85.41
... ... ... ... ...
to the solar vector), is found for any period of the year by summing the relevant 60 s
average readings of the DNI column for the rows of that period.
The DNI input of non-tracking (i.e. fixed) platforms, is found for any period of the
year by first multiplying the row’s reading by the Equation 6.1 ratio (r), i.e. function of
the row’s zenith and azimuth angles, and then summing the results. For this analysis,
the zenith angle of the fixed platforms is set equal to the latitude angle of the location.
A degree or two either side of the latitude angle is sometimes chosen for fixed PV system
installations to maximise annual or winter insolation and could be assessed by the same
methodology.
The diffuse insolation is calculated identically for all platforms by summing the
reported readings in each row without modification for the period considered.
6.2.2 Results
Figure 6.1 shows daily results from the analysis of c.2013 insolation conditions. The
Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) and diffuse insolation input of tracking and fixed (at
latitude angle) platforms at the chosen four locations is shown. The results are sorted
from lowest to highest tracking DNI levels to facilitate recognition of insolation features.
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The DNI energy levels are shown as red-plus-yellow and red-only areas for tracking
and fixed platforms respectively. Daily diffuse insolation levels are indicated by a blue
line. Integration of the red-plus-yellow area yields the annual DNI available to a full
range tracking system (per metre squared) at that location, e.g. for Alice Springs
(c.2013) shown in Figure 6.1(a) this was 2754 kWhm−2 ≈ 365 day× 7.5kWhm−2 day−1.
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(a) Alice Springs (2013), arid 23.8◦S latitude.
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(b) Darwin (2013), tropical 12.4◦S latitude.
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(c) Melbourne (2013), temperate 37.7◦S latitude.
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(d) Wagga Wagga (2013), semi-arid temperate
35.2◦S latitude.
Figure 6.1: Annual insolation of days derived from Australian Solar Institute [2014] 60 s
measurements. Days have been ordered from minimum to maximum DNI rather than
calendar date, to display the relative magnitude of insolation components more clearly.
From Figure 6.1 it can be seen that:
• full tracking range platforms receive approximately 40% more DNI than non-
tracking systems annually;
• the cities analysed had diffuse insolation levels about one sixth of the DNI levels;
and
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• diffuse radiation exceeds DNI energy from an average couple of days per month to
one day in three for the more often cloudy coastal temperate city of Melbourne.
6.3 Proportion of DNI within tracking span
The insolation available to PV systems originating from specific segments of the sky is
important because:
• tracking platforms typically follow the solar vector for only a portion of the sun’s
trajectory;
• for DLOOP platforms with partial solar tracking, self-shading of PV modules in
the lower layer by the upper layer occurs to an extent that depends on distance
between DLOOP layers, tolerances and alignment differences; and
• for platforms with integrated optics, e.g. cPV module systems, insolation outside
the system’s angular tracking span moves the DNI focus off active PV surfaces
and the associated energy is forgone.
The platform type considered in the following analysis has full azimuth tracking
capability, but a limited zenith angle span. This system capability was chosen because
the cost to extend the azimuth span of PV systems to follow the solar vector in the
latitudes where solar resources are significant is considered minor relative to zenith angle
needs. In addition, the insolation benefit is less significant at the zenith horizon limit
due to atmospheric depth the likelihood of obstruction by surrounding objects.
By quantifying the DNI energy associated with the various zenith angles on a
monthly and yearly basis, the analysis enables the calculation of DNI available to plat-
forms between zenith angle tracking limits.
6.3.1 Method
The Table 6.1 is reprocessed to yield the DNI within angular ranges. The angular reso-
lution chosen for the analysis was one degree which is commensurate with the alignment
tolerance of cPV systems.
DNI readings for each month were sorted into one degree zenith angle bins. The
bin contents were then summed month by month to obtain the monthly insolation
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associated with each zenith degree. The data from other years, used to fill instrument
down time gaps (Section 6.1), were summed separately.
6.3.2 Result
Bar-charts of monthly DNI (c.2013) as a function of zenith angle for the four Australian
cities analysed are shown in Figure 6.2.
The one minute readings that were missing and replaced by the average of previous
years (Section 3.4), are shown as a separate black block above each relevant month in
the bar-chart.
Each of the Figure 6.2 bar-charts also shows a black horizontal line which is the
average insolation per degree, i.e. multiplying the line’s reading by 90 yields the total
DNI of the year and is equivalent to the average of Figure 6.1 daily levels multiplied by
365 days of the year.
Two vertical red lines have been added to Figure 6.2a showing the optimum setting
for a cPV system with a 70◦ zenith angle span in Alice Springs (c.2013). For the 14◦ –
83◦ span shown, the system receives 92% of available DNI and for the same span over
the 0◦ – 69◦ range the annual DNI total is 7.5% less. For optimisation of the annual
DNI on platforms, the upper and lower barchart cutoff angles have the same insolation
intensity, i.e. surface energy per degree. Shifting the tracking span up or down from
this balanced setting results in the sacrifice of more DNI than gained regardless of the
gradient at the cut-off points.
6.4 Proportion of DNI lost in large fields
Assuming level ground and self similar tracking units, optimising the layout of large
(or effectively infinite) fields to reduce shade losses is a two dimensional tessellation
problem. From the E-W symmetry of the diurnal solar transit (that works to balance
morning with afternoon DNI spread), the optimal lattice arrangement is to first order
aligned with N-S and E-W axes. From broad symmetry principles, the choice is then
between rectangular or rhombic lattice forms in order to offer each tracking unit an
identical insolation environment.
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(a) Alice Springs (2013), arid 23.8◦S latitude. The
red lines represent the optimal range setting (equal
left and right) of a 70◦ tracking span cPV system.
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(b) Darwin (2013), tropical 12.4◦S latitude. Note
apparent discontinuity above 10◦ from overlay dur-
ing summer solar vector swing to south.
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(c) Melbourne (2013), temperate 37.7◦S latitude.
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(d) Wagga Wagga (2013), semi-arid temperate
35.2◦S latitude.
Figure 6.2: Monthly DNI tallies, for 1◦ zenith angle bins, from Australian Solar Institute
[2014] one minute averaged 1 s measurements with synthesised data replacing missed
readings shown above the relevant month in black. The horizontal black line is the
energy average of the ninety zenith angle 1◦ bins that span the sky.
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The strict N-S and E-W alignment of the fields, based on first order significant
factors, should be relaxed and minor perturbations in position checked for real applica-
tions. Adjustment to second order influences, e.g. a location’s asymmetric seasonal and
diurnal biases, are not considered further in this study because the effects are minor,
not specific to DLOOP and depend on numerous details including the PV-to-land area
ratio targeted.
The geometric arrangement of PV systems has been analysed by ray tracing [Glass-
ner, 1989, Fartaria and Pereira, 2013] and horizontal shadow maps [Melo et al., 2013](Sec-
tion 2.5). The horizontal shadow maps provide a fast and intuitive method of positioning
solar platforms in a way that qualitatively increases energy yield within a physically
limited perimeter.
Horizontal shadow map examples are generated in this research to illustrate features
of shade patterns surrounding tracking systems that are important to recognise for the
field analysis methods presented subsequently. That analysis includes the author’s novel
platform shadow maps that provide a quantitative measure of the DNI available to
platforms in large fields.
Horizontal shadow maps
The horizontal shadow map integrates the annual DNI blocked from reaching the hor-
izontal plane surrounding a platform location. The map provides a useful qualitative
tool to recognise DNI loss in fields generally.
Figure 6.3 shows horizontal plane annual shadow maps of 7m (H)× 5m (V) plat-
forms at Alice Springs (lat.23.8◦S) and Melbourne (lat.37.7◦S). A butterfly pattern is
apparent in these maps, associated with rectangular platforms and similarly observed
by Pérez et al. [2007] in other locations. The horizontal maps are overlaid by black
and red dots showing tracking system unit locations that reduce the DNI loss for a
PV-to-land area ratio of 10% in rectangular and rhombic fields.
Notice the Figure 6.3b shadow map for Melbourne has westerly lobes of a similar
length but the easterly lobe closest to the equator is considerably longer than the other,
i.e. Melbourne has clear summer relative to winter evenings. As a consequence of this
feature, the N-S alignment may be preferentially tilted clockwise by a fraction, but this
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(a) Alice Springs (c.2013) site with positions illustrating a rectangular lattice field arrange-
ment.
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(b) Melbourne (c.2013) site with positions illustrating a rhombic lattice field arrangement.
Figure 6.3: Horizontal shadow maps of the energy deficit per annum on the ground
surrounding a 7m × 5m full tracking rectangular platform at the centre of the red 7m
diameter rings shown. In the rectangular and rhombic field lattice arrangements, the
position of surrounding self-similar tracking units are illustrated by black and red dots
respectively. Note the high atmospheric transmission of light in dry arid regions (e.g.
Alice Springs) creates a greater E-W spread than in more humid areas (e.g. Melbourne).
is a second order effect not specifically explored in this research.
The horizontal (butterfly) shadow map has severe shortcomings for the quantitative
analysis of field lattices because the exact envelope of the energy that is lost to adjacent
tracking units is a dynamic function of the solar vector and must therefore be tallied
for each solar vector one by one, i.e. cannot be extracted from the annualised sum
that the shadow map displays. Additionally the east and west lobes of the butterfly
energy distribution extend, at low levels, to infinity. For example at Alice Springs
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shown in Figure 6.3a, the annual DNI was 2754 kWhm−2 and the energy density at the
perimeter of the shadow map was 1 kWhm−2 (or -34dB), but still the associated leakage
(i.e. off-map energy loss) was approximately 1%.
The importance of the horizontal shadow map comes from its qualitative value. It
shows the notch feature, between the so called butterfly wings, associated with the
minimum no-shade location of tracking platforms. While a notch is found both north
and south of the tracking unit location at the centre of the horizontal shadow map, it is
the notch farthest from the equator which sets the minimum no-shade distance (dns∅)
of regular large field layouts because the distance north and south must be equal.
6.4.1 Method of quantifying DNI losses in large fields
The rectangular platforms considered here are ideal-tracking, i.e. the platform plane is
always normal to the solar vector. Other platform types may be readily considered by
the same method with appropriate measures where signalled.
The author’s platform shadow map allows the DNI loss of platforms in a large field
to be quantified. The no-shade distance (dns∅), associated with a location in the notch
between the wings of horizontal shadow maps (Section 6.4), is the natural length scale
chosen to present the calculated DNI losses of the fields presented.
Using the platform shadow maps, the DNI loss of platforms over a range of PV-to-
land area ratios is found for discrete north-south distances (dns) between platforms, or
more precisely discrete dns to dns∅ ratios.
By considering a suitable range and resolution of dns/dns∅ ratio settings, the opti-
mum dns that maximises the DNI of the field (as a function of PV-to-land area ratio)
is found. The economically optimal choice of PV-to-land area ratio is subsequently
determined subject to economic and insolation conditions discussed in Section 7.3.2.
6.4.1.1 No-shade (North-South) length scale (dns∅)
The natural length scale described in this section is the minimum no-shade distance
between two self-similar rectangular (dual-axis) tracking platforms that have a diagonal
length of one. The chosen scale is a function of latitude and aspect ratio (AR).
The minimum no-shade distance (dns∅) is a North-South (N-S) spacing between
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tracking platforms. Two N-S separated platforms are shown in Figure 6.4. From in-
spection, the height of the platform pivot point does not effect dns∅. To avoid shade,
the horizontal distance measured between the platforms in the solar azimuth direction
must not be less than the platform’s shadow length, i.e. "V/ cosα" where "V ’ is the
non-horizontal span of the platform and "α" the solar vector’s zenith angle.
a b
Figure 6.4: The shadow of Tracker "a" platform reaches Tracker "b" platform when
the horizontal platform shadow length (i.e. V /cosα) equals or exceeds the horizontal
distance between the platforms measured in the sun’s azimuth direction.
Figure 6.5 shows a bird’s eye view of the same self-similar platform pair facing the
solar vector, i.e. (azimuth, zenith) = (ψ, α), and separated by the N-S distance dns.
The rectangular platforms have horizontal length H and other length span V .
A southern hemisphere setting is considered for convenience in the following discus-
sion of tracking system shadows.
The platforms are shown at the time of day when the southern platform is most
likely to be affected by shade because at no time is the sun lower while shade is cast in
its direction. The azimuth angle of the solar vector at this critical instant is:
ψ = sin−1(H/dns). (6.2)
It follows therefore that if the orthogonal distance between the platforms (in the
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Figure 6.5: Bird’s eye view of two rectangular
tracking platforms in southern hemisphere of di-
mension H × V , N-S distance dns and solar co-
ordinates (azimuth, zenith) = (ψ, α). Point P
marks the southern platform point that moves clos-
est to the northern platform’s shadow. Later in
the morning, other points on the southern plat-
form become equidistant but not closer than point
P to the northern platform’s shadow. In addi-
tion, the sun is lowest, and therefore the shadow
longest, at the moment shown when the platform
alignment ψ = sin−1(H/dns). From this observa-
tion, the point P will not be shaded at this time if
the platform’s shadow length (i.e. V /cosα) is less
than the horizontal distance between the platforms
shown (i.e. dns cosψ). Similarly no-shade will be
experienced at any time of the year if this condi-
tion holds at the moment during the traverse of the
winter solstice when ψws = sin−1(H/dns).
horizontal plane) is greater than the shadow length, i.e.
dns cosψ ≥ V
cosα
, (6.3)
at the critical instant when ψ satisfies Equation 6.2, then there will be no shade between
the platform pair.
More generally rearranging Equation 6.3, there will be no-shade between the plat-
form pair at any time during the year when:
dns ≥ V
cosαws(t) · cosψws(t) , (6.4)
where αws(t) and ψws(t) are the solar vector’s zenith and azimuth angle functions of
time describing the winter solstice transit at the relevant latitude.
Accordingly, using Equation 6.2 to remove the dependent variable ψ from Equation
6.4, the minimum no-shade N-S spacing between a pair of tracking H × V platforms is
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defined by the relation:
dns∅ = min
dns : dns ≥
√(
V
cosαws(t)
)2
+H2 , ∀ αws(t)
, (6.5)
where αws(t) is the solar zenith angle coordinate function of time at the relevant latitude
on the day of the winter solstice transit.
The no-shade dns∅ length may be expressed as a function of the rectangular platform
dimensions, and the latitude of the installation. However rather than considering the
platform’s two side lengths as independent variables, these are combined to show dns∅
as a function of latitude and platform aspect ratio (AR) in Figure 6.6. Latitudes below
50◦ and platform aspect ratios 0.5≤AR≤ 2 are shown.
The dns∅ length is expressed as multiples, or units, of the platform’s diagonal length,
i.e.
√
H2 + V 2. For example, the dns∅ multiplier of AR = 1.4 platforms is, by interpo-
lation of isopleths on the broken horizontal blue line in Figure 6.6: 1.09 on the equator,
1.20 in Darwin (latitude 12.4◦), 1.35 in Alice Springs (latitude 23.8◦), 1.60 in Wagga
Wagga (latitude 35.15◦), 1.69 in Melbourne (latitude 37.7◦), and 2.48 at latitude 50◦.
For a 7m (H)× 5m (V) platform (i.e. diagonal 8.6m) this yields dns∅ equal to 9.4m,
10.32, 11.6m, 13.80m, 14.5m and 21.3m in these latitudes respectively.
In practice, platforms in equatorial regions closer than their diagonal length apart
may have an additional mechanical limit and run the risk of colliding if they are unable
to track below the vertical 0◦ zenith angle and slew 180◦ in azimuth to continue solar
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Figure 6.6: No shade N-S spacing multiplier isopleths (given for the diagonal of rectan-
gular platform systems).
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vector tracking.
6.4.1.2 DNI shade by adjacent platforms
The annual DNI loss in large fields of self-similar tracking rectangular platforms is ob-
tained by integrating the DNI lost in areas of shadow shadows falling on them. Because
the platforms considered accurately track the sun, there is a 1:1 correspondence between
the measured DNI and the insolation intensity lost in the platform shadows.
A problem similar to how far one can see in a regularly planted forest is raised by the
azimuth angle movements of the solar vector. Figure 6.7 shows this for three platforms
numbered #1 to #3 that cast shadows in the direction of the designated platform (same
for all platforms in an infinite field) situated on the right.
Figure 6.7: Shadows cast in a
rhombic field layout by track-
ers 1, 2 and 3 in the direction
of the designated platform on
the right, when the sun is at
the azimuth angle θ = 246◦.
3
1
2
Independently, as the sun’s elevation above the horizon increases, shadow lengths are
shortened and the radius or range of mutual shading effects is reduced. The combined
effects of shadow direction and range is shown by the outline of the shadows on the
designated platform in Figure 6.8.
The centre coordinate (xp) and height (yp) of the shadow cast by a platform at
coordinates (ri, θi) on the designated platform plane are shown schematically in Figure
6.9.
The coordinates of the shadow on the designated platform plane are:
xp = [ri sin (θi − θ)] (6.6)
yp = V − [ri cos (α) cos (θi − θ)] (6.7)
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Figure 6.8: Shadow mask on a typical 5×7m2 platform in an 11.6m N-S × 48.0m E-W
rhombic field when the solar zenith is 87◦ and azimuth is 246◦. The mask is created by
the shade of the three separate platforms shown in Figure 6.7.
where
(α, θ) = the solar vector’s zenith and azimuth angles, and
(ri, θi) = polar coordinates of an ith platform at some distance (ri) and bearing
azimuth angle (θi) from the designated platform.
These equations apply uniquely to the azimuthal type dual-axis tracking systems as
defined by Alexandru [2013]. Other equations must be applied for the analysis of other
platform types.
Using these equations, a unique platform shadow mask for each DNI reading is
assembled by considering the shadows of surrounding platforms where and when the
solar vector makes them relevant.
6.4.1.3 Platform shadow maps
The step sequence used to derive the platfrom shadow mask is as follows.
• A table of insolation data similar to Table 6.1 is prepared.
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Figure 6.9: A designated platform
at origin polar coordinates (r0, θ0)
= (0, 0), and the shadow partially
falling on it cast by a platform at
coordinates (ri, θi). The horizon-
tal distance between the designated
platform and the shadow’s centre
(xp) is described by Equation 6.6.
The distance between the base of
the designated platform and the top
of the shadow (yp) in the desig-
nated platform’s plane, is described
by Equation 6.7.
• A logical platform shadow mask, delineating the envelope of shadow on the des-
ignated platform plane, is assembled using Equations 6.6 and 6.7, for the solar
vectors of each DNI reading.
When the field layout is N-S and E-W symmetric, all the solar vectors may be
mapped to the first quadrant to avoid negative trigonometric values and the spe-
cial treatment they would otherwise require.
Working from the designated platform out, i.e. closest platform first, the platform
shadow mask is complete when either:
– the top of the next platform’s shadow drops below the lowest row of the
designated platform i.e. yp becomes negative, or
– the entire bottom row of the designated platform’s surface has been masked.
• Divide the surface of the designated platform into segments according to the
resolution required. For any shaded segment, i.e. area within shadow mask,
the DNI at the time is lost. Very high resolution is possible at this stage with
minimal computation expense which contrasts significantly with the horizontal
shadow map computation. The platform masks could be modified to take into
account partial shading effects, and DNI values could be modified by any relevant
function if other specification overlays such as electrical performance are available.
• The lost DNI is summed for each platform segment independently, until the table
of readings is exhausted.
A sum of the DNI lost in each segment of the yields the yearly total DNI lost for each
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platform in the large field. Edge effects of the field are not specifically considered and,
beyond a few columns and rows within a regular field, this is typically valid.
6.4.2 Results
Platform distribution of DNI loss
Platform shadow maps of the cities studied are shown in Figure 6.10, indicating the DNI
loss of AR=1.4 platforms in rhombic fields optimised for a 5% PV-to-land area coverage
ratio. The left-right symmetry of the platform shadow maps is fairly consistent even
for Melbourne which had a slight asymmetry of the E-W DNI visible in the horizontal
shadow map (Figure 6.3b). In some sites, the platform shadow map losses may not be
balanced left–right, in which case the N-S alignment of the tracking system units in the
field may be rotated a degree or two to improve DNI outcomes.
In Darwin and closer to the equatorial regions generally, where dns∅ is small and
higher PV-to-land ratios are possible, losses increase vertically across the platform fairly
evenly while in higher latitudes losses are concentrated in the platform’s lower corners.
PV-to-land area ratio DNI loss
To analyse mutual shade losses in large fields, it is useful to limit the number of pa-
rameters needed to describe the system. A good way of doing this is to plot insolation
losses versus PV-to-land area ratio for various dns/dns∅ settings.
The PV-to-land area ratio is H × V/(dns × dew) for rectangular layouts and
H × V/(dns × dew/2) for rhombic layouts because dew in the latter field is the distance
between two N-S running columns while only one for the former case.
The insolation loss of AR=1.4 platforms in rhombic fields as a function of various
PV-to-land area ratios are shown in Figure 6.11. For the low PV-to-land ratio of 5%,
the minimum losses are at dns/dns∅ = 1 for Darwin and dns/dns∅ close to 0.85 for the
rest. If the PV-to-land area ratio is increased to 20%, the minimum losses are found at
shorter dns/dns∅ ratios, namely: at dns/dns∅ = 0.85 for Darwin and Alice Springs and
dns/dns∅ = 0.70 for Wagga Wagga and Melbourne.
As implicit in the figures, the N-S and E-W distances of the large field, i.e. between
lattice rows and columns respectively, scale as 1:1 with the platform diagonal. Figure
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6.6 must be consulted and the platform diagonal measured to identify the row and
column distances represented by the dns/dns∅ contours in absolute terms.
For rhombic fields of high 20% PV-to-land area coverage ratio, the level of the DNI
losses is 1.9% in the coastal tropical city of Darwin and the losses all above 3% in the
other cities are considerably higher.
The insolation loss of AR=1.4 platforms in rectangular fields as a function of PV-
to-land area ratio are shown in Figure 6.12. For the low 5% ratio level, the minimum
losses are found at dns/dns∅ ratios similar to those of the rhombic fields. However, the
DNI losses at the high 20% ratio are significantly lower than those of the rhombic field
with Darwin’s losses totalling 1.25% and 2.5 – 3.0% found in the other cities.
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(b) Darwin (2013), tropical 12.4◦S latitude.
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(c) Melbourne (2013), temperate 37.7◦S latitude.
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Figure 6.10: Platform shadow maps showing the DNI loss, arising from the shadows
cast by adjacent tracking units, on the nominal platform surface in large fields having
regular rhombic layouts. The layouts have been optimised for the PV-to-land area ratio
of 5% when using Aspect Ratio (AR) = 1.4 platforms (c.2013). As the platform location
moves away from the equator, platform losses tend to concentrate in the bottom corners.
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(a) Darwin, arid, dns∅ = 1.20×D.
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(b) Alice Springs, arid, dns∅ = 1.35×D.
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(c) Melbourne, temperate, dns∅ = 1.69×D.
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Figure 6.11: Annual Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) losses (relative to total DNI)
in Australian cities for large rhombic fields of Aspect Ratio (AR) = 1.4 rectangular
tracking platforms (diagonal = D).
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(a) Darwin, arid, 12.4◦S.
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(b) Alice Springs, arid, 23.8◦S.
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(c) Melbourne, temperate, 37.7◦S.
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Figure 6.12: Annual Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) losses (relative to total DNI) in
Australian cities for large rectangular fields of Aspect Ratio (AR) = 1.4 rectangular
tracking platforms.
Chapter 7
Discussion
The earliest scientific study of wind forces on tandem plates is presented by Eiffel
[1907, 1910]. He showed that at an optimum distance apart, the combined force on two
overlapping circular, or equally rectangular (AR = 0.5), plates (i.e. α = 90◦) could be
reduced to two-thirds the level on one. To achieve that end, the surface material of
the assembly had been doubled and the distance between the plates was about 1.5×
the scale of the plates themselves. As part of the same body of work, looking at trellis
plates (fill factor of ≈54%), he detected a sharp combined force reduction to ≈90% of
the single trellis level occurred at very short separations (i.e. ≈ 25mm which was about
the mean trellis feature width). However the Cr of the tandem trellis was still ≈ 15%
more than that of the rectangular plate.
This research has shown that the fluid force on the DLOOP plate arrangement may
be reduced 28% by separating them 1 to 1.5 tile-side-lengths apart (Figures 4.28 and
4.23). Importantly this reduction is achieved without increasing the assembly’s surface
and minimised for layers proportionally five times closer than the double solid plates of
Eiffel [1907].
A 28% wind force reduction on DLOOP carrying PV modules allows 39% more
panels to be added to contemporary tracking mechanisms of SSP systems.
Other potential applications of double-layered or multi-layered orthogonal-offset
platform structures may include:
• shades or blinds on building façades (Figure 7.1), where wind dynamic pressure
and sunlight produce diametric stresses;
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(a) Randomised shade pattern. (b) Striped shade pattern.
Figure 7.1: Linear two dimensional surfaces experiencing wind loads while providing
shade to building façades potentially competing with dappled shading by multilayer or
DLOOP three dimensional designs.
• ocean storm walls and other erosion barriers where significant fluid dynamic mo-
mentum, from a range of swell directions, must be diffused to allow gravity to
effect sedimentation;
• chemical sensor surfaces, inserted into high flow tubes or pipes, where fluid mo-
mentum changes should be kept low while the time constant of catalytic surface
contact needed for sensitivity enabling reactions is high (Figure 7.2);
• filter systems that preclude the passage of rod shaped structures without inhibiting
more compact forms, e.g. sorting rod from spherical shaped bacteria (Figure 7.3);
• catalytic converter internal walls providing extended surface contact with low
impedance to the passage of hot exhaust gasses; and
• new tree structures that evolve more support for leaves while already manifestly
competitive PV systems.
7.1 Consolidated force findings
Consolidating the differences between experimental and computational findings provides
a consistent analysis of DLOOP behaviour.
The fluid force on all the surface-perpendicular to flow DLOOP tested and simulated
are shown in Figure 7.4, i.e. for the lower distance between layer range. The simulation
results are indicated by clear markers and relate to forward facing (i.e. e000a000 orien-
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Figure 7.2: Lab-on-fibre sensors where
DLOOP may reduce flow resistance while
adding local transport delays (reproduc-
tion ©www.anatomyblue.com).
Figure 7.3: Rod and spherical shaped
bacteria potentially separable using
a DLOOP type filter (reproduction
©www.alamy.com).
tation) platforms. The test results are shown with blue markers for forward facing and
red markers for rearward (i.e. e000a180) facing platforms. While presented together,
the front and rear layer of odd tile count DLOOP are aerodynamically different due to
different tile numbers.
The simulations modelled a uniform inlet velocity while the tests were carried out
in a boundary layer that had a 20% difference between platform top and bottom height
velocities (Figure 4.12). The Rn of the simulations was also forty times greater than that
of the tests, but being well outside the laminar flow regime that influence is discounted.
Despite the differences between the test and simulation conditions represented, the
trend of decreasing wind force as distance between DLOOP layers grows is clearly
evident. The following more subtle trends are also revealed:
• at layer distances below the order of a tile side length, the DLOOP with the most
tiles (at least up to the 9×9 platform analysed) exhibits the lowest resultant-force
coefficient;
• at layer distances above a tile side length, the DLOOP with less tiles start to
move towards the lower resultant forces of those having more tiles; and
• at some greater layer distance, and before a platform side length, the situation
of the first dot point is reversed and the platforms with the least number of tiles
have the lowest resultant force.
The DLOOP trend can be understood as a tile effect superimposed on that of the
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Figure 7.4: Resultant wind force on perpendicular (i.e. orientation e000) DLOOP
platforms relative to that on a single plate from simulations and tests. Simulations
modelled front facing (i.e. orientation a000) platforms in uniform velocity Rn = 13×106
conditions indicated by clear markers. Tests were performed with front and rear facing
platforms indicated by blue and red markers respectively. Tests were held in the BLWT
boundary layer and merge measurements from pot.3 and pot.4 wind speed setting runs,
i.e. Rn 3×105 and 4×105 conditions. The rear facing platforms (red markers) are
aerodynamically dissimilar from the others, i.e. different wind force to be expected.
overall windward layer; both creating within their capacities the conditions for minima
at a distance just above one-side-length apart. Referring back to the total pressure
Figure 4.26, it can be seen that one-side-length also corresponds with the extent of low
pressure wakes for both windward layer tiles and, on a larger scale, the solid plate or
platform. For both tandem solid plates and the offset tiles of DLOOP, this feature
of their wakes is thought to be the factor working to reduce resultant-force at a layer
distance of 1–1.25 side lengths.
A 28% lower wind force on DLOOP compared to SSP systems is very significant
for PV tracking systems and presents competition with fixed systems generally. PV
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modules held at even 45◦ to the wind still experience the same severe force that per-
pendicularly held ones would (Figure 2.3). So the resultant-force coefficients reported
on perpendicular plates are relevant to every day tracking systems, i.e. not just high
range dual axis systems, because most are capable of orientating modules to within 45◦
of the horizon and therefore the wind.
The resultant-force coefficients of the DLOOP arrangements determined by test are
2% to 7% below those of computations, and the higher the order of the platform the
greater this discrepancy becomes. There are thought to be real and numeric contribu-
tions to this outcome, i.e.:
• the presence of a boundary layer discussed in Section 7.1.1; and
• the higher lateral diffusion of turbulence from free stream shear layers found in
simulations which is discussed in Section 7.1.4.2.
7.1.1 Boundary layer effects
The resultant-force on a solid plate is largely determined by the almost uniform pressure
deficit of its wake, as shown in Figures 4.26a and 4.27a. Decreasing the plate’s angle-
of-attack from 90◦ 7−→ 45◦ doesn’t change that pressure deficit so the magnitude of the
fluid force on the plate range remains maximal and practically normal for a considerable
range of configurations (Figure 2.3). In a boundary layer, the pressure deficit in the
tile’s wake is predominantly controlled by what happens along the tile’s edge associated
with the highest speed flow which is found farthest from the boundary. For DLOOP,
the high wind speed over tiles in a boundary layer flow is reduced in discrete steps
according to individual tile distance from the boundary, and their contributions to the
total force is reduced accordingly. The smaller tiles of higher order DLOOP platforms
access more discrete reductions of extreme flow speeds, and so a greater discrepancy of
resultant-force coefficient between boundary layer and uniform flows arises, as shown in
Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.5 shows RANS boundary layer simulations of platforms with elevation
angle 15◦ (i.e. e015a000 orientation) and base height 0.6m above ground. The lines
join platforms of various sizes but with the same tile count and distance between layers.
This distance is specified in millimetres by the suffix xxx in the legend, e.g. 5×5_750
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Figure 7.5: Relative resultant-force from RANS simulations of orientation e015a000
DLOOP in a boundary layer flow, i.e.: ground roughness y0 = 0.11m, friction velocity
u∗ = 3.65ms−1; and platform base height ybase = 0.6m. Note the 7×7 DLOOP forces
are consistently below those of the 5×5 DLOOP at set distances between layers; the
resultant forces on the DLOOP tend towards a minimum at about one tile-side-length
between layers, and they experience less relative force (other things being equal) the
greater their size since their advantage in the boundary layer is exaggerated (relative
to the plate).
is a 5×5 DLOOP with 750mm between layers. The tiles of the platforms have less of
a velocity differential across their faces (because they become smaller) moving along
each of the lines from left to right. There is a fall in Cr as the distance between layers
approaches 100%; combined with more of a fall for the DLOOP with the most tiles and
again a fall for DLOOP with the highest velocity differential across their faces, i.e. the
latter two observations provide CFD support for the boundary layer effect described in
the previous paragraph.
7.1.2 Centre of pressure
The Centre of Pressure (CoP) associated with wind forces is generally of interest to engi-
neering applications. Due to the overload of load cell torque measurements encountered
during tests, the necessary information to derive CoP from this source was unavailable.
However, a detailed CFD analysis using the SAS turbulence model was undertaken of
a 7×7 DLOOP built of Semprius SM-1 cPV modules (dimensions: 3.4m [horizontal] ×
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4.4m [orthogonal to horizontal in layer] and Data Sheet in Figure D.3). The CoP of
the wind force on the platform is shown for various platform orientations in Figure 7.6.
The CoP was calculated from the forty-nine individual vector forces on the modules of
the platforms. Being a discrete method the results are not exact but with 49 points is
considered more precise than required for discussion purposes.
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Figure 7.6: Wind centre of pressure (CoP) on a 7×7 DLOOP platform of Semprius SM-1
modules from SAS model CFD simulation. The orientation of the 3.4m (H)× 4.4m (V)
platforms is indicated by tags exxxayyy, where xxx is elevation angle (α) and yyy
azimuth angle (θ) in degrees. The simulation boundary layer wind profile is modelled
by the log-law Equation 2.22 with friction velocity (u∗ = 1.46ms−1) and aerodynamic
ground roughness (y0 = 0.01m) producing 100 kmhr−1 horizontal velocity at a height
of 20m. The magnitude of the force vector is also indicated by circle size.
The CoP results show the torque of the force about the central axes of the SM-1
DLOOP is low moving only about 20% of the way to the platform’s edge before its
magnitude plummets at low angle-of-attack. This is very similar to the CoP of a flat
plate which also moves 20% of the way towards its edge at 45◦ angle-of-attack [Holmes
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et al., 2006, Fig.3].
The boundary layer puts more force on the DLOOP tiles above the horizontal centre
line and therefore shifts the CoP vertically up relative to where it would be otherwise.
For example the force on all five e000 configurations is shifted about 90mm in that
sense.
Neglecting boundary layer influences, the modules in the leading or windward half
of layers experience a greater force than those further back. This is shown by the CoP
of non-perpendicular to flow DLOOP moving towards the platform’s leading edge.
The e140a000 and e050a180 configurations would be symmetric if the flow was uni-
form, i.e. without boundary layer velocity gradation. Since the upper tiles are in the
fastest winds and are on the windward half of the e050a180 platform, its CoP is approx-
imately 25% further vertically from the neutral e000 heights than that of the e140a000
platform.
The two 50◦ angle-of-attack DLOOP, ie. e000a040 and e000a140 configurations, are
quite similar despite having different numbers of tiles in their windward layers. They
both report the same CoP offset (left layer defined) direction because in a global context
they are reversed.
7.1.3 Vortex shedding
The Figures 4.16 and 4.19 indicate vortices of a range up to the tile-side-length scale
are shed from the trailing edge of DLOOP tiles. In lower Rn flows exhibiting one large
scale of eddies shed, it is known as a Kármán vortex street. The dimensionless Strouhal
number (St) relates to the oscillatory movement of a body in response to such events,
and is given by [Strouhal, 1878]:
St =
fL
u
; (7.1)
f = vortex shedding frequency,
L = characteristic length, and
u∞= far field fluid velocity.
From inspection of the figures the largest tile-side-length sized eddies shed are about
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one tile-side-length apart. Since the spacing is d = u/f , the simulations suggest, despite
a Rn ratio of 270, the frequency of the shedding events is f = u/d ≈ 1 for both, i.e. for
• the simulation 0.071m tiles of the 0.5m DLOOP in 9ms−1 winds shown in Figure
4.16; and
• the simulation of the 5m × 5m SSP in 35ms−1 winds shown in Figure 4.19.
The resultant-force coefficient of platforms may be influenced by these vortex shed-
ding events. The simulation models are perfectly rigid and therefore do not contribute
to oscillations of force in the numeric model. The frequency of the Cr oscillations dur-
ing the SAS transient simulation of the SSP (Figure 4.20) are an order of magnitude
below the frequency of the shedding events and therefore unrelated. The possibility of
some higher-frequency/lower-energy correlation with shedding events, i.e. above ran-
dom noise levels, are not evident but cannot be ruled out.
The dynamic aero-elastic properties of the physical DLOOP models have not been
investigated in this work.
7.1.4 Compensation measures
7.1.4.1 Test Cr values
Crossbar effects
The test assembly crossbar was tested without a platform in the wind load procedures
#18 and #19 (i.e. runs #72 to #74 and #75 to #78) at azimuth angles 0◦ and 180◦
respectively. The results of the crossbar test procedures are shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Resultant force coefficients of the crossbar in the test assembly on its own,
i.e. without a platform, showing azimuth angle ψ = 0◦ and 180◦ forces within 0.03% of
their mean.
Runs φ upot_3 upot_4 hbar ∆fxy:5 ∆fxy:6 ∆fz Cr
73 & 74 0 9.0858 12.0016 658 0.6254 0.6315 0.0078 1.1980
77 & 78 180 9.2344 11.9296 658 0.6054 0.5601 0.0129 1.1974
There are three basic crossbar force cases, i.e.:
• "crossbar upwind of the SP" which is expected to reduce assembly resultant-force
for the length of crossbar in front of the SP and add to it otherwise;
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• "crossbar downwind of the SP" which is expected to negligibly effect the assembly
resultant-force for the length of crossbar in the wake of the SP and add to it
otherwise; and
• "crossbar between the DLOOP layers" which is expected to increase wind speeds
and therefore increase the assembly resultant-force generally.
Despite the expectation that the presence of the crossbar would increase wind load
forces on DLOOP test assemblies more than on the SP, in the absence of an evaluated
method of calculating such differences and given such differences would be of second
order significance, the resultant wind force on the crossbar was calculated by the same
method for all procedures, i.e.:
• the resultant-force coefficient (Cr xbar) of the crossbar was calculated from the
relevant procedures #18 and #19 using Equation 4.7;
• the resultant drag force on the crossbar was calculated for other procedures using
the wind speed at the crossbar height, Cr xbar and the crossbar’s area (i.e. Axbar
= 0.016 ∗ 1.8 ∗ cos (θ)m2, where θ is the procedure platform’s azimuth angle).
The net force on the test platforms during wind load procedures was derived by
subtracting the calculated crossbar vector force, i.e. using each procedure run’s u∗,
from the procedure’s measured gross force. The force on the crossbar was assumed for
all the load tests to be:
• in the global x-axis direction;
• of constant resultant-force coefficient, Cr xbar = 1.1977, from Table 7.1; and
• equally supported by both load cells.
Load cell reference
The load cell force measurements taken during the procedure before and after 0ms−1
wind speed runs were unacceptably large to be used for direct reference purposes, i.e.
10% of the full scale range (FSR) for LC50N pot_3 readings and 6% of FSR for LC50N
pot_4 readings, 6% of FSR for LC63N pot_3 readings, 3% of FSR for LC63N pot_4
readings. These changes were not attributable to channel noise. The the noise in the
load cell signal channels was one to two orders of magnitude less than the 0ms−1 wind
speed run reading changes. The noise was estimated from the standard deviation of
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the nominally 30 000 individual 0ms−1 wind speed readings of each run, and is shown
relative to the cell’s FSR response in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Zero wind speed run load cell signal standard deviations (i.e. noise) in
thousandths (‰) of Full Scale Range (FSR). The shift in the mean of zero wind speed
runs (of individual procedures) were on average 30‰ to 100‰ of FSR, i.e. one to two
orders of magnitude greater than noise levels without any configuration change.
0ms-1 Signals 1 – 3 (‰ of FSR) Signals 4 – 6 (‰ of FSR)
runs in load cell 50N load cell 63N load cell 50N load cell 63N
range σx σy σz σx σy σz σyz σzx σxy σyz σzx σxy
1–228 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.0 2.4 0.6 1.4 1.6 1.2
229–244 2.0 1.1 0.8 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.2 -a 0.6 2.1 1.6 1.4
245–321 0.8 0.9 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.6 0.7 1.3 1.2 1.0
322–356 3.0 2.5 2.8 1.4 1.2 1.1 6.1 10.3 1.3 4.9 3.7 0.8
aNo readings available due to permanent maximum voltage signal.
Since there was no external reconfiguration of the test assembly between pairs of
zero wind speed load cell readings, the energy of the wind during runs significantly
redistributed the static equilibrium of the test assembly’s internal forces. And, the two
load cells supporting the test platform are rigidly coupled to the test assembly and
therefore respond significantly to changes in internal forces. Assembly strain differences
in rest states arise from freeplay in the tilt angle of the BLWT turntable (to which the
assembly is fixed) and platform elevation changes because that affects the alignment of
the two load cell interface planes attached to the crossbar ends.
The instability of the load cell rest state compromised the determination of a refer-
ence from which subsequent wind force measurements could be ascertained.
A more considered analysis which reduced the influence of the unrepeatable strain
during rest states was needed.
The algorithm to calculate the wind force coefficient using Equation 4.7 requires
readings from both pot_3 and pot_4 runs. It mitigates the effects of the random
balance of internal forces that affect the zero state readings by doing away with their
use. Only one independent measure of wind force per procedure is therefore calculated
instead of two, i.e. one at each wind speed.
The procedure used to determine Cr is thought to be effective because whatever
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the rest state, each test assembly is expected to transition through fully repeatable
states (i.e. characteristic balance of internal forces and torques on load cell interfaces)
whenever the wind force exceeds some relatively low threshold level. Note however that
this assumption is thought to be well founded since random settlement strains producing
unpredictable internal stresses in no wind conditions are displaced when exceeded by
higher wind pressures, and like a working bolt’s behaviour, the subsequent response is
not conditioned by pre-tensioned or static rest states.
Load cell file
The BLWT test bench at times failed to complete writing of the required run log files
resulting in the last results being lost, starting with the τxy:5 readings and then the τyz:5
readings in the worst case. When no readings remain for the channel, the entry in the
force list Table C.4 is NaN, e.g. see for run #104. When some entries are available, the
average of those that remain is shown, e.g. out of 38,000 readings for Run #104 only
36,538 remained for τyz:5 and their mean of -1.72Nm is listed in Table C.4.
Load cell range
All twelve channels of the load cells had the same voltage limits, and their offsets were
all set according to the Manufacturer’s eight and six channel procedures [JR3 Inc, 15
December, 2003]. However, the preloads still caused difficulties because:
• preloads varied due to assembly design, test angles and turntable free play;
• there was no display of load cell signals by the test bench or indication when they
went out of range;
• the cells needed to be integrated within the test assembly for the offset procedure
to account for preloads and therefore be effective; and
• the conditioning electronics boxes, that had to be opened to adjust variable re-
sistor to change measurement ranges, were very difficult to access being located
underfloor with poor lighting and constrained by cables to remain there when
making adjustments.
The maximum and minimum voltage readings of all load cell channels are shown in
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 respectively. The figures show that many load cell signal readings
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went to either the maximum or minimum of their range. The cells were not damaged
by the out of range forces or torques, but steps were needed to compensate for the bias
effect on the measurement averages.
When more than half the load cell signal readings were either negatively or positively
overloaded, the Table C.4 entry for the signal appears in red. When less than half the
signal channel’s readings were at the limit, an equal number of signals on either side
of the median level were removed until no limited reading remained. This occurred
for thirty readings and the mean of the remaining signals for those cases is the level
recorded in Table C.4.
The rest of this section relates to the special case of the overloaded LC50N s5:50n
readings.
The LC50N signal maximally associated with torque about the local y-axis is the
s5:50n line which sat under the measurement range for most procedures, i.e. those of
runs #53 to #267 and #274 to #285 as shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. In order to
determine when the signal lines were overloaded, the force and torque data logged by
the BLWT were converted back to signals using Equation 3.2. Left as torques, the
measurements would not have the same sharp limit because of cross-coupling. Due to
the cross-coupling, distortion on the s5:50n signal introduces an error bias affecting all
the force and torque averages logged for that reading.
From inspection of the LC50N decoupling matrix, see Equation D.1, an estimate of
the extent a distorted s5:50n signal affects the force measurements may be made, i.e.
the fx:5 and fy:5 forces are 2% (= 100×0.1325/5.8394) and 6% (= 100×0.3464/5.8576)
dependent on the s5:50n signal line respectively.
From the literature we know that the wind force on a flat plate is approximately
normal to the plate surface for angles-of-attack up to about 45◦ [Flachsbart, 1932,
Tachikawa and Fukuyama, 1981, Holmes, 2012]. In the BLWT tests, the direction of
the wind force on DLOOP is similarly close to the tile’s normal direction since the
tests all involved high angle-of-attack runs. This was aslo confirmed by the CoP SAS
simulations.
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Figure 7.7: Minimum load cell signal voltage of each BLWT test run. The signal voltage
range was −5.3112V ≤ s ≤ 5.2964V and the runs numbered from #1 to #356, see
Table C.4. The LC50N load cell s2, s4 and s5 signal readings were frequently negatively
overloaded and, while cross-coupled, mostly correspond with local f ′y:5, τ ′yz:5 and τ ′zx:5
force and torques respectively.
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Figure 7.8: Maximum load cell signal voltage of each BLWT test run. The signal
voltage range was −5.3112V ≤ s ≤ 5.2964V and the runs numbered from #1 to #356,
see Table C.4. The LC50N load cell s4 signal was occasionally overloaded and, while
some cross-coupling (see Equation D.1, mostly corresponds with the local τ ′yz torque.
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From inspection of the local LC50N axes (Figure 4.5), it can be seen that the LC50N
local y-axis is very close to parallel with the BLWT x-axis and therefore practically
normal to the tile layer(s). Consequently the torque about the LC50N local y-axis
corresponds with a rotation applied about the normal to the platform’s surfaces. From
symmetry principles there is no physical reason for such a torque to be significant. More
particularly, there is no reason for the signal maximally associated with this torque to
change with changes in wind pressure. Consequently the ∆s5:50n associated with the
signal line was zeroed.
Implementing the above change, i.e. setting ∆s5:50n = 0, the signal readings con-
verted to fx:5 and fy:5 forces are expected to be reasonably unaffected by the s5:50n
signal’s unresponsive state.
7.1.4.2 Simulation Cr values
The CFD simulations provided Cr values of plates that were high relative to well known
levels associated with laminar flows. While turbulence is reported to increase the Cr of
flat plates, changing the simulation inlet turbulence levels was not found to effect results.
Efforts to qualify a numeric model capable of confidently predicting absolute wind forces
to these laminar levels with 5% accuracy were unsuccessful or at best inconclusive in
the run time allowed. It is known that the turbulence models are calibrated to give the
right result in particular situations and there is no reason to assume this could not be
achieved with the right choice of two equation model constants for simulations of high
inclination flat plates and DLOOP. However significantly more simulations would be
needed to confirm a specific class of engineering problems justified specific adjustments
being made.
The results reported in this research have been normalised by simulating SSP using
the same methodology developed for the DLOOP models, and either:
• expressing results in relative terms; or
• globally applying a scaling factor, equal to that of the SSP to produce the expected
Cr, since it is a well known point of reference particularly in laminar conditions.
An alternative cause of high Cr may be associated with an undue thickening of the
turbulent free stream shear layers.
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Free stream shear planes
Thickening of the free stream shear planes along the top edge of tiles, particularly upper
DLOOP front layer ones, is exaggerated in the simulations as observed when comparing
PIV test and LES velocity fields (Figures 4.13 to 4.15). This is thought to cause a wider
perturbation of the flow field with greater momentum loss and so higher tile resultant
forces in simulations than observed when physically tested.
Extensive calculations of free stream shear layers by Launder et al. [1973] indicated
results were very sensitive to the precise values of C1 and C2 in RANS models. These
constants appear in the underlying -formulation of the SST model operating outside
boundary layers. The sensitivity of the asymptotic spreading rate of plane mixing layers
in high Rn flows to these constants was confirmed by Patel et al. [1985, Table 4] who
compared test results from Rodi [1975] with eight RANS turbulence model findings
reporting differences greater than ± 60%.
For the LES models, the treatment of sub-grid scale (∆) sized turbulence viscosity
varies considerably. Built into CFX-Pre, the methods include the Smagorinsky [1963]
algebraic model, the Wall-Adapted Local Eddy-viscosity (WALE) model of Nicoud and
Ducros [1999], and the non-constant algebraic Dynamic Smagorinsky-Lilly model of
Germano et al. [1991] and subsequently Lilly [1992]. All these have been tuned by
the choice of (non-universal CFX-Pre default) constants that provide good results with
freely decaying isotropic homogeneous turbulence [ANSYS, 2016].
Thus it is expected that a better match between experiment and simulation results
could be achieved by adjusting LES sub-grid constants to the more appropriate non-
isotropic inhomogeneous turbulence of the free stream shear planes commonly produced
by DLOOP in even modest wind conditions.
7.1.5 Error sources
The resultant-force coefficient of the plate (SP) measured during BLWT tests was up
to 15% greater than well known and established physical values. Yet the accuracy of
the load cells was better than 1%. The two factors suspected to have contributed to
this are:
1. fluid-solid interaction arising from platform vibrations particularly the front layer
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which was held by a single support post; and
2. an underestimation of the BLWT velocity at low heights caused by relatively
higher levels of fluid stress in the middle of the fetch (i.e. where the turbulent flow
profile was attributed to stresses induced by a single boundary and characterised
by the PIV system) because side wall effects add more to floor boundary induced
stresses there than closer to the floor.
The effects of this bias on the Cr findings of the DLOOP were minimised by using the
SP result as a control which could then be used to normalise the results if absolute force
levels were required. Since the associated hypothesis relates to the DLOOP’s relative
response this is thought to be justified.
7.1.6 Lessons
With more Cr results available, the distance between the DLOOP layers would have
been better treated as a continuum from positive to negative values. This would allow
smoothly joining the forward facing DLOOP, SSP and backward facing DLOOP Cr
values.
In relation to the tests, the method of using measurements recorded at two velocities
was effective to overcome the problem of assembly internal stresses destabilising the zero
wind force reference level. However, the experiments would have been greatly enhanced
by having a third set of measurements at a third velocity setting. This would have
doubled the number of measurement results. And would have provided independent
confirmation of the analysis method’s implicit reliance on the fact that the velocity
change has negligible effect on Ctextscr.
From the CFD experience, with measures described in Section 7.1.4.2, the multi-
layer orthogonal-offset plate arrays provide a rich simulation test bed for turbulence
models due to their extreme edges and juxtaposition of defined scale filtering technolo-
gies.
7.2 Thermal buoyancy effects.
The thermal resistance obtained by Jubayer et al. [2016] may be used to estimate PV cell
temperatures of similar systems in new thermal environments. However, the relevance
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of the underpinning test data to novel designs becomes uncertain when module or
platform changes become significant. For novel designs, a CFDmodel using fundamental
properties of the constituent materials is needed at least until relevant test data becomes
available.
The CFD model presented was found capable of estimating the PV-cell temperature
of the module studied in NTE conditions to within the accuracy of physical test mea-
surements. With parameter variations, CFD models built similarly inform researchers
of cell temperatures in other situations including novel platform designs.
The simulations showed DLOOP style platforms increase passive convection cooling
by 5◦C in no wind but otherwise nominal terrestrial environment (NTE) conditions.
The typical loss of mono-silicon PV-cell efficiency is 0.4%K−1 so the electrical output
in such conditions is expected to increase 2%. Of some model relevance, the close
proximity of the Inlet boundary to the platforms, its definition as an Inlet which creates
a virtual barrier to outflow and the slight difference of temperature lapse rate compared
to that derived by the CFX-solver (from hydrostatic pressure gradient and air’s ideal
gas thermodynamic property definition) all contributed to a minor quiescent flow below
1ms−1 even without tile heating. Since this inlet velocity would marginally assist cooling
if anything and remained in any case within the NTE 1ms−1 limit condition, it is
mentioned as a detail meriting comment but considered insignificant.
The results of the thermal simulations also showed a significant number of PV
applications are likely to be close to, if not exceeding, commercial temperature limits;
the consequence of which in terms of quantitative failure rates is unknown. For example:
it is reasonable to assume platform temperatures will change identically with moderate
shifts in ambient temperature about NTE (20◦) levels, so the red areas in Figure 5.11
which cover 50% of half a dozen modules are expected to exceed 65◦C (= 327K+ 11K)
in 31◦C ambient conditions. Since an ambient temperature of 31◦C is not extreme
for many locations and 65◦C is the maximum module temperature specified by some
manufacturers, cases of premature ageing must be expected.
In the Hot conditions considered, the average module backing temperature is 32–
33K above NTE levels and extreme PV-cell temperatures above 100◦C, see orange and
red areas in Figure 5.12, would be expected from simulations of SSP systems. The
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1300Wm−2 thermal energy of the Hot conditions is about 25% above the terrestrial
DNI limit. However with partial shading similar energy dissipation in the ambient 30◦C
environment considered could occur. In any case, the ambient temperature difference
between the NTE and Hot scenarios is 15K and the remaining ∆T = 17–18K arises
from increased model input energy and higher ground temperature estimate. Assuming
the relationship between ∆T and insolation is linear, similar platform temperatures to
those of the Hot scenario are expected when terrestrial direct normal insolation (DNI)
peaks at 1050Wm−2 in ambient 40◦C with open circuit conditions.
These simulation concerns are consistent with studies of hot Kuwait, Egyptian and
Saudi Arabian environments by Kurtz et al. [2011] who found short term exposure of
rack-mounted PV modules reached 75◦C and roof-mounted modules was 96◦C. The
study concluded: dramatic phase transitions may occur at these levels causing failures
to very quickly arise from a single event; and considers the valuable addition of a high
temperature short duration (≈ 1 h) test to isolate such susceptibilities given the IEC
61215 and IEC 61646 qualification test compliant modules are only presently tested at
85◦C and 85% relative humidity for 1000 hours.
Since global warming appears to be happening and daily maximum temperature
records are being routinely challenged, it appears that without technical change PV
module failure rates will accelerate with time. Accordingly, there is a need to better
monitor, report and analyse failures and failure rates following extreme temperature
events. Part of that effort requires reliable analysis methods to estimate the PV cell
temperature in unique system circumstances since the deviation between these and
ambient temperatures may be extreme.
In our gravitational field, the presence of an horizontally inhomogeneous fluid den-
sity produces dynamic instabilities the strength of which is initially likely to be dom-
inated by laminar boundary flow and Prandtl number (Pr) properties intrinsic to the
fluid medium. Subsequently in low viscosity fluids such as air, the impact of geometric
features such as a long path length up a heated tile surface, and the presence of pas-
sageways for flow development are likely to become significant factors that define the
thermal landscape.
It is important to quantify the effect of these geometric factors because the transfer
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of heat from tiles is orders of magnitude greater by convection, when present, than
by diffusion process. The important elements of the geometry are, to a greater or
lesser extent, something that should be captured and reflected in the turbulent Prandtl
number (Prt) of CFD models (i.e. at least those using the concept of turbulent viscosity)
to predict thermal outcomes in engineering problems. However, there does not seem
to be a lot of empirical research material upon which to base appropriate estimates for
this number except in some specialist areas, e.g. hot supersonic jets [Goldberg et al.,
2010]. Nor is there much to suggest the impact it has on CFD results obtained.
In CFX-pre Prt is an accessible parameter when using two equation turbulence
models and has a constant value between 0.7 and 0.9 by default. But Prt should be
expected to vary with wall distance. Near a wall the characteristic length of turbulence
is squeezed, in the sense perpendicular to the wall, regardless of its energy. At close
quarters eddies could be thought of as contributing to recirculation rather than disper-
sion of thermal energy. As turbulence length scales increase, even low energy turbulence
will transport heat energy over large distances lowering Prt dramatically.
For investigation of the subject, the thermal DLOOP experiments present simple
means to extrapolate Prt reduction with turbulence length scale. In essence, what the
horizontal DLOOP provides, without tile slope effects, is a simulation test bed upon
which turbulence length scales may be adjusted with almost limitless resolution and
range. The gaps between tiles combined with the distance between layers set a natural
ceiling on the turbulence length scale of the simulation geometry.
When the energy input to the SSP and DLOOP was increased by 63%, the differ-
ence between their equilibrium temperatures was practically unchanged or even slightly
diminished, i.e. from Figures 5.11 and 5.12:
Tssp − Tdloop =

5.5K if I = 800Wm−2; and
5.0K if I = 1300Wm−2.
(7.2)
The SSP had two natural turbulence length scales, namely one small surface scale much
less than the tile side length and the other the platform side length. The DLOOP
had three natural turbulence length scales, namely those of the SSP and the other the
tile side length. It would appear that the relative role the turbulence of the tile side
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length scale played in dispersing heat was diminished in the latter Hot conditions. It
appears therefore that the availability of the tile side length turbulence scale in NTE
conditions produced a significant reduction in Prt (n.b. decreases with increased thermal
diffusion relative to momentum) while for higher turbulence energy conditions the role
of the tile side length was supplanted by that of the larger platform scale. In short,
the tile-side-length scale turbulence that formed in the NTE conditions was highly
effective in removing heat while that scale was more restricted and contributed less
towards the removal of heat than the platform-side-length scale turbulence in extreme
Hot conditions.
In practice, the simulation approach described above places the cart before the
horse. The simulation method is typically developed to reflect or be tuned to match
physical experience or tests. Unfortunately time and intensity of resources has not
been sufficient to prepare physical tests and develop this interesting potential of the
simulations significantly.
7.3 Insolation effects
7.3.1 Insolation of platforms
Openings in the top layer of DLOOP may be considered optical apertures through which
light must pass to reach PV surfaces of lower layers. Ordinary PV module frame sizes
in conjunction with DLOOP layer distances of up to a meter accommodate platform
tracking inaccuracies of a few degrees with zero orthogonal offset between modules of
layers. Further, the orthogonal offset between modules of layers may be adjusted to
accommodate tracking inaccuracies up to several degrees with only a marginal increase
in the envelope size of a platform.
More difficult for DLOOP to accommodate than tracking inaccuracies are tracking
range limits which prevent fully tracking the solar vector.
In general PV cells are wired in series within modules in order to keep output
currents and wire sizes down. An unfortunate consequence of this is that shade on
any one cell of the series causes it to act like a resistor and so dissipate energy in the
form of heat. As well as reducing system output power, there is a risk of damage if the
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cell’s junction temperature exceeds allowable limits. It should be noted that permanent
fixtures on the horizon, e.g. a nearby chimney, may cause a similar shade patterns
and thermal stress everyday over extended periods. Methods of evaluating shading
by external surrounding objects has been examined [Melo et al., 2013]. This and other
partial shading effects should not be underestimated, as reported by Woyte et al. [2003],
Drif et al. [2008], Paraskevadaki and Papathanassiou [2010] and Rodrigo et al. [2013].
Bypass diodes across groups of 12 to 24 cells within modules are used to limit losses
of partial shading to smaller groups of cells than otherwise and to protect the module
against damaging hot spots and DC arcing conditions.
Partial shading may also disrupt the tracking performance of systems using conven-
tional maximum power point (MPP) tracking algorithms when trapped on a local MPP
below that found by more sophisticated methods such as the fuzzy approach to find the
global MPP by Chin et al. [2011]. Such effects are however not specific to DLOOP and
not considered in further detail.
Figure 7.9 illustrates partial tracking effects relevant to DLOOP and its performance
features relative to other reference types. The horizontal axis of the figure is the tracking
range of the system relative the solar vector range, i.e. from the horizon to the mid-
summer solstice noon (or vertical zenith angle 0◦ in tropical regions). For example, a
20% zenith tracking range at latitude 37◦ would have a 15.3◦ mechanical tracking range
that is 20% of the 76.5◦ horizon to summer solstice noon angle, i.e. 20% of 90 - (37◦ -
23.5◦).
The side-by-side platform (SSP) with standard modules and 0% tracking range is
basically a fixed (at latitude) system and so has zero gain on the energy axis shown.
The DNI gain of the SSP with 100% tracking is climate dependent but reaches about
40% as shown for Australian sites in Figure 6.1.
The cPV system is unable to utilise DNI energy when the solar vector is outside
its tracking range because the focus of the modules’ optics moves off the PV material’s
location. The cPV platform’s overall energy gain varies with the location’s DNI inside
the tracking range. The platform shown is fairly typical, as shown for Australian cities
in Figure 6.2, with 50% tracking providing the DNI energy of a fixed system.
The DLOOP system modules are estimated to be 2.5◦C cooler on average than the
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Figure 7.9: The energy gain of hypothetical tracking PV platforms as a function of
selected technologies and tracking range. A 1.01 ratio gain is attributed to the DLOOP
PV modules due to cooler average temperatures delivering 1% more power, see Section
5.11. Depending on how partial shading of the DLOOP lower (by upper) layer is
managed electrically, the DLOOP’s energy gain sits broadly between the level of the SSP
and a level midway between that of the SSP and concentrating-PV (cPV) systems, i.e.
DLOOPin levels. The DLOOP+ curve includes a 9.8% energy gain over SSP from PV
area with tracking purchased using tracking force translated to mechanism savings (i.e.
with 28% less wind load on the platform (Figure 7.4), its structural requirements and
costs are assumed to be similarly less), n.b. the cost per unit wind pressure for tracking
is derived from the inferred equivalent cost/performance ratio of market competitive
SSP and fixed systems. The insolation per unit PV area of the SSP is 40% higher than
that of the fixed system, so its tracking capability is estimated to be 29% (=0.4/1.4) of
the total (tracking plus PV) cost in order to equal the fixed system’s cost/performance
ratio.
SSP modules (i.e. about half the midday peak for these platforms shown in Figure 5.11
and accordingly attributed a 1% higher efficiency or energy gain.
When the solar vector moves outside the DLOOP system’s tracking range, shade
from the DLOOP upper level modules spreads identically from one (when uniquely
zenith angle tracking is limited as generally considered here in this research) or two
adjacent sides of all lower layer modules, except those in either the top or bottom
row which have none or less sides affected. The performance of the lower layer PV
modules, subjected to partial shading, depends on the electrical wiring of the PV cells
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and electrical features of the system. This is because the PV cells of modules are mostly
connected in series to reduce wire gauge and connector costs. When shaded, they have
high resistance and act as heating elements dissipating the energy produced by the
circuit’s other unshaded cells unless reverse voltage bypass diodes or other protections
are present. In addition to the effects of partial shading, the system loses the DNI
equivalent of what would have otherwise fallen on the shaded areas. This latter loss
occurs because the platform’s angle to the solar vector allows DNI to pass through the
platform on the opposite side of the affected modules to their shaded areas.
The DLOOPin curves outline the electrical design dependent performance range of
DLOOP responding to partial shade. The upper DLOOPin curve supposes an ideal
electrical design bypasses the resistance of all shaded PV cells without voltage loss; the
performance of the DLOOP is then that of the SSP (n.b. with 1.01 ratio efficiency
energy gain) minus the DNI equivalent of an area the size of that shaded because it falls
off the modules’ other sides to escape between platform layers. This latter lost DNI is
relatively small for commercial dual-axis tracking ranges and ignored in the figure. The
DNI of the lower DLOOPin curve supposes electrical management of partial shading is
completely neglected and all DNI energy is lost from affected modules; the performance
of the DLOOP is then midway between that of the SSP and cPV platforms (n.b. with
1.01 ratio efficiency energy gain) plus the DNI of unshaded modules in one lower layer
row plus one half an extra module for the one present in the upper layer. This latter
additional DNI is relatively small for large platforms and ignored in the figure.
The DLOOP+ curve represents a system with the same opportunity cost as the
other tracking platforms. Its energy gain curve is 9.8% above that of the SSP and
is obtained by reinvesting tracking mechanism savings. The wind load on DLOOP is
taken to be 28% less than on the SSP platform, an attainable level as shown in Figure
7.4, and its structural requirements and costs per unit of PV area is assumed to be
similarly less. The tracking support function is assumed to cost 29% (=0.4/1.4) of the
SSP system’s cost because insolation is increased by 40% with tracking and so delivers
a similar cost/performance ratio to the fixed system which is the economic expectation
if both are concurrent market options taken up by customers.
There are other factors, aside from DNI gain, that potentially increase the value to
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customers of tracking over fixed systems, e.g:
• the other advantages besides DNI gain from tracking, i.e.
– higher energy on off-peak daylight shoulders which reduces the maximum
current of power conditioning electronics for equivalent daily output,
– more power during winter when the regular daily amount is less and therefore
perhaps more valuable, and
– less monopolised use of the terrain it occupies, estimated 50% saving in
agricultural dual use zones Araki et al. [2017];
• the cost of small range single axis tracking systems may be proportionally well
below the cost of more extensive dual-axis tracking systems as exemplified by their
prevalence; and
• being more efficient there is less waste material at the system’s end of life.
These factors increase the value and competitiveness of the tracking mechanism and the
DLOOP in PV applications accordingly,
7.3.2 Optimising field layouts
In the discussion so far only isolated platforms without external shading have been
considered. An important innovation to limit the propagation of energy loss common
to PV systems as a result of partial shading in large fields is the strategy of back tracking
[Narvarte and Lorenzo, 2008]. When the shade of adjacent tracking units would fall on
the platform shading its lower edge, the field of platforms is back tracked to a lower
zenith angle to the point that partial shading is just avoided. Using such a method, the
DNI insolation is no longer normal to the platform but the sunlight available to platforms
in the field remains unchanged while all PV cells are operating advantageously under
the same light conditions. In the case of cPV systems this strategy is ineffective because
of the focusing requirements of the front end optics.
As noted in Chapter 1, owners of roofs even in suburban environments often have
unshaded areas which are compatible with fixed PV module mounts at the latitude-
tilt angle. In this situation fixed systems have a competitive advantage over tracking
systems, which must (i.e. for the economic reasons outlined in Section 7.3) add the
tracking function for something akin to the cost of increasing the fixed system’s size
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by 40%. However as also noted in Chapter 1, this advantage is less pronounced in
greenfield sites where foundations must be newly built to support PV modules regardless
of whether they are fixed or tracking system. And greenfield sites have competitive
advantages from their setting flexibility and shared purpose built infrastructure when
collocated with others. Thus it is important to consider the design constraints and
features of optimal field layouts for multi-platform sites.
As a reminder, the following facilitating assumptions were made in relation to the
insolation loss results used subsequently, i.e.:
1. all platforms have the same height, i.e. the field is horizontal and sufficiently
large to prevent a strategic allocation of platform heights making a significant
difference;
2. field perimeter effects are negligible, i.e. the field is sufficiently large to ignore
properties of the outer few rows or columns where DNI may be different;
3. the overall advantage of one field layout over another is equivalent to the DNI dif-
ference, i.e. second order differences between diffuse insolation levels of platforms
is minor and may be neglected;
4. the platform positions have a N-S column and E-W row compass alignment, i.e.
slight inclinations to this orthogonal pattern may produce marginal improvements
but can be ignored here.
From the insolation loss results, e.g. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 of Australian sites, the
optimal dns is found to be consistently shorter than dns∅. The minor DNI loss incurred
a few times a year allows the regularly impacted platform’s dew spacing to be increased
significantly because dns is typically smaller and so the field area made available that
much larger. The figures also show that the optimal dns/dns∅ ratio gets smaller at
higher latitudes and when air is clearer. The longer N-S shadows of winter shorten
more rapidly daily at higher latitudes and the associated DNI intensity is less so both
these factors contribute to the lower annualised energy deficit and impact of shortening
the N-S separation there. Clearly the optimal packing arrangement and field density
are significantly influenced by the latitude.
Analysing 10minute insolation data, Cumpston and Pye [2014, fig.8] found the
rectangle and rhombic field arrangements have nearly equivalent insolation losses for
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square platforms in Barstow, CA (34.9◦N lat.) at the packing density of 12%. This is
also shown to be true in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 for Alice Springs, Darwin and Melbourne
however the rhombic field is approximately 0.3% better in the case of Wagga Wagga at
35.2◦S where it is much drier.
Figure 7.10 illustrates the economic principles relevant to choosing multi-platform
field layouts and making maximum use of the land available. The example shown relates
to hypothetical economic conditions in a Wagga Wagga like location or more precisely
its insolation environment.
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Figure 7.10: Optimisation of PV area density on land based on hypothetical economics
with Wagga Wagga like insolation. On a PV-to-land area ratio scale, the independent
curves 1, 2 and 3 represent on an annual basis: the electricity income from the land
(neglecting parasitic shade losses); the cost of land (with PV installation); and the cost
of the DNI losses respectively. Curve 4 represents the electricity income from the land
accounting for shade, obtained by subtracting curve 3 from curve 1. The net income
curve 5 is obtained by subtracting curve 2 from curve 4 and its point of maximum
income per terrain area (= 16 000 $/Ha) yields the optimum PV-to-land area ratio (=
24%).
Three independent and two dependent curves are presented in the figure that yields
the optimal PV-to-land area ratio of the site and its annualised financial return. These
curves are drawn as follows:
1. on the far right, is the Insolation income (black) ignoring shade between individual
tracking units in the field, it is a strait line because the yield increases in direct
proportion to PV area;
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2. on the far left, is the land plus PV installation financing costs (red) on an annual
basis, this has a non-zero entry component for land and then increase linearly in
proportion to PV area . . . in dual-use applications, e.g. with agriculture, the line
might curve to the left to account for a negative impact on other land uses;
3. second on the left, is the loss from mutual shade between tracking units, converted
from insolation (Figure 6.10d) to monetary value;
4. second on the right, is the Net isolation income that ignores expenses and is
obtained by subtracting curve #3 from curve #1; and
5. in the centre, is the Net income (blue) obtained by subtracting curve #2 from
curve #4.
The maximum income in the hypothetical situation presented is at the intersection
of the vertical line drawn tangent to the Net income (blue) curve. The optimum PV-
to-land area ratio is obtained from the horizontal line drawn through the maximum
income point, i.e. in this case around 24%. Referring back to the parasitic insolation
loss Figure 6.10d, this would suggest a rectangular field with dns/dns∅ = 0.7 is best
for aspect ratio 1.4 dual axis rectangular platforms not subject to compounded losses
from a 3.7% level of insolation lost to platform partial shading. For such a 7m×5m
platform, this correspond with a N-S spacing of 9.7m (= 0.7× 1.61×√52 + 72m) and
an E-W spacing of 15.0m (= 7×5×0.24−1×9.7−1m). It should be noted however that
the platform modelled was considered to have ideal tracking (i.e.its surface is always
perpendicular to the solar vector) and other dns/dns∅ ratios below 0.7 had not actually
been examined and so the tail of curve #3 may be slightly shifted to the right with the
support of more detailed analysis.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis has addressed general fluid dynamic and irradiance properties of immersed
DLOOP structures and contributes original research findings to the subject matter. It
has extensively examined those properties relevant to mounting PV modules generat-
ing electricity in terrestrial environments. In particular, conclusive scientific research
addressing the following PV system enquiries has been presented:
• limit wind load force on platforms,
• limit maximum temperature of PV-cells in irradiated platforms, and
• insolation of platforms and large multi-platform field arrays.
In regard to the maximum force on DLOOP platforms, immersed in Newtonian incom-
pressible fluids within the Reynolds number range 3× 105 ≤ Rn ≤ 9× 106, it has been
shown that Cr:
• is lowest in the DLOOP with the most tiles when layer distances are below one
tile side length apart;
• rises towards equality with DLOOP having fewer tiles when layer distances climb
beyond one tile side length apart;
• is highest in the DLOOP with the most tiles when layer distances are above one
platform side length apart; and
• of DLOOP relative to SSP is reduced 25–30% for dimensions practical in PV
applications, i.e. 25 to 49 modules and layer distances one tile side length apart.
Due to the extreme insensitivity of flat plate Cr to changes in Rn, i.e. from 5000 to
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maximum subsonic limits, there is a strong inference these properties hold for that of
terrestrial wind speed limits.
In regard to the tile temperature of irradiated platforms it has been shown that:
• a virtual model integrating buoyancy driven flow, thermal diffusion and radiation
properties may be (and has been) built to report the temperature distribution of
a module within the range of test measurement accuracy;
• the discretisation scale of a module virtual model may be carried over to large
platform simulations providing high resolution temperature distributions with the
expectation of achieving a similar accuracy; and
• the temperatures of irradiated PV-cells in platforms with only buoyancy driven
air flow are expected to be 5◦C less for DLOOP relative to SSP in nominal ter-
restrial environments, i.e. 20◦C ambient and 800Wm−2 irradiance, and in hotter
conditions.
In regard to the insolation of platforms, all three factors needed to quantify the efficiency
of PV tracking systems affected by directional characteristics of insolation have been
assessed, i.e.:
• the absolute energy content of diffuse and direct components of insolation;
• the energy content associated with zenith angles in high resolution and therefore
associated with specific tracking ranges; and
• the parasitic losses between dual axis tracking units laid out according to regular
arrays and therefore associated with large field mounted multi-unit systems.
From the insolation research it has been shown that:
• the proliferation of meteorological stations reporting high quality DNI and diffuse
solar energy levels over many decades provides a rich source of data for PV tracking
performance studies;
• ideal dual-axis tracking platforms receive up to 40% more direct insolation than
fixed-at-latitude-angle platforms;
• for tracking systems of limited zenith range, choosing the sector of the sky to
capture is important and can be optimised using energy content versus zenith
angle plots of the type presented;
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• preparation of the novel platform shadow maps presented is an important contri-
bution to the task of identifying where and how much energy is lost to mutual
shading in large field arrays; and
• the maximum north-south shadow length of trackers is an important length scale
metric to non-dimensionalise the layout of field arrays minimising parasitic energy
losses.
Future research is needed to:
• expand the number of tiles in the platforms studied to better distinguish between
central platform and edge effects on both Cr and temperatures;
• undertake fluid-solid interaction analyses of plates to determine the degree an
observed amplitude of flutter increases Cr;
• expand thermal analyses of tile temperatures in platforms to consider asymmetric
flow directions and transient ranges;
• explore the use of multi-layer orthogonal-offset tile topologies as test beds to
examine turbulence model relations subject to extreme free stream shear and
various discrete length scales;
• endeavour to add a temporal dimension to the PV platform shadow map to assist
the evaluation of electrical bypass circuits and strategies; and
• report the correlation between optimised PV-to-land area ratio and latitude (i.e.
ascertain the latitude’s significance relative to that of site specific DNI variability).
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Appendix A
List of acronyms
Acronym Meaning 1st use
ANU Australian National University 55
AR Aspect-Ratio 11
BLWT Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel 55
BoI Body of Influence 92
BoM Bureau of Meteorology 52
CAD Computer Aided Design B-19
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 10
CoP Centre of Pressure 172
cPV Concentrating Photo-Voltaic 41
DES Detached Eddy Simulation 37
DLOOP Double-Layer Orthogonal-Offset Platform 1
DNI Direct Normal Irradiance 49
DNS Direct Numeric Simulation 29
E-W East-West 147
FE Finite-Element 121
FFT Fast Fourier Transform 88
FSR Full Scale Range 176
LES Large Eddy Simulation 37
MPI Message Passing Interface 133
NCI-NF National Computing Infrastructure - National Facility 64
NOCT Nominal Operating Cell Temperature 48
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory 50
N-S North-South 54
NS Navier-Stokes 18
NTE Nominal Terrestrial Environment 121
PANS Partially Averaged Navier-Stokes 37
PDEs Partial Differential Equations 27
PITM Partially Integrated Transport Model PITM 37
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry 58
continued overleaf ...
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Acronym Meaning 1st use
PSA Platforms Solar de Almeria 146
PV Photo-Voltaic 1
RAM Random Access Memory 64
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes 30
RHS Right Hand Standard (coordinate system) 74
rms root mean square 14
SAS Scale Adaptive Simulation 37
SMARTS Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer of Sunshine 50
SP Single Pplate 69
SPA Solar Position Algorithm 146
SRS Scale Resolving Simulation 35
SSP Side-by-Side Platform 2
SST Sheer Stress Transport 30
USyd University of Sydney 55
URANS Unsteady RANS 31
YAG Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (laser type) 61
Appendix B
Custom equipment and
characterisations
B.1 Test equipment
The custom test equipment shown in Figures B.1 to B.10 was designed by the author
specifically for DLOOP BLWT tests. The platform 1×1, 3×3, 5×5 and 7×7 three piece
composite layers were also designed and assembled by the author. Details of the as-
built platform layer measurements and specifically the count and length (L) of inter-tile
corner sections are reported in Table B.1.
Table B.1: Inter-tile connection details of as-built platform layers.
Forma
Odd layer Even layer Total
corner sections weight corner sections weight ∆ area
Count L (mm) (g) Count L (mm) (g) (%)
1×1 1,050
3×3 4 16.5 566 4 15.9 488 0.42
5×5
4 10.5
594
8 11.0
582 1.048 12.6 4 12.1
4 15.1 4 16.0
7×7
20 10.0
552
4 10.1
446 1.8012 12.8 24 10.2
4 14.8 8 12.4
aAll platform layers 3.6mm thick.
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Figure B.1: Platform layer spacer rod (Array spacer).
B.1. TEST EQUIPMENT B-3
Figure B.2: Platform layer spacer rod (Array spacer), series 2 – 3.
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Figure B.3: U-frame.
B.1. TEST EQUIPMENT B-5
Figure B.4: 63N Robot plate.
B-6 APPENDIX B. CUSTOM EQUIPMENT AND CHARACTERISATIONS
Figure B.5: Sundry parts.
B.1. TEST EQUIPMENT B-7
Figure B.6: Cross bar.
B-8 APPENDIX B. CUSTOM EQUIPMENT AND CHARACTERISATIONS
Figure B.7: 50N Tool plate.
B.1. TEST EQUIPMENT B-9
Figure B.8: 50N Robot plate.
B-10 APPENDIX B. CUSTOM EQUIPMENT AND CHARACTERISATIONS
Figure B.9: 63N Robot plate.
B.1. TEST EQUIPMENT B-11
Figure B.10: Finite element analysis of BLWT test assembly 3×3 DLOOP 5 tile layer.
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B.2 Load cell alignment and response
The orientation of the load cells needs to be known precisely to combine load cell
readings because they are vectors. The crossbar sub-assembly, shown in Figure 4.2,
is designed such that load cell z-axes are negatively aligned and with a mechanically
unique key or index (see Crossbar Figure 4.2 sub-assembly parts 8 and 11, or Figure
B.5 parts 2 and 3 for key pin details) to ensure their rotation about the crossbar (z-
axis) was fixed. However, for economy the as-built hardware had no keying. The z-axis
rotation of the load cells was therefore relatively free to change with respect to both
the crossbar (which includes the platforms) and the U-frame. Load cell orientations are
ascertained from weight procedure runs supplemented by general analysis of readings
and constraints, however the weight tests were not performed until the 3rd BLWT test
series, i.e. runs #53 on.
The weight procedure collected information needed to determined the BLWT z-axis
rotation, i.e. around the crossbar, of each load cell’s local xprimey′-plane in the test
configuration. The weight tests also permitted force level responses of the load cells to
be checked.
B.2.1 Weight test procedure
The BLWT wind speed is 0ms−1 for all runs and involves the use of a mass weight =
0.907 kg [= 2 lb] mass. The procedure was to take load cell readings for a nominal 30 s
with:
• run ’0N’ – no mass weight present;
• run ’50N’ – the mass weight placed on the crossbar adjacent to the LC50N load
cell; and
• run ’63N’ – the mass weight placed on the crossbar adjacent to the LC63N load
cell.
B.2.2 Weight test results
The results of the weight test procedure are summarised in Table B.2.
Another means of estimating the rotation of the load cells on the crossbar was from
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Table B.2: Weight test procedure summary listing platform elevation (ele.) and azimuth
(azi.) angles of runs, magnitude of measured forces and (from a platform e000a000 initial
state) the load cell rotations about the BLWT z-axis (i.e. crossbar) needed to align local
x′-axis with the BLWT x-axis. Note the consistency of the angle between the load cell
local x′-axis directions (∠50N 	 z∠63N) during run sequences #52 – #271 and #272 –
#356, which suggests the elevation angle was probably closer to 38◦ than 40◦ during
runs #191 and #192 when set without direct spirit level reference.
Run elev- azi- ∠50N ∠63N ∠50N	z∠63N |f 50N| |f 63N| |fTotal|ation muth (x′	z→x) (x′	z→x) (x′→x′) (N) (N) (N)
53 0◦ 0◦ - 146.1◦ - 0.266 8.642 8.908
54 0◦ 0◦ 85.7◦ - 299.6◦ 8.479 0.396 8.876
153 0◦ 0◦ 86.6◦ - - 8.483 0.401 8.885
154 0◦ 0◦ 86.6◦ - - 8.495 0.401 8.896
155 0◦ 0◦ 86.7◦ - - 8.495 0.373 8.867
156 0◦ 0◦ - 147.1◦ 299.6◦ 0.297 8.597 8.894
191 40◦ 180◦ 83.8◦ - - 8.546 0.393 8.939
192 40◦ 180◦ - 144.3◦ 299.5◦ 0.301 8.624 8.925
266 0◦ 0◦ 86.4◦ - - 8.504 0.396 8.901
267 0◦ 0◦ - 147.1◦ 299.3◦ 0.292 8.640 8.932
268 90◦ 0◦ - 145.2◦ - 0.285 8.601 8.886
270 90 0 - - - - - -
272 -90◦ 0◦ 91.3◦ - - 8.526 0.425 8.951
273 -90◦ 0◦ - 146.8◦ 304.5◦ 0.297 8.659 8.956
351 0◦ 0◦ 90.8◦ - - 8.638 0.308 8.946
352 0◦ 0◦ - 146.8◦ 304.0◦ 0.262 8.666 8.928
355 15◦ 0◦ 90.6◦ - - 8.639 0.301 8.941
356 15◦ 0◦ - 146.5◦ 304.1◦ 0.230 8.670 8.900
the direction of the measured load cell forces during e000a000 orientation wind load
force runs. And despite the absence of a load cell to tool plate key, there remained a
number of mechanical constraints related to load cell rotation positions on the crossbar,
i.e.:
• the LC63N load cell had 6 equally spaced mounting holes to its tool plate which
fitted to the crossbar with a square fitting, therefore LC63N was restricted to
some multiple of 30◦ between its rotations on the crossbar;
• the LC50N load cell had 4 equally spaced mounting holes to its tool plate which
fits to the crossbar with a grub screw onto a flat, therefore it is restricted to some
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multiple of 90◦ ± δ between possible rotations on the crossbar where δ is several
degrees accounting for the imprecision of grub screw seating positions.
In view of the above constraints, it was concluded that:
• the LC50N rotation on the crossbar was constant for runs #1 to #52, then macro-
scopically 180◦ different but changed seating between the run sets #53 to #271
and #272 to #356; and
• the LC63N rotation on the crossbar was constant for runs #1 to #52, and 60◦
different for runs #53 to #356.
The LC50N rotation on the crossbar had shifted a few degrees between run #271 and
#272 when the location grub screws were released and re-tightened during the unique
transition from positive to negative 90◦ elevation runs.
The statistics of the load cell axis orientation results, for both weight and wind load
force direction analysis methods, are shown for the above identified run ranges in Table
B.3. The standard deviations of identified run ranges are below 1.5◦ and confirm the
wind load force direction method is useful to estimate the local axis alignments during
runs #1 – #52.
Table B.3: Load cell positive rotation (i.e. about BLWT z-axis with crossbar orientation
e000a000) to align local x′-axis the BLWT x-axis. Note the standard deviations of
identified run ranges are good, i.e. below 1.5◦, and good agreement between weight and
load procedure results are also shown which confirms the load force direction method
is useful to find local axis alignment of runs #1 – #52.
Runs Procedure
∠50N:x′	z ∠63N:x′	z
Counts Mean (∠) STD (σ) Counts Mean (∠) STD (σ)
1–52 Load 20 271.81◦ 1.45◦ 20 85.87◦ 1.40◦
53–271 Weight 5 86.40
◦ 0.47◦ 4 146.37◦ 1.01◦
Load 50 85.70◦ 1.00◦ 50 147.13◦ 1.18◦
272–356 Weight 2 91.03
◦ 0.50◦ 2 146.79◦ 0.05◦
Load 36 90.09◦ 0.42◦ 36 146.57◦ 0.57◦
On the strength of all information, and in particularly recognising a 60◦ rotation of
the LC63N load cell interface on the crossbar (between runs #52 and #53) that allowed
the weighted mean of all 106 wind load force e000a000 orientation runs to be used, the
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following load cell local axes during runs were determined:
∠50N:x′	z =

271.8◦ ± 1.4◦, for runs #1 to #52
86.4◦ ± 0.5◦, for runs #53 to #271
91.0◦ ± 0.5◦, for runs #272 to #356; and
(B.1)
∠63N:x′	z =

86.7◦ ± 0.8◦, for runs #1 to #52
146.7◦ ± 0.8◦, for runs #53 to #356.
(B.2)
The above angles are load cell positive rotation angles about the BLWT z-axis required
on the e000a000 orientation crossbar to align local x′ axis with the BLWT x-axis direc-
tion. The above axis orientations of the runs are shown in Figure 4.5, n.b. the LC50N
z′-axis points in the negative BLWT z-axis direction.
Other notes relevant to the statistical treatment of the weight test results are:
• the nominal 40◦ and 15◦ elevation weight procedure results were ignored in the
axis alignment calculations because they were nominal rotations, while the others
were set using a spirit level placed against the platform; and
• the sample standard deviation has been reported because of the small sample size.
The load cell measurement of the two pound weight force from the weight test
procedures, i.e. mean of the Table B.2 results, with one standard deviation error, is:
Fmeasured = 8.914± 0.028N. (B.3)
The gravitational constant of acceleration reported by Bell et al. [1973] for Sydney
was 9.796720ms−2. The weight of the two pound mass used at the Sydney location of
tests is therefore:
F2 lb = mg = 8.887N. (B.4)
The difference between the measured (Fmeasured) and theoretical (F2 lb) values of
the two pound mass force in Sydney is 0.29% and within the 0.31% standard deviation
range of the measurement mean.
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From the above the accuracy of the load cells used in the BLWT experiments is
concluded to be high and well within the absolute precision needed for DLOOP research
tests.
B.3 BLWT test station wind profile
This activity aims to establish the relationship between BLWT pitot readings and the
wind profile at the test station. For that purpose, a set of pitot velocity measurements
are taken during a run with no test object present, and at the same time a PIV system
acquires the velocity field at the BLWT test station.
B.3.1 BLWT pressure sensor calibration
The BLWT pressure signal measurement circuitry is calibrated before use each morning
and at least twice a day. Figure B.11 shows the equipment set-up. There are two
pressure sensors in the BLWT work bench measuring the dynamic and static pressure
ports of the Pitot tube, and labelled Dyn and Stat in Figure B.11 respectively.
Figure B.11: Pressure sensor calibration setup
In normal operation, i.e. for pitot pressure readings during BLWT runs:
• A3 vent is closed, and A1 is open to A2 for pitot static pressure input to the
BLWT test bench system; and
• B3 vent is closed, and B1 is open to B2 for pitot total pressure input to the BLWT
test bench system.
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The calibration of the BLWT pressure sensors calls for the bellow volume to be ad-
justed by an operator to various calibration pressures which are read from the manome-
ter and entered into the workbench manually via the keyboard.
For calibration of the static pressure channel:
• A2 vent is closed, and A1 is open to A3 vent, and
• the A2 and B3 vents are closed.
For calibration of the total (static plus dynamic) pressure channel,
• the B1 vent is open to the B3 vent, and
• the B2 and A3 ports are closed.
The manometer used is a precision Delft-Holland Van Essen model 11643. The
reference pressure for the work bench pressure measurements is fed by an open tube to
the atmosphere in an adjacent room where the potentiometer for BLWT wind speed
control is located. For each pressure sensor, 34 calibration pressure step settings between
-15 kPa and 15 kPa are controlled by adjusting the metal bellows. The BLWT uses the
data to fit a calibration line that defines the analogue to digital converter response to
the pressure inputs. The calibration lines from the related procedure on the 14/11/2012
were typical and are shown by the red and green lines in Figure B.12. Sensor voltages
vary approximately linearly with relative pressures as shown by the yellow and blue
lines of Figure B.12 which trace the data points of the operator calibration pressure
entries.
A discontinuity in the otherwise linear response of the sensor channels about prel. =
0mbar (=0Pa), i.e. between the positive and negative relative pressure limbs, is seen
in Figure B.12. Since uniquely positive pressures are measured for wind velocities this
measurement error is not compounded in calculations using the port readings. However,
a secondary consequence of the zero crossing discontinuity is the calibration lines no
longer trace the pressure so precisely close to the relative pressure (prel.) equal to zero
level, e.g. the prel. = 0 error is approximately +5mbar (=500Pa) at the base of both
ports’ positive pressure limbs. A pressure measurement error (ε) of this magnitude
would be very significant except that it is the same for both port readings, i.e.:
pd = (pt + ε)− (ps + ε)
= pt − ps;
(B.5)
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Figure B.12: Pressure instrumentation calibration plots.
and therefore cancels out when calculating the dynamic pressure from which velocity
information is determined.
B.3.2 PIV boundary layer (BL) test procedure
Figure 3.2 shows the general layout of the BLWT fetch within which the boundary layer
flow at the test station develops. From the fetch’s design, which has upwind baﬄe and
uniform length seven times longer than section width and height, its purpose to develop
an horizontally homogeneous turbulence condition for tests has been recognised during
thirty years of use.
Laterally, the distance of the test platforms from side walls was two to three times
further than their distance to the floor. And the roof, while featuring a loft only covered
by slats, was further from the platforms than the side walls.
Accordingly, the velocity at the test station was expected to be horizontally homo-
geneous in alignment with the fetch and have a vertical profile determined uniquely by
its proximity with respect to the BLWT floor, i.e. other boundaries contributing only
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second order effects.
For the reasons outlined above, the wind profile at the test station was expected
to fit the typical turbulent flow pattern observed adjacent to non-slip boundaries, i.e.
described by Equation 2.22.
B.3.2.1 Method
The aerodynamic roughness (y0) and virtual Pitot tube height (href) constants of the
Equation 2.22 describing the BLWT test facility arrangement were to be found.
After completion of the three variant PIV platform tests, and before the camera was
moved, the BLWT fetch was emptied of the test assembly. The PIV boundary layer
(BL) test was then performed.
The BL procedure required setting the BLWT to the pot_3 wind speed setting
and, after allowing thirty seconds to stabilise, taking Pitot tube readings over a period
during which 1000 PIV velocity field transient measurements were taken, i.e. of the
empty BLWT fetch at the nominal wind load force procedure platform location. The
general PIV recording process is described in Section 3.2.3.
Due to competition for available computational resources, portions of the PIV BL
recording field images were masked off, i.e. excluded from PIV software processing. The
BLWT flow was expected to have reached horizontal homogeneity within the fetch by
the time it reached the test station. Therefore, 154/162 row blocks were processed to
capture the full vertical profile available (i.e. #4 to #157) together with only 92/245 of
the columns blocks since they carried more redundant horizontal information (i.e. #50
to #141).
Before the PIV_vec file data could be used for BL test purposes, adjustments were
needed to compensate for the inaccuracies of the metric the PIV software had used.
PIV image data metric
The height of the two dimensional PIV image with respect to the BLWT floor was
determined precisely by inserting a number of PIV photo images of platform fields
into three dimensional computer aided design (CAD) drawings of the geometry and
identifying the transformation(s) needed to align them, n.b. the PIV object field was
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the same for both BL and platform field recordings. 1
transform:
(rotation) R(α, θ, φ)
(keystone) K(P1, P2, P3, P4)
PIV 2D
images:
3×3, 5×5,
7×7
place image
in drawing
3D CAD:
3×3, 5×5,
7×7
update
aligned?
RX, KX
Rn, Kn
no
yes
Figure B.13: Process steps to obtain the transformations of the real world object field
relative to the PIV image processing software scales.
A flow chart of the alignment process steps is shown in Figure B.13. As noted in
Section 4.2.4.1:
• the transformations of the alignment process (i.e. rotation, translation and scal-
ing) reduced to a single keystone transformation that excluded curvature across
the field plane;
• the PIV_vec files recognised no keystone distortion; and
• the horizontal and vertical scales of the PIV software metric are listed in Table
B.4.
The aligned image views of the platforms are shown in Figure B.14. The 3×3, 5×5,
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Table B.4: PIV *.vec file header data, 11:52:05 on 22/03/2013. The Ox′ and Oy′ data
defines the origin (in pixels) from which the position data listed in the file is defined.
The important points are: a pixel reference is given from which the real world location
of the listed velocity field data could be found; and the x′-pixel scale and y′-pixel scales
are considered constant by the PIV image processing software, i.e. do not account for
keystone distortion.
Configuration Ox
′a Oy′
a x′-pixel y′-pixel ∆t
(pixels) (pixels) (µm) (µm) (µs)
UBL pot.3 2391 275 120.309998 120.309998 60
aThe file data origin’s coordinates, Ox′ and Oy′ , are inverted with respect to the real world BLWT
axes, i.e. they are equivalent to Oy and Ox respectively
and 7×7 CAD geometry is coloured green while the black and white PIV photo frame
outline is traced in white, n.b. the white photo frame is rectilinear because the view
axis is normal to the photos.
The green edges of the CAD DLOOP layers appear to extend well beyond the top
of the layers in the photos. However, the CAD model is drawn without perspective so
the photo and CAD scales, consistent with their appearance, should only match at the
centre of their layers’ top edges. The CAD image without perspective appears relatively
compressed in front of the reference plane and stretched behind it.
The 4000(H)×2672(V) PIV images were all scaled by 0.551267 and the bottom left
hand corner of the images were inserted at the point (-33.2446,-32.7196, -4) in order
to align origins, i.e. make the centre position of the platforms in the photo images
coincident with the platform centre position in the 3D CAD geometry drawing. The
best alignment, of the 2D photo image with the BLWT z = −4mm xy-plane, was then
found by rotation of the camera image plane 5◦, -5◦ and -1.4◦ (anticlockwise positive)
about the image’s y′- (frame vertical left edge), x′- (frame horizontal bottom edge) and
z′- (normal through origin) axes in that order respectively.
The corner positions of the PIV image CCD plane were then projected onto the
global wind tunnel z = −4mm xy-plane to identify their real world object plane loca-
tions, i.e. from bottom left in positive rotation about the z-axis, the corner locations
were: (-34.1641, -32.2799), (434.2589, -40.1562), (441.9062, 272.8087) and (-26.5168, 280.6849).
The centre of the crossbar, i.e. platform origin height, during PIV procedures was
658mm.
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(a) 3×3 DLOOP (b) 5×5 DLOOP
(c) 7×7 DLOOP.
Figure B.14: View along normal of PIV platform image photos (black and white) placed
into non-perspective 3D CAD (green) drawings. The origin, rotation and scale of all
photos, relative to the drawings, were identical. Alignment was judged from co-location
of photo and drawing positions of origin, crossbar and centre of platform top edges. The
white frame of the inserted photos is rectilinear because the view is normal to photo
planes.
Following identical image transformations, the scatter in the position of the three
platform layer top edge centres (i.e. with origins aligned) was < 1mm. This is minor
and readily accounted for by the tolerances of the physical test platform construction
and alignment processes. Since the PIV system setup was unchanged for the BL data
set, the same PIV data metric transformations need to be applied to all the PIV_vec
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file data.
Applying the metric transformation
Figure B.15 shows, in an exaggerated manner, the keystone distortion of corner positions
associated with an i× i pixel square in the centre of the rectilinear software block Bn,m
of the CCD optical image plane. The corners points of the image block’s square are
identified by pixel location in the CCD range, i.e. 1:4000 (H) × 1:2672 (V).
Figure B.15: Exaggerated keystone distortion of the CCD metric projected onto the real
world geometry of the PIV object field, and identifying pixels (P ) of the data block Bn,m
where i = {1, . . . 8}, for n={1, . . . 154} and m={1, . . . 92}. Length scale is isotropic,
Lx′/2i = Ly′/2i = 120.309998µm from Table B.4.
Since there is no curvature in the keystone transformation, the position coordinates
(and metric partial difference information affecting velocity components) of the field’s
block Bn,m may be found by setting i equal to any number between 1 and 8. To minimise
round off error, i = 8 was used for subsequent calculations.
For the transformed position coordinates, i.e. x and y of the real world object field:
• an array of CCD pixel x′ (i.e. identical rows of ∆Lx′ = 0.12031mm incrementing
pixel position) and y′ (i.e. identical columns of ∆Ly′ = 0.12031mm incrementing
pixel position measurements) values was formed and transformed by the identified
keystone mapping; and
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Table B.5: Pitot data reported during PIV correlation image recording session.
Configuration Run T (s) P (Pa) u (m/s) σu (m/s)
UBL pot.3 #193 110.50 64.37 10.4036 0.63
• the array entries of the four corner block Bn.m pixel locations in the transformed
field were averaged.
Similarly, the partial differences (affecting the PIV_vec file block Bn,m velocity compo-
nents) were found from the differences of the four block Bn,m pixels, ie.: ∆x′ and ∆y′
prior to transformation and ∆x, ∆y subsequent to it.
To correct the PIV_file velocity components, the following transformation was then
applied:

u
v
 =

∂x
∂x′
∂x
∂y′
∂y
∂x′
∂x
∂y′


u′
v′
 . (B.6)
where the determined discrete differences have been replaced dy differentials.
The MATLAB code written by the author to generate the real world geometry
coordinates and needed velocity differential corrections of the PIV_vec file data is listed
in Section B.6.1.
B.3.2.2 Results of BLWT boundary layer characterisation
Pitot pressure readings were taken for 110 s at the rate of 1 kHz during the PIV boundary
layer test when 1000 transient velocity fields of the empty test station were recorded
at the nominal platform height. Table B.5 shows the duration and average pressure of
pitot readings taken during the PIV correlation image recording session. The table also
shows the standard deviation (σu) and mean (u) wind speed.
A flow chart describing the process steps to determine the BLWT characteristic floor
roughness and virtual Pitot tube height is shown Figure B.16.
The metric correction, described in the preceding section was applied to the time
averaged PIV BL transient results. The results are plotted in Figure B.17. An individual
circle is shown for the mean horizontal velocity u of each 16×16 pixel bin in the 1,000
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Figure B.16: Process steps to characterise the BLWT test facility boundary layer ve-
locity profile at the test station.
transient flow files of the PIV_vec BL data set.
In accordance with the turbulent BL velocity Equation 2.22, the friction velocity
(u∗) of the PIV BL run and the BLWT characteristic ground roughness (y0) are found
from the line fitted to the PIV data in Figure B.17.
The gradient (m) and u-axis intercept (b) of the fitted line, rearranging Equation
2.22, yield:
y0 = e
−
b
m = e
−
10.2185
1.77962 = 0.0032m (B.7)
u∗:bl = mκ = 0.7118ms−1 (B.8)
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Figure B.17: Wind tunnel velocity profile at empty test station, March 2013. The
horizontal axis is scaled logarithmically but identified in metres, therefore the intercept
b is found on the vertical line drawn at y + y0 = 1.0 when its logarithm equals zero.
The virtual pitot location height (href), i.e. height that correlates local pitot velocity
readings with the friction velocity of the BLWT boundary layer flow at the test station
(u∗ bl), is obtained by again rearranging Equation 2.22 to yield
href = y0(e
uκ
u∗ bl − 1) = 1.104m,, (B.9)
where u is shown for the BL procedure run in Table B.5.
The BLWT boundary layer calibration test then yields the vertical profile of the
average horizontal flow velocity (u) at the test station as a function of pitot velocity
readings (upitot) and height (y), i.e.:
u = upitot ln
(
y + y0
y0
)/
ln
(
href + y0
y0
)
; (B.10)
where y0 = 0.0032m and href = 1.104m as given by Equations B.7 and B.9 respectively.
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B.4 Verifying the solar vector algorithm
The Platforms Solar de Almeria (PSA) algorithm is used in the DLOOP insolation
analysis to calculate the solar vector associated with the Bureau of Meteorology DNI
measurement times. A sample of summer and winter PSA solar vector results for Wagga
Wagga (c2013) and Darwin (c2012) were compared with NREL’s high reliability Solar
Position Algorithm (SPA) generated solar vector data. The SPA calculator implements
corrections for atmospheric refraction based on user entries of local average pressure and
temperature. Atmospheric refraction is principally noticed when the sun’s rays graze
the Earth’s surface at dusk and dawn. The pressure entry for sites for these times was
101.3 kPa and the site temperatures were 20◦C and 15◦C for Darwin and Wagga Wagga
respectively, n.b. the refractive index is highest for cold air so the morning averages
emphasise site differences when computing the PSA and SPA vectors.
The results of the verifications are shown in Figures B.18 and B.19. The refraction
correction of the SPA model is shown as a red overlay in Figure B.19c. The absence of
this correction in the PSA model appears to cause a 0.5◦ lower sun elevation estimate
at dawn and dusk. In general, the PSA model solar coordinates are within 0.5◦ of the
NREL SPA model and as such suitable for use in the platform analysis which follows.
A one degree spike in azimuth as the sun swings directly overhead during summer in
the tropics for Darwin (Figure B.18b, is noted but insignificant. The spike is a numeric
anomaly associated with a pole. The pole arises from the way the azimuth angle is
defined. The azimuth angle becomes redundant and may take any value when the
zenith angle is zero without changing the bearing’s actual direction and so this midday
azimuth angle discrepancy between the SPA and PSA algorithms is irrelevant.
B.5 Computing the wind angle to platform
The wind’s angle-of-attack (φ) on an azimuth (α) and elevation (β) angle platform is,
from inspection of Figure B.20, given by:
φ = cos−1(cosα. cosβ). (B.11)
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Figure B.18: Sun coordinate differences between SPA and PSA models for Darwin
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Figure B.19: Sun coordinate differences between SPA and PSA models for Wagga
Wagga. The red curves are for the SPA algorithm when including atmospheric re-
fraction correction terms and demonstrate that their omission in the PSA algorithm is
the principle cause of early and late daytime differences.
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Figure B.20: Wind angle-of-attack on a platform (shaded blue) with azimuth (α) and
elevation (β) angle offsets. An hemisphere’s quadrant (black) is transformed in azimuth
(red) and then elevation (blue).
B.6 MATLAB code
B.6.1 cnp_PIV_BLb.m: Implementation of PIV metric correction
% cnp_PIV_BLb
% R.Edgar 29/05/2014
% Makes X_world and Y_world matricies holding keystone deformed real world
% geometry corresponding to CCD image observation angle and PIV_vec file
% scaling. Also works out the metric differentials needed to convert
% U_prime, and V_prime to real world velocity components U_world and
% V_world.
% CONSTANTS
% Mask obtained from CCD image bottom left corner inserted at position
% (-33.2446, -23.7196, -4), scaled 0.551267x and rotated 5d, -5d, -1.4d
% about image y-, x- and z-axes in that order; and then taking corners of
% image projected normal to the image plane onto the real world z=-4 plane.
I_mask_world=[-34.1641 -32.2799; 434.2589 -40.1562; ...
441.9062 272.8087; -26.5168 280.6849] % World geometry mask
% CCD image pixel mask
I_mask_prime=[1 1;4000 1; 4000 2672; 1 2672];
[X_pixel,Y_pixel] = meshgrid(1:4000,1:2672);
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% Work out the geometry noting there is a 2.5 block frame around the image
% and blocks are 16x16 pixels square.
T=maketform(’projective’,I_mask_prime,I_mask_world);
[X,Y] = tformfwd(T,X_pixel,Y_pixel);
X_world=imresize(X(41:length(X(:,1))-40,41:length(X(1,:))-40), ...
[162 245],’box’);
Y_world=imresize(Y(41:length(Y(:,1))-40,41:length(Y(1,:))-40), ...
[162 245],’box’);
% Work out dx/dx_prime, dy/dx_prime, dx/dy_prime, dy/dy_prime for each block.
x_prime = 0.12031; % from header file
y_prime = 0.12031; % from header file
i=8; % i can be anything between 1 and 8 but greatest accuracy with 8;
dXdXp=((X(16*((1:154)+5)+i,16*((1:92)+51)+i)+...
X(16*((1:154)+5)-i+1,16*((1:92)+51)+i))./2-...
(X(16*((1:154)+5)+i,16*((1:92)+51)-i+1)+...
X(16*((1:154)+5)-i+1,16*((1:92)+51)-i+1))./2)./((2*i-1)*x_prime);
dYdYp=((Y(16*((1:154)+5)+i,16*((1:92)+51)+i)+...
Y(16*((1:154)+5)+i,16*((1:92)+51)-i+1))./2-...
(Y(16*((1:154)+5)-i+1,16*((1:92)+51)-i+1)+...
Y(16*((1:154)+5)-i+1,16*((1:92)+51)+i))./2)./((2*i-1)*y_prime);
dXdYp=((X(16*((1:154)+5)+i,16*((1:92)+51)+i)+...
X(16*((1:154)+5)+i,16*((1:92)+51)-i+1))./2-...
(X(16*((1:154)+5)-i+1,16*((1:92)+51)-i+1)+...
X(16*((1:154)+5)-i+1,16*((1:92)+51)+i))./2)./((2*i-1)*y_prime);
dYdXp=((Y(16*((1:154)+5)+i,16*((1:92)+51)+i)+...
Y(16*((1:154)+5)-i+1,16*((1:92)+51)+i))./2-...
(Y(16*((1:154)+5)+i,16*((1:92)+51)-i+1)+...
Y(16*((1:154)+5)-i+1,16*((1:92)+51)-i+1))./2)./((2*i-1)*x_prime);
clearvars -except PIV_xyuvQ dXdXp dYdYp dXdYp dYdXp X_world Y_world;
B.6.2 fn_sunPos_v02.m: Calculation of the solar vector
function [udtSunCoordinates] = fn_SunPos_v02(iYear, iMonth, iDay, ...
dHours, dMinutes, dSeconds, dLongitude, dLatitude, elevation)
% Calculates the sun’s elevation and azimuth using the PSA algorithm from
% input time and position.
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% RAE - 14 October, 2013.
% same as v.01 except takes arrays and processes 1000’s in one shot
% derived from c++ program, see http://www.psa.es/sdg/sunpos.htm.
% Input is Time [64bit integers (year, month, and day) and doubles (hours,
% minutes, seconds)] and Location [in degrees (longitude - positive East,
% latitude - positive north)].
dEarthMeanRadius = 6371.01 + elevation; % In km
dAstronomicalUnit = 149597890;
% Calculate difference in days between the current Julian Day
% and JD 2451545.0, which is noon 1 January 2000 Universal Time
liAux1 = int64([]);
liAux2 = int64([]);
% Calculate time of the day in UT decimal hours
dDecimalHours = dHours + (dMinutes + dSeconds / 60.0 ) / 60.0;
% Calculate current Julian Day
liAux1 =(iMonth-14)/12;
liAux2=(1461*(iYear + 4800 + liAux1))/4 + ...
(367*(iMonth - 2-12*liAux1))/12- ...
(3*((iYear + 4900 + liAux1)/100))/4+iDay-32075;
dJulianDate=double(liAux2)-0.5+dDecimalHours/24.0;
% Calculate difference between current Julian Day and JD 2451545.0
dElapsedJulianDays = dJulianDate-2451545.0;
clear dJulianDate liAux1 liAux2;
dGreenwichMeanSiderealTime = 6.6974243242 + 0.0657098283*...
dElapsedJulianDays + dDecimalHours;
dLocalMeanSiderealTime = (dGreenwichMeanSiderealTime*15 ...
+ dLongitude)*pi/180;
% Calculate ecliptic coordinates (ecliptic longitude and obliquity of the
% ecliptic in radians but without limiting the angle to be less than 2*Pi
% (i.e., the result may be greater than 2*Pi)
dOmega=2.1429-0.0010394594*dElapsedJulianDays;
% Radians
dMeanLongitude = 4.8950630+0.017202791698*dElapsedJulianDays;
dMeanAnomaly = 6.2400600+ 0.0172019699*dElapsedJulianDays;
dEclipticLongitude = dMeanLongitude + 0.03341607*sin( dMeanAnomaly )...
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+ 0.00034894*sin(2*dMeanAnomaly)-0.0001134-0.0000203*sin(dOmega);
dEclipticObliquity = 0.4090928 - 6.2140e-9*dElapsedJulianDays...
+0.0000396*cos(dOmega);
% Calculate celestial coordinates ( right ascension and declination ) in
% radians but without limiting the angle to be less than 2*Pi (i.e., the
% result may be greater than 2*Pi)
dSin_EclipticLongitude= sin(dEclipticLongitude);
dY = cos(dEclipticObliquity).*dSin_EclipticLongitude;
dX = cos(dEclipticLongitude);
dRightAscension = atan2(dY,dX);
temp=dRightAscension < 0.0;
dRightAscension = dRightAscension + temp*pi*2;
clear temp;
dDeclination = asin(sin(dEclipticObliquity).*...
dSin_EclipticLongitude);
dHourAngle = dLocalMeanSiderealTime - dRightAscension;
dLatitudeInRadians = dLatitude*pi/180;
dCos_Latitude = cos(dLatitudeInRadians);
dSin_Latitude = sin(dLatitudeInRadians);
dCos_HourAngle= cos(dHourAngle);
udtSunCoordinates.dZenithAngle = ...
(acos(dCos_Latitude*dCos_HourAngle.*cos(dDeclination) + ...
sin(dDeclination)*dSin_Latitude));
dY = -sin(dHourAngle);
dX = tan(dDeclination)*dCos_Latitude - dSin_Latitude*dCos_HourAngle;
udtSunCoordinates.dAzimuth = atan2(dY, dX);
temp=udtSunCoordinates.dAzimuth < 0.0 ;
udtSunCoordinates.dAzimuth = udtSunCoordinates.dAzimuth + temp*2*pi;
udtSunCoordinates.dAzimuth = udtSunCoordinates.dAzimuth*180/pi;
% Parallax Correction
dParallax=(dEarthMeanRadius/dAstronomicalUnit) ...
*sin(udtSunCoordinates.dZenithAngle);
udtSunCoordinates.dZenithAngle=(udtSunCoordinates.dZenithAngle ...
+dParallax)*180/pi;
end

Appendix C
Test result tables
Table C.1: Resultant force coefficients from WT square platform in boundary layer tests
merging measurements from pot.3 and pot.4 wind speed setting runs, i.e. Rn 3×105
and 4×105 conditions.
Proc-
edure
Run#
pot.3
Run#
pot.4
Plat-
form
Elev.
(deg.)
Azim.
(deg.)
Height
(mm)
Dist.
(mm)
Cr
1 2 3 1×1 0 0 677 0 1.34
2 6 7 1×1 0 180 677 0 1.28
3 10 11 7×7 0 0 677 50 1.13
4 14 15 7×7 0 180 677 50 1.12
5 18 19 5×5 0 180 677 50 1.15
6 22 23 5×5 0 0 677 50 1.19
7 26 27 5×5 0 0 677 210 0.96
8 30 31 5×5 0 180 677 210 0.93
9 34 35 7×7 0 0 677 210 0.95
10 38 39 7×7 0 180 677 210 0.94
11 42 43 7×7 30 0 677 50 1.29∗
12 47 46 1×1 30 0 677 50 1.32
13 50 51 5×5 30 0 677 50 1.15
Continued on next page
∗Anomalous result (Section 4.1.4).
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Table C.1 continued ...
Proc-
edure
Run#
pot.3
Run#
pot.4
Plat-
form
Elev.
(deg.)
Azim.
(deg.)
Height
(mm)
Dist.
(mm)
Cr
14 58 57 7×7 0 0 658 119 0.94
15 61 62 7×7 0 31 658 119 0.92
16 65 66 7×7 0 21 658 119 0.93
17 69 70 7×7 0 41 658 119 NaN
18 73 74 0 0 0 658 NaN 1.16
19 77 78 0 0 180 658 NaN 1.16
20 81 82 7×7 0 0 658 85 1.02
21 85 86 7×7 0 180 658 85 1.03
22 89 90 7×7 0 40 658 85 0.98
23 93 94 7×7 0 30 658 85 0.94
24 97 98 7×7 40 0 658 85 NaN
25 101 102 7×7 40 180 658 85 1.03
26 105 106 7×7 15 0 658 85 1.05
27 109 110 7×7 15 180 658 85 1.05
28 113 114 7×7 15 0 658 48 1.10
29 117 118 7×7 15 180 658 48 1.11
30 121 122 7×7 15 165 658 48 1.07
31 125 126 7×7 15 15 658 48 1.12
32 129 130 7×7 30 0 658 48 1.02
33 133 134 7×7 30 180 658 48 1.08
34 137 138 7×7 0 0 658 48 1.15
35 141 142 7×7 0 180 658 48 1.14
36 145 146 7×7 0 165 658 48 1.07
37 149 150 7×7 0 15 658 48 1.12
38 159 160 1×1 0 15 658 0 1.25
Continued on next page
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Table C.1 continued ...
Proc-
edure
Run#
pot.3
Run#
pot.4
Plat-
form
Elev.
(deg.)
Azim.
(deg.)
Height
(mm)
Dist.
(mm)
Cr
39 163 164 1×1 0 0 658 0 1.24
40 167 168 1×1 0 30 658 0 1.20
41 171 172 1×1 0 40 658 0 1.20
42 175 176 5×5 40 0 658 85 NaN
43 179 180 5×5 40 180 658 85 1.05
44 183 184 3×3 40 0 658 85 NaN
45 187 188 3×3 40 180 658 85 1.06
46 198 199 1×1 40 0 658 0 NaN
47 202 203 1×1 40 180 658 0 1.25
48 206 207 1×1 30 0 658 0 1.25
49 210 211 1×1 30 180 658 0 1.27
50 214 215 1×1 15 0 658 0 1.27
51 218 219 1×1 15 180 658 0 1.32
52 222 223 1×1 15 165 658 0 1.23
53 226 227 1×1 15 15 658 0 1.28
54 230 231 5×5 15 0 658 85 1.10
55 234 235 5×5 15 180 658 85 1.08
56 238 239 5×5 0 0 658 85 1.05
57 242 243 5×5 0 180 658 85 1.08
58 246 247 5×5 50 0 658 85 NaN
59 250 251 5×5 50 180 658 85 NaN
60 254 255 5×5 50 0 658 119 NaN
61 258 259 5×5 40 0 658 119 NaN
62 262 263 5×5 40 180 658 119 1.00
63 275 276 3×3 0 0 658 119 1.25
Continued on next page
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Table C.1 continued ...
Proc-
edure
Run#
pot.3
Run#
pot.4
Plat-
form
Elev.
(deg.)
Azim.
(deg.)
Height
(mm)
Dist.
(mm)
Cr
64 279 280 3×3 0 180 658 119 1.12
65 283 284 3×3 0 165 658 119 1.12
66 287 288 3×3 0 0 658 119 1.23
67 291 292 3×3 0 180 658 119 1.13
68 295 296 3×3 0 165 658 119 1.09
69 299 300 3×3 0 15 658 119 1.24
70 303 304 3×3 0 0 658 85 1.34
71 307 308 3×3 0 180 658 85 1.20
72 311 312 3×3 0 195 658 85 1.14
73 315 316 3×3 0 15 658 85 1.37
74 319 320 1×1 0 0 658 0 1.32
75 323 324 1×1 0 0 454 0 1.48
76 327 328 1×1 0 15 454 0 1.41
77 331 332 1×1 0 30 454 0 1.25
78 335 336 7×7 0 0 454 85 1.05
79 339 340 7×7 0 180 454 85 1.11
80 343 344 7×7 0 165 454 85 1.01
81 347 348 7×7 0 15 454 85 1.12
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Table C.2: Elapsed time and change in pitot sensor side port pressures, indicative of
tunnel blockage backpressure, during azimuth 0◦ (_f) and 180◦ (_b) load procedure
runs.
Runs Config-
uration
≈9ms-1 run ≈12ms-1 run 2nd 0ms-1 run
∆t ∆ps ∆t ∆ps ∆t ∆ps
(minute) (Pa) (minute) (Pa) (minute) (Pa)
1,2,3,4 1×1_f 13 8.7 36 15.4 45 0.1
5,6,7,8 1×1_b 3 8.2 6 15.1 48 0.0
9,10,11,12 7×7_f 3 6.4 6 10.5 10 0.0
13,14,15,16 7×7_b 4 6.2 7 9.9 10 -0.0
17,18,19,20 5×5_b 3 6.1 9 11.2 52 -0.0
21,22,23,24 5×5_f 3 6.3 6 11.5 9 0.1
25,26,27,28 5×5_f 3 4.5 6 8.3 8 -0.2
29,30,31,32 5×5_b 3 4.4 6 8.1 8 -0.1
33,34,35,36 7×7_f 3 4.6 6 8.0 8 -0.1
37,38,39,40 7×7_b 2 4.8 5 7.8 7 -0.0
56,58,57,59 7×7_f 62 14.4 58 19.0 67 8.5
72,73,74,75 0 4 1.9 7 2.8 10 0.1
76,77,78,79 0 4 1.6 6 2.8 9 -0.1
80,81,82,83 7×7_f 3 6.7 6 10.8 49 0.1
84,85,86,87 7×7_b 4 6.8 6 10.7 14 0.3
136,137,138,139 7×7_f 3 7.4 6 12.3 8 -0.0
140,141,142,143 7×7_b 3 7.5 6 12.2 9 0.4
162,163,164,165 1×1_f 3 9.6 6 16.2 8 -0.0
237,238,239,240 5×5_f 3 8.1 7 13.1 8 -0.0
241,242,243,244 5×5_b 6 8.1 10 13.5 12 -0.0
274,275,276,277 3×3_f 5 8.2 8 13.9 10 0.2
278,279,280,281 3×3_b 4 8.1 7 13.8 9 0.5
286,287,288,289 3×3_f 3 8.2 6 13.4 8 -0.0
290,291,292,293 3×3_b 3 8.6 6 14.4 7 0.9
302,303,304,305 3×3_f 3 9.1 6 15.2 7 0.1
306,307,308,309 3×3_b 3 8.5 5 14.5 7 0.3
318,319,320,321 1×1_f 3 10.8 5 18.1 7 0.1
322,323,324,325 1×1_f 7 9.8 9 16.8 12 0.1
334,335,336,337 7×7_f 43 7.3 45 12.1 47 0.1
338,339,340,341 7×7_b 2 7.4 5 12.5 7 0.9
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Table C.3: Friction velocity, far field velocity at platform centre height and envelope
extremes, and the turbulence of non zero wind speed runs.
Run u∗(m/s) uxbar (m/s) Turbulence (%)
2 0.6899 9.24
(
+0.54
−0.79
)
6.9
3 0.9279 12.43
(
+0.73
−1.06
)
6.4
6 0.6853 9.18
(
+0.54
−0.78
)
6.7
7 0.9288 12.44
(
+0.73
−1.06
)
6.4
10 0.7054 9.45
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.6
11 0.9316 12.48
(
+0.73
−1.07
)
6.4
14 0.7033 9.42
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.5
15 0.9173 12.29
(
+0.72
−1.05
)
6.5
18 0.6881 9.22
(
+0.54
−0.79
)
6.4
19 0.9222 12.36
(
+0.72
−1.06
)
6.3
22 0.6863 9.19
(
+0.54
−0.79
)
6.5
23 0.9382 12.57
(
+0.73
−1.07
)
6.5
26 0.7153 9.58
(
+0.56
−0.82
)
6.5
27 0.9186 12.31
(
+0.72
−1.05
)
6.4
30 0.7038 9.43
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.3
31 0.9502 12.73
(
+0.74
−1.09
)
6.3
34 0.7126 9.55
(
+0.56
−0.82
)
6.5
35 0.9308 12.47
(
+0.73
−1.07
)
6.3
38 0.7088 9.50
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.3
39 0.9283 12.44
(
+0.73
−1.06
)
6.3
42 0.7081 9.49
(
+0.51
−0.73
)
6.2
43 0.9141 12.25
(
+0.66
−0.94
)
6.3
46 0.9277 12.43
(
+0.67
−0.83
)
6.4
47 0.7021 9.41
(
+0.51
−0.63
)
6.3
50 0.7211 9.66
(
+0.52
−0.74
)
6.2
Continued on next page
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Table C.3 continued ...
Run u∗(m/s) uxbar (m/s) Turb. (%)
51 0.9183 12.30
(
+0.67
−0.94
)
6.4
57 0.9003 12.00
(
+0.72
−1.07
)
6.2
58 0.7049 9.39
(
+0.57
−0.84
)
6.2
61 0.6995 9.32
(
+0.56
−0.83
)
6.4
62 0.9144 12.19
(
+0.73
−1.09
)
6.0
65 0.6994 9.32
(
+0.56
−0.83
)
6.2
66 0.9248 12.33
(
+0.74
−1.10
)
6.0
69 0.7204 9.60
(
+0.58
−0.86
)
6.1
70 0.9442 12.58
(
+0.76
−1.12
)
6.1
73 0.7222 9.62 6.1
74 0.9540 12.71 6.1
77 0.7340 9.78 6.2
78 0.9482 12.64 5.8
81 0.7065 9.42
(
+0.57
−0.84
)
6.4
82 0.9172 12.22
(
+0.74
−1.09
)
6.2
85 0.6902 9.20
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.3
86 0.9108 12.14
(
+0.73
−1.08
)
6.0
89 0.7223 9.63
(
+0.58
−0.86
)
6.1
90 0.9244 12.32
(
+0.74
−1.10
)
6.1
93 0.7041 9.38
(
+0.56
−0.84
)
6.2
94 0.9274 12.36
(
+0.74
−1.10
)
6.0
97 0.6977 9.30
(
+0.50
−0.70
)
6.1
98 0.9333 12.44
(
+0.67
−0.94
)
5.9
101 0.6855 9.14
(
+0.49
−0.69
)
6.2
102 0.9133 12.17
(
+0.65
−0.92
)
5.9
105 0.7005 9.34
(
+0.57
−0.84
)
6.1
Continued on next page
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Table C.3 continued ...
Run u∗(m/s) uxbar (m/s) Turb. (%)
106 0.9135 12.17
(
+0.74
−1.10
)
6.2
109 0.7001 9.33
(
+0.57
−0.84
)
6.3
113 0.7008 9.34
(
+0.56
−0.82
)
6.3
114 0.9154 12.20
(
+0.73
−1.07
)
6.3
117 0.6852 9.13
(
+0.54
−0.80
)
6.4
118 0.9079 12.10
(
+0.72
−1.07
)
6.4
121 0.6872 9.16
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.4
122 0.8876 11.83
(
+0.71
−1.04
)
6.1
125 0.6951 9.26
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.4
126 0.9108 12.14
(
+0.72
−1.07
)
6.1
129 0.6995 9.32
(
+0.52
−0.74
)
6.3
130 0.8948 11.92
(
+0.66
−0.95
)
6.1
133 0.6958 9.27
(
+0.52
−0.74
)
6.3
134 0.8983 11.97
(
+0.67
−0.95
)
6.4
137 0.6887 9.18
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.4
138 0.8728 11.63
(
+0.70
−1.04
)
6.3
141 0.6920 9.22
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.4
142 0.8888 11.85
(
+0.71
−1.06
)
6.2
145 0.6883 9.17
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.3
146 0.8958 11.94
(
+0.72
−1.06
)
6.3
149 0.7013 9.35
(
+0.56
−0.83
)
6.3
150 0.8887 11.84
(
+0.71
−1.06
)
6.1
159 0.6932 9.24
(
+0.56
−0.82
)
6.3
160 0.8803 11.73
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.2
163 0.6762 9.01
(
+0.54
−0.80
)
6.3
164 0.8735 11.64
(
+0.70
−1.04
)
6.5
Continued on next page
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Table C.3 continued ...
Run u∗(m/s) uxbar (m/s) Turb. (%)
167 0.7047 9.39
(
+0.57
−0.84
)
6.3
168 0.9011 12.01
(
+0.72
−1.07
)
6.0
171 0.7083 9.44
(
+0.57
−0.84
)
6.2
172 0.9075 12.09
(
+0.73
−1.08
)
6.1
175 0.6973 9.29
(
+0.50
−0.70
)
6.0
176 0.8965 11.95
(
+0.64
−0.90
)
6.0
179 0.7041 9.38
(
+0.50
−0.71
)
6.3
180 0.9079 12.10
(
+0.65
−0.91
)
6.2
183 0.7062 9.41
(
+0.50
−0.71
)
6.2
184 0.9069 12.09
(
+0.65
−0.91
)
6.0
187 0.7094 9.45
(
+0.51
−0.71
)
6.1
188 0.9041 12.05
(
+0.65
−0.91
)
6.0
193 0.7125 NaN 6.1
194 0.7105 NaN 6.1
195 0.7169 NaN 6.0
196 0.9390 NaN 5.6
198 0.7040 9.38
(
+0.48
−0.55
)
6.1
199 0.8929 11.90
(
+0.61
−0.69
)
6.2
202 0.7022 9.36
(
+0.48
−0.54
)
6.2
203 0.8921 11.89
(
+0.61
−0.69
)
6.1
206 0.6899 9.19
(
+0.51
−0.64
)
6.3
207 0.8836 11.78
(
+0.66
−0.82
)
6.1
210 0.6898 9.19
(
+0.51
−0.64
)
6.2
211 0.8802 11.73
(
+0.65
−0.81
)
6.2
214 0.6851 9.13
(
+0.54
−0.75
)
6.5
215 0.8678 11.57
(
+0.69
−0.95
)
6.2
Continued on next page
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Table C.3 continued ...
Run u∗(m/s) uxbar (m/s) Turb. (%)
218 0.6876 9.16
(
+0.55
−0.76
)
6.3
219 0.8797 11.72
(
+0.70
−0.97
)
6.2
222 0.6810 9.08
(
+0.54
−0.75
)
6.4
223 0.8792 11.72
(
+0.70
−0.97
)
6.4
226 0.6834 9.11
(
+0.54
−0.75
)
6.4
227 0.8839 11.78
(
+0.70
−0.97
)
6.2
230 0.6964 9.28
(
+0.56
−0.84
)
6.4
231 0.8828 11.76
(
+0.71
−1.06
)
6.3
234 0.6941 9.25
(
+0.56
−0.83
)
6.1
235 0.8756 11.67
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.2
238 0.6810 9.08
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.4
239 0.8948 11.92
(
+0.72
−1.06
)
6.1
242 0.6921 9.22
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.3
243 0.8872 11.82
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.1
246 0.7137 9.51
(
+0.46
−0.62
)
5.8
247 0.9211 12.28
(
+0.59
−0.80
)
5.8
250 0.7072 9.43
(
+0.45
−0.61
)
6.0
251 0.9122 12.16
(
+0.58
−0.79
)
6.0
254 0.7013 9.35
(
+0.48
−0.66
)
6.2
255 0.9062 12.08
(
+0.62
−0.85
)
6.0
258 0.7042 9.39
(
+0.53
−0.75
)
6.1
259 0.9005 12.00
(
+0.67
−0.96
)
6.2
262 0.6981 9.30
(
+0.52
−0.75
)
6.2
263 0.9086 12.11
(
+0.68
−0.97
)
5.9
275 0.6775 9.03
(
+0.54
−0.80
)
6.2
276 0.8868 11.82
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.0
Continued on next page
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Table C.3 continued ...
Run u∗(m/s) uxbar (m/s) Turb. (%)
279 0.6767 9.02
(
+0.54
−0.80
)
6.5
280 0.8780 11.70
(
+0.70
−1.04
)
6.3
283 0.6904 9.20
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.4
284 0.8861 11.81
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.1
287 0.6816 9.08
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.3
288 0.8715 11.61
(
+0.70
−1.03
)
6.2
291 0.6897 9.19
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.3
292 0.8875 11.83
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.0
295 0.6816 9.08
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.2
296 0.8821 11.76
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.1
299 0.6813 9.08
(
+0.55
−0.81
)
6.3
300 0.8939 11.91
(
+0.72
−1.06
)
6.3
303 0.6883 9.17
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.3
304 0.8862 11.81
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.0
307 0.6705 8.94
(
+0.54
−0.80
)
6.1
308 0.8647 11.52
(
+0.69
−1.03
)
6.2
311 0.6897 9.19
(
+0.55
−0.82
)
6.5
312 0.8891 11.85
(
+0.71
−1.06
)
6.2
315 0.6933 9.24
(
+0.56
−0.82
)
6.1
316 0.8802 11.73
(
+0.71
−1.05
)
6.2
319 0.6664 8.88
(
+0.53
−0.79
)
6.4
320 0.8705 11.60
(
+0.70
−1.03
)
6.4
323 0.6692 8.30
(
+0.73
−1.32
)
6.3
324 0.8731 10.83
(
+0.95
−1.73
)
6.3
327 0.6845 8.49
(
+0.75
−1.35
)
6.1
328 0.8775 10.89
(
+0.96
−1.74
)
6.0
Continued on next page
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Table C.3 continued ...
Run u∗(m/s) uxbar (m/s) Turb. (%)
331 0.6959 8.63
(
+0.76
−1.38
)
6.1
332 0.8897 11.04
(
+0.97
−1.76
)
6.1
335 0.6849 8.50
(
+0.75
−1.36
)
6.3
336 0.8774 10.88
(
+0.96
−1.74
)
6.1
339 0.6882 8.54
(
+0.75
−1.36
)
6.1
340 0.8890 11.03
(
+0.97
−1.76
)
6.1
343 0.6936 8.60
(
+0.76
−1.37
)
6.3
344 0.9029 11.20
(
+0.98
−1.79
)
6.0
347 0.6964 8.64
(
+0.76
−1.38
)
6.4
348 0.8899 11.04
(
+0.97
−1.76
)
6.1
Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (1 of 14). Local forces (f) are in Newtons and
torques (τ) are in Newton metres. The six degree of freedom readings’ subscript suffix
is :5 and :6 for LC50N and LC63N sensors respectively. The procedure log times are
in yymmddhhmm format. Each table entry represents the average of nominally 30 000
or 90 000 readings. Runs are grouped by procedures, i.e. the default is the wind load
procedure and for others is specifically stated. The first and last runs of the wind load
procedures are nominally the no wind speed runs that reflect the balance of internal
forces before and after the wind speed runs. NaN stands for "not a number" meaning
the result was not logged. The measurements in red were overloaded readings that could
not be corrected and are not accurate, see Section 7.1.4.1 for details.
Run=1–4; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=NaNmm; h=677mm; T=1211141002 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−20.69 1.22 −29.42 1.18 2.90 0.87 20.05 −1.71 −26.46 0.33 −2.44 0.65
−20.57 9.71 −29.04 2.37 2.72 0.71 20.88 7.55 −26.24 2.28 −2.69 0.59
−19.92 16.76 −29.34 2.49 2.36 0.09 22.34 15.41 −26.98 3.21 −3.59 0.05
−20.18 0.34 −28.84 −0.31 2.13 0.22 20.65 −0.68 −26.05 0.33 −2.52 −0.00
Run=5–8; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=NaNmm; h=677mm; T=1211141052 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−19.81 0.33 −28.07 0.06 1.63 0.13 21.14 −1.08 −25.47 0.39 −2.78 −0.09
−19.93 −8.45 −28.59 −0.90 1.92 0.22 20.38 −9.83 −25.73 −0.83 −2.73 −0.07
−19.91 −15.57 −28.63 −1.10 1.93 0.28 19.95 −17.39 −25.52 −1.51 −2.80 −0.06
−19.93 1.26 −27.89 1.67 1.70 0.12 21.00 −2.14 −25.18 0.37 −2.74 −0.10
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (2 of 14).
Run=9–12; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=50mm; h=677mm; T=1211141114 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−20.61 1.38 −29.67 0.45 2.59 0.11 20.83 −0.57 −26.56 0.40 −2.80 0.16
−20.40 9.56 −29.41 1.93 2.52 0.05 21.12 7.82 −26.45 2.17 −2.88 0.18
−20.01 15.60 −29.80 2.43 2.54 −0.01 21.70 14.08 −26.93 2.95 −3.33 0.19
−20.74 1.03 −29.11 −0.22 2.60 0.11 20.63 −0.06 −26.13 0.38 −2.54 0.16
Run=13–16; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=50mm; h=677mm; T=1211141126 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−20.39 0.92 −29.77 −0.10 2.34 0.69 21.06 −0.43 −26.94 0.42 −2.86 0.73
−20.61 −6.97 −29.96 −0.98 2.56 0.74 20.53 −8.54 −27.00 −0.88 −2.82 0.70
−20.73 −12.68 −29.97 −1.13 2.61 0.45 20.32 −14.34 −26.99 −1.26 −2.92 0.37
−20.33 1.82 −29.20 1.39 2.00 0.21 21.18 −1.39 −26.33 0.30 −2.83 0.25
Run=17–20; P=5x5; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=50mm; h=677mm; T=1211141149 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−19.95 1.99 −31.81 0.88 2.63 −0.22 22.24 −0.31 −28.86 0.08 −4.94 −0.17
−20.26 −5.92 −31.18 −0.46 2.75 −0.12 21.64 −8.14 −28.21 −1.44 −4.75 −0.16
−20.58 −12.07 −30.52 −0.95 2.96 −0.01 21.19 −14.78 −27.54 −2.46 −4.64 −0.13
−19.89 1.95 −31.22 1.27 2.57 −0.12 22.24 −0.36 −28.23 0.51 −4.98 −0.07
Run=21–24; P=5x5; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=50mm; h=677mm; T=1211141203 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−20.06 2.32 −33.25 1.31 2.86 2.05 22.06 −0.65 −29.86 0.29 −4.85 2.08
−19.63 10.19 −33.58 2.42 2.83 1.93 22.62 7.64 −30.24 1.91 −5.04 2.06
−19.34 16.79 −33.63 2.60 2.82 0.80 23.00 15.36 −30.39 3.01 −5.18 1.02
−20.08 1.62 −33.35 −0.15 2.94 0.92 22.09 0.33 −30.12 −0.00 −4.86 0.96
Run=25–28; P=5x5; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=210mm; h=677mm; T=1211141400 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−2.09 1.74 5.26 0.31 0.15 −0.11 4.34 −3.07 −5.43 0.12 −0.12 −0.06
−2.15 8.78 4.83 1.23 0.63 −0.01 4.47 4.44 −5.99 1.57 −0.22 0.14
−2.09 13.39 4.84 1.72 0.79 0.03 4.73 9.43 −6.09 2.40 −0.34 0.24
−1.98 1.82 5.93 0.18 0.01 0.09 4.42 −3.09 −4.72 −0.09 −0.11 0.15
Run=29–32; P=5x5; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=210mm; h=677mm; T=1211141410 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−2.48 1.44 4.41 −0.07 1.20 0.26 3.89 −2.99 −6.45 0.12 −0.30 0.32
−2.91 −4.85 4.33 −0.60 1.71 0.27 3.25 −10.29 −6.38 −1.46 −0.15 0.26
−3.30 −10.19 4.37 −0.94 2.10 0.19 2.78 −16.41 −6.18 −2.59 −0.05 0.13
−2.53 1.55 4.69 0.39 1.27 0.10 3.81 −3.21 −6.10 0.32 −0.29 0.16
Run=33–36; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=210mm; h=677mm; T=1211141427 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−2.24 1.07 4.65 0.15 1.01 −0.12 3.41 −2.99 −5.86 0.61 0.07 −0.06
−1.97 7.86 4.56 1.03 0.81 −0.16 4.09 4.33 −6.14 2.06 −0.16 −0.02
−2.02 12.91 4.43 1.66 1.05 −0.10 4.36 9.51 −6.51 2.85 −0.27 0.10
−2.28 1.08 4.70 −0.19 1.11 0.02 3.32 −2.91 −5.89 0.35 0.10 0.08
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (3 of 14).
Run=37–40; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=210mm; h=677mm; T=1211141437 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−2.05 1.03 4.07 0.06 1.02 −0.43 3.57 −3.12 −6.76 0.40 −0.21 −0.37
−2.35 −5.30 3.97 −0.47 1.47 −0.24 2.89 −10.50 −6.70 −1.20 −0.05 −0.25
−2.58 −10.03 4.12 −0.81 1.74 0.10 2.42 −15.91 −6.43 −2.21 0.04 0.04
−1.97 1.10 4.37 0.39 0.88 0.05 3.65 −3.38 −6.34 0.57 −0.22 0.11
Run=41–44; P=7x7; ele=30◦; azi=0◦; D=50mm; h=677mm; T=1211141502 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−1.30 −8.90 6.47 −0.89 1.53 0.70 −2.13 −12.97 −4.50 −0.62 2.84 0.74
−1.57 −16.68 3.56 −2.21 2.46 0.56 −3.10 −20.34 −7.37 −1.82 2.68 0.76
−1.73 −21.72 2.01 −2.89 2.87 0.25 −3.71 −25.58 −9.10 −2.89 2.58 0.55
3.20 −5.47 11.12 0.41 0.45 −0.07 −7.27 −10.46 0.23 −0.41 4.31 −0.03
Run=45–48; P=1x1; ele=30◦; azi=0◦; D=NaNmm; h=677mm; T=1211141524 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−0.05 9.37 17.62 0.70 −0.57 0.22 −0.24 6.66 7.32 1.59 3.13 0.01
0.96 26.47 12.28 3.20 0.04 −0.02 0.41 22.75 2.83 3.46 1.61 −0.76
0.72 19.50 15.44 1.86 −0.27 −0.03 0.44 15.53 5.89 1.74 1.95 −0.53
0.48 10.27 19.62 0.06 −0.67 −0.09 0.34 5.92 9.85 −0.48 2.47 −0.29
Run=49–52; P=5x5; ele=30◦; azi=0◦; D=50mm; h=677mm; T=1211141559 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
4.22 15.38 18.15 1.08 −1.22 0.02 1.15 6.31 8.92 0.43 1.74 0.06
6.72 22.87 15.40 2.38 −1.68 −0.06 1.68 14.90 6.02 2.41 1.22 −0.17
8.30 27.68 13.89 2.86 −1.67 −0.05 1.92 20.75 4.36 3.57 0.86 −0.28
4.20 15.32 19.29 0.63 −1.03 −0.03 1.14 6.58 9.72 0.21 1.73 0.02
Run=53–55; P=7x7; weight test; ele=0◦; T=1303200933 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.67 −7.64 2.10 0.59 −3.11 0.32 3.08 13.86 6.19 1.98 −1.94 0.27
16.86 −6.96 1.25 0.59 −3.12 0.31 −1.50 7.00 5.38 2.13 −2.04 0.26
8.40 −7.60 2.41 0.56 −3.11 0.32 −1.74 6.68 6.32 1.92 −1.91 0.25
Run=56–59; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303200946 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.40 −7.60 2.41 0.56 −3.11 0.32 −1.74 6.68 6.32 1.92 −1.91 0.25
9.59 −19.40 3.48 −0.40 −3.11 0.24 −10.98 12.91 7.45 2.19 −1.35 0.26
9.17 −14.90 3.41 0.60 −3.11 0.27 −7.47 10.46 7.45 1.66 −2.14 0.26
8.52 −7.83 3.15 2.04 −3.11 0.32 −1.88 6.61 7.30 0.89 −3.30 0.26
Run=60–63; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=31◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303201020 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.54 −8.43 −6.91 0.91 −3.10 0.02 −1.62 6.26 −2.01 1.58 −2.91 −0.03
9.25 −14.95 −6.92 −0.44 −3.10 −0.04 −7.25 10.02 −1.91 2.30 −1.65 −0.02
9.79 −19.55 −6.34 −0.44 −3.10 −0.08 −11.37 12.73 −1.26 2.29 −1.46 −0.02
8.59 −8.31 −6.39 2.01 −3.10 0.03 −1.92 6.36 −1.47 1.09 −3.52 −0.03
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (4 of 14).
Run=64–67; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=21◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303201035 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.55 −8.15 −2.85 1.92 −3.10 0.03 −1.86 6.45 1.79 1.04 −3.42 −0.03
9.22 −14.81 −2.81 0.45 −3.10 −0.02 −7.31 10.15 1.79 1.80 −2.19 −0.01
9.76 −19.94 −2.48 −0.36 −3.11 −0.07 −11.45 13.00 2.06 2.14 −1.57 −0.01
8.55 −8.16 −2.70 2.14 −3.10 0.03 −1.88 6.47 1.90 0.91 −3.59 −0.03
Run=68–71; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=41◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303201047 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.58 −8.16 −8.01 2.30 −3.10 0.25 −2.05 6.38 −3.02 1.17 −3.48 0.19
9.33 −15.02 −8.25 0.73 −3.10 0.18 −7.99 10.35 −3.00 1.93 −2.14 0.20
9.91 −20.23 −8.18 −0.32 −3.10 NaN −12.38 13.29 −2.73 2.32 −1.34 0.19
8.59 −8.30 −7.98 2.32 −3.10 0.26 −1.97 6.31 −3.02 1.02 −3.67 0.19
Run=72–75; P=0x0; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=NaNmm; h=NaNmm; T=1303201101 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
3.07 −6.28 9.43 0.47 −3.11 0.29 −5.12 2.90 11.32 1.01 −0.02 0.22
3.13 −7.08 9.50 0.36 −3.11 0.29 −5.77 3.31 11.45 1.06 0.07 0.21
3.18 −7.70 9.65 0.29 −3.11 0.31 −6.30 3.66 11.61 1.10 0.16 0.22
3.05 −6.28 9.57 0.47 −3.11 0.29 −5.13 2.88 11.45 0.99 −0.01 0.22
Run=76–79; P=0x0; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=NaNmm; h=NaNmm; T=1303201113 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
2.79 −5.98 9.39 0.59 −3.11 0.37 −4.99 3.07 10.90 1.26 −0.10 0.29
2.71 −5.12 9.52 0.70 −3.11 0.37 −4.33 2.60 11.09 1.19 −0.19 0.30
2.65 −4.51 9.65 0.78 −3.11 0.38 −3.88 2.28 11.24 1.15 −0.25 0.30
2.77 −5.96 9.46 0.59 −3.11 0.38 −5.00 3.07 11.01 1.26 −0.09 0.30
Run=80–83; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303201152 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.17 −7.33 0.51 −0.39 −3.11 0.33 −1.74 6.67 4.43 2.74 −0.79 0.26
8.82 −14.92 1.04 −0.67 −3.11 0.28 −7.57 10.49 4.87 2.59 −0.93 0.27
9.30 −20.23 1.87 −0.40 −3.11 0.26 −11.73 13.18 5.56 2.22 −1.36 0.27
8.30 −7.85 1.27 2.23 −3.10 0.34 −1.87 6.56 5.25 0.85 −3.53 0.27
Run=84–87; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303201204 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.07 −7.41 2.14 1.92 −3.10 0.41 −1.72 6.73 5.64 1.35 −3.11 0.33
7.42 0.04 2.06 1.87 −3.11 0.45 3.77 3.19 5.70 1.84 −2.50 0.33
6.92 5.51 2.45 0.46 −3.11 0.48 8.22 0.39 6.12 2.76 −1.15 0.34
7.88 −6.79 1.83 −1.66 −3.11 0.40 −1.40 6.86 5.16 3.82 0.46 0.33
Run=88–91; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=40◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303201222 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.25 −7.84 −9.81 −1.09 −3.10 0.23 −1.59 6.23 −5.08 3.25 −0.55 0.16
9.03 −14.99 −9.41 −0.97 −3.10 0.16 −7.69 10.07 −4.56 2.85 −0.78 0.16
9.58 −19.94 −8.91 −0.26 −3.10 0.12 −11.73 12.58 −3.93 2.06 −1.72 0.16
8.41 −8.29 −9.12 2.28 −3.09 0.23 −2.01 6.23 −4.36 1.07 −3.63 0.16
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (5 of 14).
Run=92–95; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=30◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303201233 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.39 −8.25 −7.47 2.07 −3.10 0.08 −1.93 6.26 −2.85 1.09 −3.52 0.01
9.02 −14.90 −7.32 0.59 −3.10 0.02 −7.50 9.91 −2.76 1.81 −2.26 0.02
9.51 −20.01 −6.93 −0.34 −3.10 −0.03 −11.74 12.71 −2.42 2.19 −1.50 0.02
8.39 −8.29 −7.42 2.17 −3.10 0.08 −1.93 6.24 −2.85 1.00 −3.64 0.01
Run=96–99; P=7x7; ele=40◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303201249 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
4.13 −23.01 −4.56 −3.18 −3.10 0.34 −12.18 8.01 0.24 3.32 −1.62 0.24
3.77 −29.06 −8.21 −3.18 −3.09 0.54 −17.73 11.24 −4.01 4.52 −0.37 0.03
3.84 −29.19 −11.29 −3.18 −3.09 0.70 −22.59 13.76 −6.63 5.39 0.44 −0.14
4.41 −23.23 −4.55 −2.97 −3.10 0.34 −12.61 7.96 0.90 3.29 −2.02 0.23
Run=100–103; P=7x7; ele=40◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303201416 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
4.42 −21.83 −4.17 −3.18 −3.10 0.42 −12.63 8.53 −0.65 3.46 0.09 0.31
4.69 −15.22 0.39 −2.41 −3.10 0.72 −7.34 5.61 4.15 2.31 −1.08 0.08
4.99 −9.09 5.20 −2.03 −3.11 0.97 −2.92 3.44 8.01 1.24 −0.61 −0.12
4.35 −21.04 −2.16 −3.18 −3.10 0.42 −12.39 8.75 0.10 3.28 1.59 0.32
Run=104–107; P=7x7; ele=15◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303201432 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
7.82 −13.71 −2.79 −1.72 NaN NaN −6.22 8.15 1.55 3.12 −0.19 0.73
8.17 −21.54 −4.87 −2.60 −3.10 0.83 −11.99 11.71 −0.23 3.78 −0.07 0.70
8.34 −27.02 −6.02 −1.89 −3.10 0.83 −16.09 14.08 −0.83 3.71 −1.59 0.68
7.68 −14.97 −2.48 0.55 −3.10 0.84 −6.04 7.81 2.45 2.00 −3.46 0.75
Run=108–111; P=7x7; ele=15◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303201444 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
7.59 −13.93 −2.62 −0.56 −3.10 0.90 −6.05 8.18 1.48 2.89 −1.68 0.81
7.30 −6.58 −0.01 −0.10 −3.10 1.05 −0.21 4.69 3.80 2.19 −1.89 0.72
7.15 −0.53 2.55 −0.85 −3.11 1.15 4.24 2.14 5.76 2.07 −0.67 0.65
7.73 −12.96 −1.94 −3.15 −3.11 0.90 −5.75 8.40 1.47 3.85 1.32 0.80
Run=112–115; P=7x7; ele=15◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201505 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
7.79 −13.97 −2.87 −1.63 −3.10 0.79 −6.09 7.96 1.51 2.93 −0.65 0.72
8.18 −22.00 −4.86 −2.31 −3.10 0.78 −12.35 11.81 −0.22 3.69 −0.40 0.68
8.35 −27.50 −5.95 −1.51 −3.10 0.77 −16.66 14.34 −0.84 3.62 −1.99 0.67
7.65 −15.03 −2.39 0.66 −3.10 0.80 −6.01 7.72 2.63 1.89 −3.65 0.72
Run=116–119; P=7x7; ele=15◦; azi=180◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201522 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
7.53 −13.91 −2.66 −0.75 −3.10 0.87 −5.96 8.11 1.45 2.93 −1.61 0.79
7.26 −6.41 −0.02 −0.42 −3.10 0.98 −0.16 4.64 3.88 2.30 −1.53 0.72
7.08 −0.25 2.52 −0.88 −3.11 1.07 4.52 1.92 6.04 2.02 −0.72 0.67
7.69 −12.90 −2.10 −3.14 −3.11 0.86 −5.79 8.37 1.40 3.88 1.36 0.78
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (6 of 14).
Run=120–123; P=7x7; ele=15◦; azi=165◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201552 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
7.75 −12.91 −2.89 −3.00 −3.10 1.04 −5.90 8.33 0.76 3.87 1.39 0.96
7.48 −5.61 −0.34 −1.38 −3.10 1.16 −0.15 4.57 3.47 2.73 0.17 0.90
7.23 −0.79 1.76 −0.94 −3.11 1.25 4.19 1.90 5.55 1.99 −0.58 0.87
7.74 −12.90 −2.66 −3.15 −3.10 1.04 −5.79 8.32 0.97 3.90 1.50 0.96
Run=124–127; P=7x7; ele=15◦; azi=15◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201617 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
7.76 −14.52 −7.06 −2.27 −3.10 0.57 −5.66 7.70 −2.33 3.01 −0.98 0.50
8.25 −22.13 −9.41 −2.40 −3.10 0.54 −12.37 11.69 −4.35 3.82 −0.46 0.45
8.46 −27.62 −10.89 −1.78 −3.09 0.52 −16.80 14.28 −5.33 3.81 −1.84 0.43
7.68 −15.22 −7.21 0.51 −3.09 0.57 −6.03 7.62 −1.82 2.11 −3.63 0.49
Run=128–131; P=7x7; ele=30◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201635 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
6.78 −18.41 −5.73 −1.98 −3.10 1.08 −9.40 7.99 −0.39 3.16 −0.98 0.99
6.89 −26.08 −8.75 −3.15 −3.09 1.11 −15.40 11.68 −3.61 4.34 0.13 0.91
6.84 −28.64 −10.65 −3.08 −3.09 1.15 −19.24 13.81 −5.00 4.87 −0.79 0.86
6.49 −19.41 −5.12 −1.01 −3.09 1.08 −9.01 7.73 0.48 2.85 −3.10 0.99
Run=132–135; P=7x7; ele=30◦; azi=180◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201646 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
6.73 −17.87 −3.85 −2.12 −3.10 1.15 −9.33 8.34 0.65 3.39 −0.49 1.06
6.44 −10.67 0.14 −1.43 −3.10 1.34 −3.01 4.84 4.28 2.26 −1.57 0.94
6.54 −4.99 3.45 −1.75 −3.11 1.46 1.00 2.72 6.90 1.68 −0.52 0.85
6.53 −17.08 −2.59 −3.15 −3.10 1.15 −8.74 8.54 0.51 3.64 1.54 1.07
Run=136–139; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201707 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.21 −6.95 −0.55 0.25 −3.11 0.30 −2.42 6.88 3.15 2.93 −0.62 0.24
8.88 −15.25 −0.03 −0.36 −3.11 0.25 −8.43 10.73 3.43 2.72 −0.88 0.24
9.32 −20.32 0.80 0.41 −3.11 0.22 −12.29 13.16 4.09 2.00 −1.89 0.24
8.39 −8.03 0.12 2.42 −3.10 0.31 −2.19 6.50 3.92 0.84 −3.71 0.25
Run=140–143; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201718 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.07 −7.13 0.63 0.89 −3.11 0.40 −2.11 6.83 3.81 2.42 −1.74 0.34
7.45 0.25 0.82 0.99 −3.11 0.46 4.27 2.60 4.36 2.09 −2.22 0.34
6.98 5.69 1.30 0.19 −3.11 0.49 8.43 −0.07 4.93 2.72 −1.19 0.34
7.97 −6.61 0.54 −1.48 −3.11 0.40 −1.87 6.98 3.62 4.07 0.73 0.34
Run=144–147; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=165◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201730 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.02 −6.64 −0.31 −1.34 −3.11 0.58 −1.94 6.92 2.94 4.01 0.67 0.52
7.50 0.61 −0.02 0.22 −3.11 0.63 3.83 2.87 3.66 3.07 −0.60 0.52
7.15 5.37 0.43 0.18 −3.11 0.68 8.42 −0.25 4.43 2.59 −1.20 0.53
8.04 −6.69 −0.23 −1.61 −3.11 0.58 −1.82 6.86 3.05 4.07 0.79 0.52
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (7 of 14).
Run=148–151; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=15◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303201747 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.33 −7.72 −4.44 −0.41 −3.11 0.09 −2.01 6.43 −0.34 2.82 −0.99 0.04
9.00 −15.32 −4.03 −0.40 −3.10 0.03 −8.47 10.60 −0.19 2.83 −0.84 0.02
9.46 −20.45 −3.47 0.24 −3.10 −0.00 −12.37 13.05 0.24 2.12 −1.81 0.02
8.45 −8.24 −4.10 2.41 −3.10 0.10 −2.21 6.39 0.11 0.93 −3.78 0.04
Run=152–154; P=7x7; weight test; ele=0◦; T=1303201759 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.30 −7.25 −0.42 1.59 −3.10 0.31 −2.53 6.82 3.31 2.03 −1.99 0.24
16.77 −6.75 −1.42 1.62 −3.11 0.32 −2.29 7.14 2.54 2.24 −2.11 0.25
16.78 −6.74 −1.45 1.61 −3.11 0.32 −2.29 7.14 2.51 2.24 −2.11 0.25
Run=155–157; P=7x7; weight test; ele=0◦; T=1303210833 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
17.25 −7.03 0.72 1.35 −3.12 0.29 −2.06 7.22 5.13 1.85 −2.40 0.22
9.06 −7.60 1.02 1.34 −3.11 0.28 2.41 14.12 5.44 1.71 −2.31 0.20
8.77 −7.52 1.99 1.32 −3.11 0.27 −2.27 6.91 6.16 1.64 −2.28 0.21
Run=158–161; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=15◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303210921 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.65 −8.10 −1.24 2.31 −3.10 0.20 −2.40 6.46 3.45 0.81 −3.52 −0.14
9.34 −16.53 −1.15 0.49 −3.10 0.13 −9.40 11.01 3.53 1.74 −1.95 −0.15
9.80 −21.78 −0.60 0.50 −3.10 0.08 −13.95 13.94 4.09 1.73 −1.82 −0.16
8.65 −8.10 −1.08 2.64 −3.10 0.20 −2.45 6.47 3.60 0.64 −3.74 −0.14
Run=162–165; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303210938 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.58 −7.74 2.84 2.26 −3.10 0.43 −2.48 6.63 7.14 0.92 −3.14 0.08
9.21 −15.94 3.01 0.53 −3.11 0.36 −9.07 10.97 7.24 1.83 −1.68 0.08
9.66 −21.54 3.59 0.70 −3.11 0.32 −13.63 13.90 7.80 1.65 −1.87 0.08
8.59 −7.91 2.97 2.68 −3.10 0.44 −2.43 6.58 7.30 0.55 −3.68 0.09
Run=166–169; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=30◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303210951 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.67 −8.29 −6.30 2.44 −3.10 0.16 −2.48 6.32 −1.26 0.89 −3.64 −0.19
9.41 −16.83 −6.26 0.60 −3.10 0.09 −9.76 11.00 −1.18 1.80 −2.00 −0.21
9.92 −22.28 −5.81 0.43 −3.10 0.04 −14.43 13.96 −0.62 1.78 −1.83 −0.22
8.68 −8.28 −6.18 2.77 −3.10 0.15 −2.57 6.35 −1.17 0.73 −3.82 −0.19
Run=170–173; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=40◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303211002 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.65 −7.99 −7.63 2.60 −3.09 0.34 −2.74 6.42 −2.58 1.17 −3.25 −0.01
9.39 −16.33 −7.72 0.73 −3.10 0.26 −9.82 10.96 −2.56 2.02 −1.68 −0.03
9.93 −22.06 −7.42 0.43 −3.10 0.22 −14.44 13.86 −2.03 1.82 −1.75 −0.05
8.70 −8.28 −7.53 2.83 −3.09 0.33 −2.63 6.31 −2.45 0.80 −3.77 −0.01
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (8 of 14).
Run=174–177; P=5x5; ele=40◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303211751 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
5.26 −22.54 −2.00 −3.17 −3.10 0.61 −12.58 8.07 3.04 3.16 −0.69 0.50
5.06 −28.75 −5.87 −3.17 −3.10 0.81 −18.50 11.40 −1.08 4.36 0.66 0.28
4.95 −28.96 −8.71 −3.17 −3.09 0.94 −22.28 13.34 −3.24 5.17 0.39 0.14
5.44 −23.09 −2.28 NaN NaN NaN −12.76 7.93 3.80 3.17 −1.75 0.50
Run=178–181; P=5x5; ele=40◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303211806 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
5.32 −21.96 −1.51 −3.17 −3.10 0.69 −12.66 8.34 3.07 3.36 −0.20 0.58
5.44 −14.78 3.32 −2.82 −3.11 1.06 −6.61 5.26 7.59 2.13 −1.13 0.28
5.68 −9.12 7.56 −2.60 −3.11 1.32 −2.68 3.25 10.89 1.16 −0.47 0.07
5.11 −20.91 0.15 −3.17 −3.10 NaN −12.38 8.63 2.95 3.22 1.74 0.60
Run=182–185; P=3x3; ele=40◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303220846 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
4.69 −22.66 0.11 −3.17 −3.10 0.72 −12.15 7.49 5.46 2.87 −1.67 0.59
4.71 −28.95 −4.55 −3.17 −3.10 0.85 −18.93 11.38 0.81 4.27 −0.15 0.43
4.91 −28.96 −7.98 −3.17 −3.09 0.94 −23.58 13.86 −1.83 5.19 0.23 0.32
4.56 −21.92 2.20 −3.17 −3.10 0.74 −12.19 7.70 6.46 2.72 −0.38 0.61
Run=186–189; P=3x3; ele=40◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303220908 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
4.95 −21.44 1.00 −3.17 −3.10 0.75 −12.77 7.93 5.66 2.98 −0.02 0.61
4.87 −13.78 6.44 −2.92 −3.11 1.10 −6.35 4.56 10.41 1.68 −0.82 0.34
5.08 −8.23 10.54 −2.78 −3.11 1.32 −2.63 2.62 13.48 0.73 0.05 0.18
4.88 −20.28 2.49 −3.16 −3.11 0.74 −12.70 8.21 5.48 2.81 2.16 0.62
Run=190–192; P=3x3; weight test; ele=40◦; T=1303220922 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
5.15 −21.14 1.52 −3.17 −3.11 0.70 −13.07 7.86 5.93 2.62 1.17 0.56
12.25 −25.90 0.57 −3.18 −3.11 0.72 −13.10 8.25 5.09 2.86 1.20 0.58
5.36 −21.36 1.06 −3.17 −3.11 0.70 −13.72 16.46 5.58 2.68 1.18 0.56
Run=197–200; P=1x1; ele=40◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303250915 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
5.11 −21.39 −3.29 −3.16 −3.10 0.92 −13.41 7.31 1.96 3.35 0.25 0.60
5.13 −28.65 −8.66 −3.16 −3.09 1.15 −20.75 11.80 −3.59 5.01 1.98 0.33
5.12 −28.66 −12.71 −3.16 −3.09 1.30 −25.07 14.49 −6.82 5.76 2.05 0.17
4.82 −22.01 −3.11 −2.81 −3.10 0.93 −13.08 7.20 2.44 3.45 −0.98 0.60
Run=201–204; P=1x1; ele=40◦; azi=180◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303250931 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
4.43 −21.51 −1.59 −3.16 −3.10 0.98 −12.42 7.44 2.83 3.66 −0.71 0.65
4.00 −13.26 5.15 −2.71 −3.10 1.29 −4.74 3.53 8.67 2.17 −2.39 0.45
4.13 −7.12 9.98 −2.43 −3.11 1.49 −0.56 1.29 12.45 1.06 −1.72 0.32
4.27 −20.53 0.44 −3.16 −3.10 0.97 −12.14 7.67 3.30 3.48 1.07 0.66
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (9 of 14).
Run=205–208; P=1x1; ele=30◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303250945 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
7.22 −16.33 −0.13 −2.16 −3.11 0.51 −9.59 7.94 4.95 3.40 0.86 0.17
7.72 −25.68 −4.53 −2.76 −3.10 0.67 −16.72 12.25 1.52 4.60 0.91 −0.03
7.89 −28.90 −7.18 −2.84 −3.10 0.78 −21.21 14.99 −0.46 5.28 0.37 −0.15
6.74 −17.89 0.22 −0.97 −3.10 0.53 −8.84 7.50 5.96 2.89 −2.37 0.18
Run=209–212; P=1x1; ele=30◦; azi=180◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303250957 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
6.61 −17.51 −1.50 −1.70 −3.10 0.59 −8.53 7.63 3.65 3.32 −1.83 0.24
6.16 −8.84 3.99 −2.14 −3.11 0.83 −1.06 3.55 7.95 2.12 −1.85 0.08
5.99 −2.95 7.54 −1.78 −3.11 0.99 3.34 1.01 10.88 1.36 −1.72 −0.03
6.82 −16.19 0.11 −3.17 −3.11 0.59 −8.49 7.90 4.12 3.66 1.21 0.24
Run=213–216; P=1x1; ele=15◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303251018 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.19 −11.27 1.06 −1.41 −3.11 0.23 −5.62 7.48 5.79 3.50 0.59 −0.13
8.88 −20.18 −0.84 −0.85 −3.11 0.28 −12.79 11.93 4.52 3.86 −0.04 −0.25
9.26 −25.47 −1.69 −0.75 −3.10 0.31 −17.02 14.63 3.93 4.12 −0.32 −0.32
8.03 −12.70 1.65 0.72 −3.11 0.23 −5.24 7.07 6.90 2.09 −2.92 −0.12
Run=217–220; P=1x1; ele=15◦; azi=180◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303251029 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
7.88 −12.77 1.19 −0.56 −3.11 0.28 −4.52 6.94 5.96 2.42 −2.63 −0.07
7.25 −4.02 3.80 −0.81 −3.11 0.46 2.61 2.55 8.04 1.89 −2.42 −0.17
6.90 2.13 6.06 −0.95 −3.11 0.58 7.11 −0.26 9.89 1.69 −1.77 −0.22
8.07 −11.08 NaN NaN NaN NaN −5.11 7.49 5.61 3.86 1.10 −0.07
Run=221–224; P=1x1; ele=15◦; azi=165◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303251049 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.13 −11.06 −0.18 −2.19 −3.11 0.44 −5.26 7.45 4.22 3.91 1.18 0.09
7.53 −3.15 2.47 −0.99 −3.11 0.61 1.68 2.84 6.85 2.62 −0.33 0.01
7.10 1.78 4.56 −1.06 −3.11 0.74 6.84 −0.37 8.83 1.77 −1.31 −0.03
8.13 −11.14 −0.03 −2.42 −3.11 0.45 −5.11 7.39 4.45 3.89 1.19 0.10
Run=225–228; P=1x1; ele=15◦; azi=15◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303251104 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.17 −12.33 −1.83 −1.65 −3.11 0.02 −5.03 6.95 3.46 3.04 −0.68 −0.33
9.02 −20.19 −4.09 −0.92 −3.10 0.05 −13.07 11.91 1.79 3.94 0.19 −0.47
9.41 −26.35 −5.35 −0.79 −3.10 0.10 −17.46 14.69 1.06 3.89 −0.96 −0.54
8.05 −13.29 −1.88 0.77 −3.10 0.02 −4.97 6.76 3.99 1.85 −3.67 −0.34
Run=229–232; P=5x5; ele=15◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303251127 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.79 −12.26 1.14 −1.17 −3.11 0.05 −4.98 7.71 6.46 3.04 −0.81 −0.04
9.34 −19.09 −0.09 −0.76 −3.11 0.01 −11.94 11.82 5.74 3.86 0.25 −0.07
9.55 −24.21 −0.91 −0.78 −3.11 0.01 −15.67 14.07 5.29 3.95 −0.29 −0.08
8.75 −12.61 1.67 0.73 −3.11 0.05 −5.24 7.69 7.42 2.32 −2.54 −0.04
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (10 of 14).
Run=233–236; P=5x5; ele=15◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303251137 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.56 −11.93 −0.84 0.05 −3.11 0.09 −5.15 7.97 4.40 3.16 −1.52 0.00
8.09 −5.32 1.57 −0.70 −3.11 0.23 2.05 3.83 6.43 2.24 −2.60 −0.04
7.89 −0.59 3.19 −0.77 −3.11 0.31 5.75 1.64 7.74 2.03 −2.33 −0.07
8.60 −11.89 −0.28 −2.24 −3.11 0.11 −4.43 7.82 4.66 3.67 −0.08 0.03
Run=237–240; P=5x5; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303251150 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.75 −6.03 3.47 0.49 −3.11 0.12 −2.34 6.93 8.11 3.28 −0.43 0.03
9.39 −13.17 4.15 0.33 −3.11 0.07 −8.39 10.84 8.78 3.38 −0.05 0.03
9.87 −18.71 4.65 0.57 −3.11 0.03 −12.52 13.46 9.35 2.91 −0.66 0.04
8.92 −7.26 3.96 1.92 −3.11 0.13 −1.87 6.48 8.80 1.46 −3.08 0.05
Run=241–244; P=5x5; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303251201 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.72 −7.21 2.37 0.85 −3.11 0.21 −1.36 6.34 6.92 2.08 −2.65 0.13
8.18 −0.34 2.61 0.57 −3.11 0.26 5.00 2.22 7.27 1.82 −3.09 0.13
7.75 4.95 3.14 0.08 −3.11 0.29 8.79 −0.18 7.71 2.45 −2.14 0.14
8.61 −6.23 2.76 −1.13 −3.11 0.21 −1.60 6.66 7.13 3.87 0.18 0.12
Run=245–248; P=5x5; ele=50◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303251219 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
3.29 −24.22 −1.20 −3.20 −3.11 −0.21 −16.33 7.24 3.27 2.72 1.67 −0.31
2.80 −29.66 −6.09 −3.20 −3.10 0.09 −22.32 10.31 −1.79 3.99 3.03 −0.64
2.30 −29.53 −9.45 −3.19 −3.09 0.30 −26.39 12.24 −4.44 5.06 2.79 −0.85
3.04 −25.05 −0.92 −3.20 −3.11 −0.20 −16.25 7.08 4.14 3.06 0.20 −0.31
Run=249–252; P=5x5; ele=50◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303251234 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
2.03 −24.47 −1.81 −3.20 −3.10 −0.14 −15.01 7.65 1.23 3.60 0.21 −0.24
2.66 −17.52 3.31 −3.17 −3.11 0.30 −9.24 4.62 6.82 2.32 −1.23 −0.62
2.91 −12.50 7.54 −2.88 −3.11 0.58 −5.20 2.81 10.46 1.37 −1.59 −0.87
2.01 −24.06 −1.19 −3.20 −3.10 −0.15 −14.88 7.76 1.24 3.44 0.86 −0.24
Run=253–256; P=5x5; ele=50◦; azi=0◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303251251 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
2.74 −24.72 −1.67 −3.20 −3.11 −0.23 −15.85 7.27 2.43 3.08 0.82 −0.33
2.40 −29.71 −6.97 −3.20 −3.10 0.09 −22.11 10.52 −3.07 4.39 2.36 −0.70
2.28 −29.52 −10.75 −3.19 −3.09 0.32 −26.64 12.60 −6.25 5.30 2.95 −0.95
3.03 −25.12 −2.05 −3.20 −3.11 −0.24 −16.30 7.09 3.06 3.14 0.32 −0.35
Run=257–260; P=5x5; ele=40◦; azi=0◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303251306 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
5.00 −22.41 −2.38 −3.19 −3.11 0.05 −13.37 7.79 3.29 3.35 0.14 −0.06
4.95 −29.07 −6.76 −3.19 −3.10 0.29 −19.58 11.08 −1.13 4.55 1.50 −0.35
4.89 −29.40 −9.42 −3.19 −3.09 0.46 −23.58 13.14 −3.43 5.31 1.87 −0.53
5.25 −22.80 −2.31 −3.15 −3.11 0.05 −13.70 7.68 4.10 3.32 −0.46 −0.07
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (11 of 14).
Run=261–264; P=5x5; ele=40◦; azi=180◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303251319 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
4.56 −22.49 −2.60 −3.19 −3.10 0.13 −12.75 7.99 2.42 3.72 −0.60 0.03
4.56 −15.45 2.24 −3.12 −3.11 0.53 −6.45 5.02 6.77 2.55 −1.69 −0.30
4.81 −9.98 6.06 −2.60 −3.11 0.79 −2.46 3.02 10.06 1.62 −1.59 −0.54
4.28 −21.69 −1.74 −3.19 −3.11 0.12 −12.29 8.24 1.85 3.66 0.70 0.02
Run=265–267; P=5x5; weight test; ele=0◦; T=1303251527 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.72 −6.15 1.73 0.26 −3.12 −0.71 −2.11 6.95 6.32 3.34 −0.31 −0.79
17.21 −5.62 0.53 0.29 −3.12 −0.70 −1.88 7.27 5.34 3.56 −0.44 −0.79
9.00 −6.22 0.70 0.28 −3.12 −0.70 2.59 14.20 5.52 3.42 −0.35 −0.79
Run=268–270; P=5x5; weight test; ele=90◦; T=1303251550 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−12.90 −30.62 −0.58 −3.21 −1.27 −0.16 −31.90 6.26 0.23 1.70 3.00 −0.26
−12.91 −30.34 0.21 −3.21 −1.24 −0.16 −24.83 1.35 1.04 1.67 2.93 −0.26
−12.04 −30.88 −0.69 −3.21 −1.27 −0.15 −25.15 1.61 0.03 1.80 3.16 −0.26
Run=271–273; P=5x5; weight test; ele=-90◦; T=1303251729 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−13.60 14.71 −12.32 3.13 −0.62 0.30 −0.67 −0.48 −22.58 −1.51 −1.59 −0.04
−13.41 23.24 −13.42 3.21 −0.61 0.31 −0.33 −0.74 −23.63 −1.63 −1.81 −0.03
−13.57 15.01 −12.99 3.20 −0.62 0.30 6.58 −5.22 −23.29 −1.54 −1.65 −0.02
Run=274–277; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303260832 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.79 −11.02 −23.72 −0.75 −3.08 0.76 −6.45 25.58 −27.87 2.11 −1.40 0.32
8.82 −19.01 −23.99 −0.16 −3.08 0.71 −13.30 30.10 −28.00 2.05 −1.54 0.34
8.88 −25.19 −23.68 0.17 −3.08 0.67 −17.91 33.17 −27.77 1.52 −2.28 0.36
8.83 −11.92 −24.01 1.54 −3.08 0.78 −6.48 25.53 −27.91 0.44 −3.92 0.34
Run=278–281; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303260844 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.63 −10.45 −23.58 0.47 −3.08 0.76 −6.78 26.01 −28.19 2.18 −1.71 0.32
8.63 −3.80 −23.31 −0.23 −3.08 0.82 −0.21 21.64 −27.77 1.81 −2.25 0.35
8.63 1.61 −22.95 −0.59 −3.09 0.86 3.84 18.98 −27.70 2.22 −1.61 0.36
8.61 −10.01 −23.61 −1.94 −3.09 0.76 −6.45 25.89 −28.75 3.57 0.36 0.33
Run=282–285; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=165◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303260857 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
8.67 −9.99 −25.46 −1.46 −3.08 1.01 −6.70 25.91 −30.37 3.52 0.28 0.57
8.73 −3.00 −25.26 −0.39 −3.08 1.08 −0.42 21.63 −29.82 2.58 −1.03 0.59
8.77 1.56 −24.98 −0.49 −3.08 1.13 4.15 18.55 −29.40 2.11 −1.64 0.61
8.66 −10.17 −25.56 −1.98 −3.08 1.01 −6.44 25.75 −30.51 3.56 0.34 0.57
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (12 of 14).
Run=286–289; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303261004 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.25 0.78 −0.44 0.04 0.01 −0.00 −6.91 25.90 −27.47 2.08 −1.22 0.33
0.29 −7.71 −0.23 −0.06 −0.03 −0.06 −13.39 30.18 −27.28 1.83 −1.56 0.34
0.32 −13.31 0.28 −0.00 −0.02 −0.10 −17.50 32.94 −27.04 1.48 −2.04 0.35
0.26 −0.50 −0.52 1.51 0.00 0.02 −6.44 25.54 −27.33 0.29 −3.87 0.35
Run=290–293; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303261014 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−0.01 1.42 −1.90 0.88 0.14 −0.02 −7.18 26.30 −29.27 2.45 −1.19 0.30
0.01 7.97 −1.59 −0.22 0.18 0.05 −0.03 21.53 −28.60 1.87 −2.00 0.34
−0.00 13.38 −1.15 −0.54 0.22 0.08 4.02 18.86 −28.03 2.26 −1.37 0.35
−0.02 1.25 −1.66 −2.34 0.18 −0.01 −6.31 25.79 −29.03 3.61 0.57 0.32
Run=294–297; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=165◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303261023 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.07 1.33 −3.39 −1.97 −0.00 0.24 −6.52 25.78 −30.69 3.57 0.49 0.56
0.15 8.41 −3.19 −0.59 −0.03 0.30 −0.54 21.70 −30.07 2.66 −0.74 0.58
0.20 13.03 −2.96 −0.47 −0.04 0.35 3.93 18.68 −29.65 2.17 −1.37 0.60
0.07 1.15 −3.45 −2.38 −0.00 0.24 −6.29 25.63 −30.82 3.57 0.49 0.57
Run=298–301; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=15◦; D=119mm; h=658mm; T=1303261034 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.42 0.93 −3.01 −0.82 −0.31 −0.24 −6.91 25.67 −30.08 2.48 −0.50 0.09
0.51 −7.42 −2.68 −0.38 −0.37 −0.30 −13.36 29.93 −29.98 1.89 −1.30 0.09
0.60 −13.70 −2.26 0.02 −0.40 −0.34 −18.12 33.09 −29.81 1.32 −2.05 0.09
0.44 −0.37 −3.18 1.63 −0.34 −0.23 −6.62 25.44 −30.08 0.28 −3.80 0.10
Run=302–305; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303261051 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.16 −0.11 0.04 0.35 0.06 0.14 −6.37 25.48 −26.80 1.07 −2.66 0.48
0.15 −7.87 1.01 0.52 0.05 0.06 −14.34 30.63 −25.87 1.85 −1.27 0.45
0.16 −14.53 1.79 0.34 0.06 0.01 −18.87 33.54 −25.43 1.23 −2.00 0.44
0.23 −0.33 0.62 1.78 0.03 0.13 −6.60 25.55 −26.35 0.21 −3.78 0.47
Run=306–309; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303261101 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−0.03 0.63 −1.97 0.66 0.11 0.12 −6.63 25.81 −29.43 1.75 −2.14 0.46
−0.04 7.57 −2.66 0.19 0.15 0.18 −0.08 21.60 −29.98 1.60 −2.59 0.48
−0.01 13.16 −2.27 −0.25 0.19 0.21 3.97 19.01 −29.65 2.20 −1.70 0.48
−0.11 1.44 −2.34 −1.67 0.16 0.12 −6.53 25.87 −29.93 3.50 0.37 0.46
Run=310–313; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=195◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303261110 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
−0.11 1.27 −4.63 −1.61 0.03 −0.07 −6.53 25.82 −32.22 3.46 0.08 0.27
−0.09 8.96 −4.48 −0.23 0.08 −0.00 −0.19 21.74 −32.04 2.65 −1.25 0.28
−0.05 13.90 −4.08 −0.29 0.13 0.05 4.47 18.74 −31.84 2.25 −1.87 0.29
−0.08 1.23 −4.04 −1.94 0.03 −0.07 −6.39 25.72 −31.77 3.48 0.23 0.27
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (13 of 14).
Run=314–317; P=3x3; ele=0◦; azi=15◦; D=85mm; h=658mm; T=1303261121 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.35 0.87 −2.11 −1.37 −0.25 −0.13 −6.71 25.51 −29.41 2.59 −0.23 0.20
0.38 −8.27 −1.89 −0.38 −0.32 −0.21 −14.11 30.24 −29.24 1.76 −1.26 0.20
0.41 −14.23 −1.49 0.20 −0.34 −0.26 −18.85 33.30 −29.08 1.18 −1.96 0.18
0.39 −0.23 −2.36 2.07 −0.31 −0.13 −6.77 25.46 −29.68 0.12 −3.88 0.20
Run=318–321; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=658mm; T=1303261142 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.14 0.43 −0.36 −0.25 −0.05 0.04 −6.71 25.49 −28.03 1.73 −1.45 0.15
0.07 −7.77 0.36 0.14 −0.04 −0.03 −13.58 29.89 −27.16 1.49 −1.63 0.16
0.02 −13.94 0.94 0.44 −0.01 −0.08 −18.44 33.01 −26.69 1.12 −2.05 0.16
0.17 −0.27 −0.04 2.21 −0.06 0.05 −6.82 25.53 −27.46 0.04 −3.93 0.15
Run=322–325; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=48mm; h=454mm; T=1303261218 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.63 0.49 −2.75 −0.49 −0.69 −1.06 −7.17 25.55 −26.64 1.07 −1.09 −0.95
0.67 −8.98 −0.78 −1.30 −0.72 −1.07 −13.26 29.34 −24.82 0.25 −1.99 −0.95
0.54 −14.95 0.27 −2.81 −0.68 −1.09 −17.85 32.31 −24.10 0.93 −0.86 −0.97
0.80 −0.62 −1.06 1.15 −0.77 −1.04 −6.89 25.20 −25.38 −0.75 −3.50 −0.93
Run=326–329; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=15◦; D=48mm; h=454mm; T=1303261232 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.92 −0.80 −9.07 0.93 −1.06 −1.26 −6.78 24.99 −33.34 −0.76 −3.67 −1.15
0.87 −8.95 −8.76 −1.46 −1.05 −1.31 −13.56 29.35 −33.46 0.41 −1.79 −1.18
0.79 −14.52 −7.80 −2.84 −1.05 −1.33 −17.72 32.02 −32.77 0.86 −0.99 −1.20
0.94 −0.79 −8.91 1.01 −1.07 −1.27 −6.88 25.04 −33.55 −0.76 −3.63 −1.16
Run=330–333; P=1x1; ele=0◦; azi=30◦; D=48mm; h=454mm; T=1303261243 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
1.09 −0.82 −23.79 0.94 −1.56 −1.26 −6.91 24.81 −48.39 −0.56 −3.69 −1.15
1.07 −8.36 −23.18 −1.29 −1.58 −1.31 −13.38 28.90 −48.08 0.50 −1.91 −1.17
1.04 −13.38 −22.32 −2.65 −1.60 −1.34 −17.24 31.34 −47.22 0.90 −1.16 −1.16
1.11 −0.82 −23.49 0.99 −1.57 −1.28 −6.95 24.81 −48.24 −0.59 −3.70 −1.16
Run=334–337; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=0◦; D=85mm; h=454mm; T=1303261257 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
1.18 0.77 −2.70 0.03 −0.99 −1.19 −7.37 25.84 −27.72 1.09 −0.95 −0.81
1.21 −6.29 −2.77 −1.93 −1.00 −1.22 −11.86 28.83 −27.62 1.36 −0.57 −0.79
1.25 −10.83 −2.06 −2.37 −1.01 −1.25 −14.76 30.73 −26.99 1.05 −0.95 −0.77
1.22 −0.30 −2.50 0.64 −1.00 −1.17 −6.87 25.46 −27.43 −0.16 −2.75 −0.79
Run=338–341; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=180◦; D=85mm; h=454mm; T=1303261306 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.79 0.80 −8.18 0.77 −0.74 −1.14 −7.18 26.08 −33.45 1.12 −1.75 −0.76
0.77 7.72 −8.03 2.20 −0.72 −1.10 −2.52 23.00 −33.25 0.97 −1.99 −0.78
0.78 12.15 −7.07 1.52 −0.68 −1.07 1.21 20.56 −32.36 1.26 −1.53 −0.78
0.78 1.34 −8.10 −1.61 −0.71 −1.15 −6.90 25.99 −33.47 2.60 0.40 −0.76
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Table C.4: Load cell forces of runs (14 of 14).
Run=342–345; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=165◦; D=85mm; h=454mm; T=1303261314 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.85 1.39 −11.82 −1.47 −0.86 −0.96 −7.01 25.95 −37.14 2.64 0.43 −0.58
0.91 7.59 −11.39 0.28 −0.89 −0.92 −2.03 22.53 −36.63 1.68 −0.89 −0.59
0.96 12.20 −10.86 1.55 −0.92 −0.89 1.28 20.28 −36.04 1.25 −1.43 −0.60
0.86 1.42 −11.99 −1.51 −0.87 −0.96 −6.94 25.89 −37.33 2.64 0.43 −0.58
Run=346–349; P=7x7; ele=0◦; azi=15◦; D=85mm; h=454mm; T=1303261321 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
1.21 0.26 −14.01 −1.75 −1.24 −1.40 −6.63 25.30 −38.93 1.54 −0.69 −1.01
1.36 −6.73 −13.16 −2.58 −1.34 −1.44 −11.65 28.53 −38.09 1.40 −0.71 −0.99
1.43 −11.14 −12.15 −2.17 −1.40 −1.46 −15.22 30.84 −37.22 1.03 −1.11 −0.99
1.31 −0.35 −12.80 0.95 −1.33 −1.39 −6.97 25.38 −37.76 −0.20 −3.06 −1.01
Run=350–352; P=7x7; weight test; ele=0◦; T=1303261330 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
1.18 0.00 −5.24 1.18 −1.04 −1.18 −7.12 25.63 −30.25 −0.06 −2.74 −0.80
9.81 −0.09 −6.40 1.18 −1.38 −1.17 −6.92 25.88 −31.42 0.12 −2.84 −0.79
1.43 0.06 −6.29 1.20 −1.20 −1.17 −2.37 32.89 −31.30 0.10 −2.75 −0.79
1.17 0.05 −5.23 1.20 −1.03 −1.19 −7.13 25.65 −30.31 −0.02 −2.69 −0.81
Run=354–356; P=7x7; weight test; ele=15◦; T=1303261348 YY. . .mm
fx:5 fy:5 fz:5 τyz:5 τzx:5 τxy:5 fx:6 fy:6 fz:6 τyz:6 τzx:6 τxy:6
0.31 −6.06 −10.61 −1.67 −2.07 −0.57 −10.79 26.42 −35.77 1.48 −2.26 −0.22
8.63 −8.38 −11.81 −1.76 −2.40 −0.56 −10.67 26.70 −37.02 1.69 −2.32 −0.21
0.54 −6.11 −11.24 −1.70 −2.21 −0.56 −8.04 34.65 −36.48 1.64 −2.29 −0.20

Appendix D
Commercial product data
JR3 load cell data
The JR3-50N serial number 30E12A4-I40_100N5S load cell calibration matrix dated
11/10/2005 is,
C50n =

5.8394 0.0355 0.1045 −0.1687 −0.1325 0.1481
−0.0326 5.8576 0.0594 0.0833 −0.3464 0.5471
−0.2252 −0.0328 11.6564 0.2854 −0.5471 0.6251
−0.0028 0.0067 0.00490 0.598 −0.0028 0.021
−0.0064 −0.0017 −0.0108 0.0012 0.5848 0.0033
−0.0005 0.0007 0.005 −0.005 −0.0039 0.5996

. (D.1)
The JR3 LC63N serial number 30E12A4-R2IPR-F_63N5 load cell calibration matrix
dated 4/05/2007 is,
C63n =

14.974 0.181 −0.345 −1.165 −0.02 0.019
0.145 15.143 −0.224 −0.050 −0.611 −0.592
0.148 0.206 30.422 −0.4710 0.103 −0.256
0.0130 0.002 −0.001 1.132 −0.002 −0.007
−0.002 −0.01 0.022 0.005 1.141 −0.015
0.023 −0.024 0.009 0.005 0.01 1.127

. (D.2)
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SM1 Series Module 
Electrical Specifications 
Nominal Performance at CSTC (1000 W/m2 DNI, AM1.5D, 25˚C cell) 
SM1  -82S -87S -92S 
Nominal Power (±2.5W) PMPP (W) 82.5 87.5 92.5 
Voltage at PMPP VMPP (V) 94 94 94 
Current at PMPP IMPP (A) 0.88 0.93 0.98 
Open Circuit Voltage VOC (V) 105 105 105 
Short Circuit Current ISC (A) 0.94 1.00 1.04 
Aperture Efficiency % 30.8 32.6 34.5 
Temperature Coefficient of PMPP %/˚C -0.14 
Temperature Coefficient of VOC %/˚C -0.14 
Maximum System Voltage VSYS (V) 1000 IEC, 1000 UL 
Nominal Performance at CSOC (900 W/m2 DNI, AM1.5D, 20˚C ambient) 
SM1  -82S -87S -92S 
Nominal Power (±5%) PMPP (W) 69.0 71.5 74.0 
Voltage at PMPP VMPP (V) 83 83 83 
Current at PMPP IMPP (A) 0.83 0.86 0.89 
Open Circuit Voltage VOC (V) 97 97 97 
Short Circuit Current ISC (A) 0.87 0.90 0.93 
Certifications 
None (IEC 62108, IEC 62688, CE Mark, UL 8703, CEC pending) 
Mechanical Specifications 
Length x Width 636 mm x 476 mm 
Thickness 68 mm 
Weight 7.3 kg 
Enclosure Steel with powder coat 
Primary lens Silicone on glass (tempered) 
Concentration ratio 1,111 
Cell type Triple-junction 
Connectors MC4 compatible 
Bypass diodes Integrated in module 
Mounting Orientation Portrait 
 
  Figure D.3: Semprius SM1 module datasheet c2013, 1 of 2.
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Semprius, Inc. 
4915 Prospectus Drive, Suite C 
Durham, NC 27713, USA 
All electrical specifications are ±5%, unless otherwise specified.  Specifications are subject to change without notice.  No rights can be derived 
from this product datasheet, and Semprius, Inc. assumes no liability resulting from the use of any information contained herein.  
 
Warranty 
- 5 year limited product warranty 
- Limited module power warranty:  10 years at 90% of minimum rated power output, 25 years at 80% of 
the minimum rated power output. 
 
IV Curves 
 
Flash Test Conditions:  1000 W/m2 DNI, AM1.5D, 25˚C cell temperature 
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Figure D.3: (Cont.) Semprius SM1 module datasheet c2013, 2 of 2.
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High-efficiency photovoltaic module using silicon nitride multicrystalline silicon cells. 
 
Performance 
Rated power (Pmax)  50W 
Nominal voltage  12V 
Limited Warranty1  25 years 
 
 
Configuration 
BP 350U  Clear universal frame and standard J-box 
 
 
Electrical Characteristics2                 BP 350 
Maximum power (Pmax)
3 50W 
Voltage at Pmax (Vmp) 17.5V 
Current at Pmax (Imp) 2.9A  
Warranted minimum Pmax 45W 
Short-circuit current (Isc) 3.17A 
Open-circuit voltage (Voc) 21.8V 
Temperature coefficient of Isc (0.065±0.015)%/ °C 
Temperature coefficient of Voc -(80±10)mV/°C 
Temperature coefficient of power -(0.5±0.05)%/ °C 
NOCT (Air 20°C; Sun 0.8kW/m2 ; wind 1m/s) 47±2°C 
Maximum series fuse rating  20A 
Maximum system voltage 600V (U.S. NEC & IEC 61215 rating) 
1000V (TÜV Rheinland rating) 
 
 
Mechanical Characteristics 
Dimensions  Length: 839mm (33”)  Width: 537mm (21.1”)  Depth: 50mm (1.97”) 
 
Weight   6.0 kg (13.2 pounds)  
 
Solar Cells  72 cells (42mm x 125mm) in a 4x18 matrix connected in 2 parallel strings of 36 
in series 
 
Junction Box U-Version junction box with 6-terminal connection block; IP 54, accepts PG 13.5,  
M20, ½ inch conduit, or cable fittings accepting 6-12mm diameter cable. 
Terminals accept 2.5 to 10mm2 (8 to 14 AWG) wire. 
Diodes   One 9A, 45V Schottky by-pass diode included 
 
Construction  Front: High-transmission 3mm (1/8th inch) tempered glass; Back: Tedlar;  
Encapsulant: EVA 
 
Frame   Clear anodized aluminum alloy type 6063T6 Universal frame; Color: silver 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   BP 350 
50 Watt Photovoltaic Module 
 
1. Module Warranty: 25-year limited warranty of 80% power output; 12-year limited warranty of 90% power output; 5-year limited warranty of  
 materials and workmanship.  See your local representative for full terms of these warranties. 
2. These data represent the performance of typical BP 350 products, and are based on measurements made in accordance with ASTM E1036    
    corrected to SRC (STC.) 
3. During the stabilization process that occurs during the first few months of deployment, module power may decrease by up to 3% from  
    typical Pmax. 
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Quality and Safety 
Module power measurements calibrated to World Radiometric Reference through  
ESTI (European Solar Test Installation at Ispra, Italy) 
 
  Manufactured in ISO 9001-certified factories; conforms to European Community  
Directives 89/33/EEC, 73/23/EEC, 93/68/EEC; certified to IEC 61215    
 
 Framed modules certified by TÜV Rheinland as Safety Class II (IEC 60364)  
equipment for use in systems up to 1000 VDC  
 
Listed by Underwriter’s Laboratories for electrical and fire safety 
(Class C fire rating) 
 
  Approved by Factory Mutual Research in NEC Class 1, Division 2,  
Groups C & D hazardous locations (U)       
 
 
Qualification Test Parameters 
Temperature cycling range -40°C to +85°C  (-40°F to 185°F) 
Humidity freeze, damp heat 85% RH 
Static load front and back (e.g. wind) 50psf (2400 pascals) 
Front loading (e.g. snow) 113psf (5400 pascals) 
Hailstone impact 25mm (1 inch) at 23 m/s (52mph) 
 
Module Diagram 
Dimensions in brackets are in inches.  Unbracketed dimensions are in millimeters.  Overall tolerances ±3mm (1/8”) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Included with each module: self-tapping grounding screw, instruction sheet, and warranty document. 
 
 
Note:  This publication summarizes product warranty and specifications, which are subject to change without notice. 
            Additional information may be found on our web site: www.bpsolar.com 
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BP 350 I-V Curves
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Figure D.4: (Cont.) BP Solar BP350 module datasheet c2004, 2 of 2.
